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Artist ID: 2
Artist Name: Fabrizio Cugia
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: I seek "atmospheric", art, a synthesis between abstract art and impressionism. An artist should
paint intuitively, for and from the third eye, and be capable of transcending the visible from an out of time
perspective.
The colors, the chromatic choices, in my pictures are refined and of Fauve tendency, yet I intend to portrait
moments, apparently ordinary themes that pierce time. The daily day by day becomes a supreme moment, an
existential answer between the relativism of the imponderable “tempus fugitâ€• and the eternity hidden behind the
carpe diem.
I believe that the daily reveals unexpected junctions, and evocative suggestions when associated with a fairy-tale
perception of nature. This is what I intend to represent.
Notes:

Artist ID: 2
Artwork 1 Title: Hot dog
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25x30
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: An undecisive moment of apparent ordinary life. Art and man are both victims of the
instant, of a machination, where man possesses the key,
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 2
Artwork 2 Title: Riders in the storm
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x50
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by Jim Morrison's probable intuitive view of an everyday trip. Two vehicles moving
in opposite directions, if any.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 2
Artwork 3 Title: The Empress
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x70
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: After relativism, time and space have become impalpable. This is a portrait of the US First
Lady, imagined hanging in some future hall.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 2
Artwork 4 Title: Portrait of my mother
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 35x45
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Again, the mystery of the origin, the eternity beyond time.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 2
Artwork 5 Title: Zen composition
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 30x30
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: A simple vase and frugal flowers. A connection is set with the viewer, projected into a prism
of colors in the labyrinths of his own memory, in search, perhaps unconsciously, of things already seen but
inexorably forgotten.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 9
Artist Name: Suki Berwick
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: Artist statement
My current work originates from the country walks I do regularly. This then leads to exploring it with the possibilities
of engaging with the idea of remembered places and spaces or experiences that capture my imagination.
The starting point is the layering of colours and abstract marks that have no meanings. Sometimes I use acrylic
colours to begin with and finishing in oil.
The process is one that relies on intuitive decision makings and following up with responses. The paintings evolve
through processes of engaging with action and reaction and drawing on the canvas directly. The detailed subject
matter is often left to discover or to reveal in the process of making it.
I like it to be flexible with picture making approaches keeping it open to changes and discoveries along the way. I
like my surfaces textured and layered working over and again until the effects wanted are achieved.
Notes:

Artist ID: 9
Artwork 1 Title: The scented valley
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x61x2.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this work I was interested in conveying the feelings of joy and excitement, looking up and
down in a summer's landscape.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 9
Artwork 2 Title: The nature's pandora
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76x61x2.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Finding hidden places or spaces while walking in the county side was compared with my
childhood memories.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 9
Artwork 3 Title: W's castle
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x40x2cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This work is based on the crawling insects I observed in the fields. I was interested in the
sense of movements and used repeated marks for the effects.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 9
Artwork 4 Title: The cycles of paths
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 101x76x3cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This piece is an exploration of my ongoing relationship with the landscape around me and
the landscape from the past.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 9
Artwork 5 Title: The misty day's presentation
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 102x76x3cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: This work was developed very slowly as it is with most other paintings. I was mainly
interested in depicting the experience of my walks in a hazy day. I used less bright colours and tried to keep it in
loose forms.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 10
Artist Name: Eduard Zentsik
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/photozentsik
IG: https://www.instagram.com/photo_zentsik/
Artist Statement: Eduard Zentsik is a prolific Estonian-based artist of many faces. He’s developed radically different
artistic personas, refusing to link his name to a single signature style, technique, or theme. Instead, Zentsik mixes
genres and media and playfully subverts the traditions of old.

Painter, photographer, graphic artist, designer, author of installations, performances and musical improvisations.
Organizer of youth exhibitions and projects. For over years of creativity had more than a hundred personal
exhibitions and took part in numerous joint projects. Participant and winner of international Photographic and Art
competitions. Numerous works are in private collections around the world.
Notes:

Artist ID: 10
Artwork 1 Title: Another reality 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 1 Medium: mix media print
Artwork 1 Commentary: Human is a very small, but humanity is beautiful. You can look for advantages and
disadvantages. The photographs show that people are create of world. Most of the photos are directed to humanity.
Without people there would be no photograph. Take retro photos and make up a new reality. An illusory world that
looks like real mysticism. Welcome to another reality.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 10
Artwork 2 Title: Another reality 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 2 Medium: mix media print
Artwork 2 Commentary: Human is a very small, but humanity is beautiful. You can look for advantages and
disadvantages. The photographs show that people are create of world. Most of the photos are directed to humanity.
Without people there would be no photograph. Take retro photos and make up a new reality. An illusory world that
looks like real mysticism. Welcome to another reality.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 10
Artwork 3 Title: Another reality 3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 3 Medium: mix media print
Artwork 3 Commentary: Human is a very small, but humanity is beautiful. You can look for advantages and
disadvantages. The photographs show that people are create of world. Most of the photos are directed to humanity.
Without people there would be no photograph. Take retro photos and make up a new reality. An illusory world that
looks like real mysticism. Welcome to another reality.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 10
Artwork 4 Title: Another reality 4
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 4 Medium: mix media print
Artwork 4 Commentary: Human is a very small, but humanity is beautiful. You can look for advantages and
disadvantages. The photographs show that people are create of world. Most of the photos are directed to humanity.
Without people there would be no photograph. Take retro photos and make up a new reality. An illusory world that
looks like real mysticism. Welcome to another reality.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 10
Artwork 5 Title: Another reality 5
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 5 Medium: mix media print
Artwork 5 Commentary: Human is a very small, but humanity is beautiful. You can look for advantages and
disadvantages. The photographs show that people are create of world. Most of the photos are directed to humanity.
Without people there would be no photograph. Take retro photos and make up a new reality. An illusory world that
looks like real mysticism. Welcome to another reality.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 11
Artist Name: Mathilde Lebreton
Website: www.mathilde-lebreton.com
IG: mathilde_lebreton_art
Artist Statement: French artist and architect living in London.
I have been developing this series since 2014. The paintings are accumulated stories, one giving rise to another,
written in an abstract language. The lacerations and scratches leave the light and colours make their way through,
like windows open to something else.
Notes:

Artist ID: 11
Artwork 1 Title: Sans titre 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 96 x 145 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 11
Artwork 2 Title: Sans titre 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122 x 152 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 11
Artwork 3 Title: Sans titre 4
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 120 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 11
Artwork 4 Title: Sans titre 6
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 114 x 162 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 11
Artwork 5 Title: Sans titre 7
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 122 x 152 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 12
Artist Name: Sofie Berzon MacKie
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sofie.mackie
Artist Statement: I immigrated to southern Israel from London when I was six. I met Israel with the air raid sirens of
the Gulf War, gas masks and sealed room. I work on and with my personal biography and issues that arise from my
life; immigration, motherhood, identity, home, memory and war.
Two weeks ago the security situation escalated along the Israeli-Gazan border, where I live. Waking up early to
prepare the children for school and kindergarten, I discovered that war crept upon us during the night. School was
cancelled, roads were blocked. With 15 seconds from the siren blaring to find shelter from an incoming rocket, we
could not leave the house. Lockdown. During the past two years this occurred roughly once a month. Not knowing
when it will end, we decided to take a picture each morning. A little fantasy to process or relieve the weight of war. I
photographed my most intimate place, my children in my home. The inside of love and fear with light filtering
through the curtain of my living room.
Notes:

Artist ID: 12
Artwork 1 Title: Thomas, day 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60*60
Artwork 1 Medium: photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: Day 1 of the last escalation between Israel and Gaza. At our Kibbutz, only 4.7 km from the
border, we are in lockdown. No shcools no kindergarden the roads are closed. We are at home, me and the children.
Thomas is five years old. We decide to dress up and take a picture to help with the bad thoughts and feelings.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 12
Artwork 2 Title: Anna, day 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60*60
Artwork 2 Medium: photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: Day 2 of the last escalation between Israel and Gaza. At our Kibbutz, only 4.7 km from the
border, we are in lockdown. No shcools no kindergarden the roads are closed. We are at home, me and the children.
Anna is eight years old. We woke up hoping for a cease fire that did not arrive.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 12
Artwork 3 Title: Thomas, day 2
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60*60
Artwork 3 Medium: photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: Day 2 of the last escalation between Israel and Gaza. At our Kibbutz, only 4.7 km from the
border, we are in lockdown. No shcools no kindergarden the roads are closed. We are at home, me and the children.
The children sleep cuddled together in the safe-room. We woke up with war still all around us. The sky is on fire the
earth shakes. Thomas is scared and tired. So am I, but I hug him and say everything will be OK. He wears the cape of
the wolf, he says it makes him brave.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 12
Artwork 4 Title: Anna, day 3
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60*60
Artwork 4 Medium: photography
Artwork 4 Commentary: Day 3 of the last escalation between Israel and Gaza. At our Kibbutz, only 4.7 km from the
border, we are in lockdown. No shcools no kindergarden the roads are closed. We are at home, me and the children.
15 seconds to the sfae room. We thought it would be over by now but it is still raging. Anna is a paratrooper this
morning. I hope she will never have to join the army. I pray silently to a god I don't belive in and ask for peace for all
living things. I think about picking up the pieces again soon.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 12
Artwork 5 Title: Anna, day 4
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60*60
Artwork 5 Medium: photography
Artwork 5 Commentary: We left home. South, deep into the desert we went. Far from the rockets and sirens and
bombs and fear and smoke. I hope to sleep well tonight under the stars. The sky is cloudy and the sand so white and
smooth. Sunshine. Anna my daughter closes her eyes and tells me she hears nothing but the wind. I am heartbroken.
She askes never to come back to what we left behind. I tell her to have hope it will be over. I promise we will return
only when it is done. We both know there will be a next time.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 13
Artist Name: Aurelijus Kovaliovas
Website:
IG: spike_painting
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 13
Artwork 1 Title: Close Friend
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 95x109x1
Artwork 1 Medium: 0il on board
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 13
Artwork 2 Title: Arrival to the City
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122x95x2
Artwork 2 Medium: 0il on board
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 13
Artwork 3 Title: Love at First Sight
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 117x97x2.5
Artwork 3 Medium: 0il on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 13
Artwork 4 Title: Brexit Leisure Centre
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 112x81x4.5
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 13
Artwork 5 Title: #MeToo
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 81x117x2.5
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 17
Artist Name: Ian Maher
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: An unfathomable desire to create flows through me, carried along by an unknown mysterious
force that I can only best describe as intuition. I’ve chosen to take this creative energy and channel it into something
that is of crucial importance to the betterment of myself as an individual; that being the attempt to understand the
perplexities of mankind and to forever search for my place within the world.

My subjects, techniques and mediums shift as needs be; The desire preceeds the context.
Notes:

Artist ID: 17
Artwork 1 Title: Dynamic Craning Woman
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70x2
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: At times I feel it is best to view the world in fragments, as it is in a state of utter
fragmentation. Finding solace amidst the constant friction of these opposing shards can come about when searching
for shared similarities and creating ways to join them anew.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 17
Artwork 2 Title: Still life, Whisky Glass & candles on Coffee Table
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 51x41x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 17
Artwork 3 Title: Reclining Nude & Attentive Students
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 82x102x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 17
Artwork 4 Title: Reclining Nude
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 11x20x10
Artwork 4 Medium: Ceramic
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 17
Artwork 5 Title: Identity
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 23x10x20
Artwork 5 Medium: Wood
Artwork 5 Commentary: I believe that as soon as I stop looking for my identity, or worse yet, if i definitively discover
it, then that is the moment I lose my identity. The search far surpasses the thing to be found. As with everything, I
change with time. In this sense, identity is a fluid concept, interlinked by my own choices and feelings directed
towards myself and the world around me. I have my foundation to build upon, but the walls never stay for long.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 18
Artist Name: Jared Hendler
Website: https://www.oilandcharcoal.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/oilandcharcoal/
Artist Statement: Portraiture celebrating those influencing society through online culture.

My work documents the effects technology and social media culture have on society. Our obsession with creating
our own identities. From individuals seeking connection, to others who make a living by growing audiences that
eclipse traditional celebrity.

Amidst our obsession of sharing, easy access to technology has given individuals unprecedented opportunity to
reach large audiences directly. Many who were previously unrecognized or misrepresented now have a voice.

While some are driven by pure narcissism, the underlying human need to connect with others on some intimate
level is the most interesting as it requires us to publicly expose a part of ourselves not often seen. The public
creation of personal identity, combined with the emergence of a ‘new’ celebrity for a new era is what I bring to life in
my work. In homage of traditional portraiture as a representation of our times, my work is a reflection of who we are
now.
Notes:

Artist ID: 18
Artwork 1 Title: feat stew the dog ?
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x56
Artwork 1 Medium: Gouache on Paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: @monibelle ?petra by Kali ? feat stew the dog ?
Moni Haworth
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 18
Artwork 2 Title: How To Be Lonely Together
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x21.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Gouache on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: @zengaking Look for the performance of ... how to be lonely together!?! As part of
Manifestos for Queer Futures at The Present is Not Enough!
Keith Zenga King
Artist
Writer, Performance Artist.
Uganda - Germany
Girl Boy
They/ Them
Personal A
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 18

Artist ID: 18
Artwork 3 Title: @kinoko_shibari waist
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 43x35
Artwork 3 Medium: Gouache and pastel on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: @kinoko_shibari waist
Photo and rope Hajime Kinoko??
Hajime Kinoko
I am a professional rope artist based in Tokyo??
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 18
Artwork 4 Title: Tangled
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 76x54
Artwork 4 Medium: Gouache on paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: @inkandarte source unknown
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 18
Artwork 5 Title: Touch all of this skin darling
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 78x58
Artwork 5 Medium: Gouache and pastel on paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: Violet Chachki
@violetchachki
Touch all of this skin darling.
Editorial by @lukabooth for @wussymag
4w
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 23
Artist Name: Trevor Burgess
Website: www.trevorburgess.co.uk
IG: @trevorburgesspaintings
Artist Statement: I paint images of everyday urban life. It’s not a dystopian vision and it’s not a vision of alienation.
The city is a natural human environment. Most of the time, people are getting on with daily life, shopping, chatting,
rushing, hanging about. Some of those people are having a hard time, but sometimes you can’t tell. These are the
people around me, and the places I go and I think there’s a place for them in painting.
Painting focuses me on being alive in the world. Making a successful painting always comes back to something I’ve
experienced. Painting is like a rescue service for my memories.
It starts with photographs I take here in London, and also on travels. Afterwards I spend a lot of time looking at the
photos deciding which ones have a painting in them. Once I start, I paint quickly without any preliminary drawing,
and then it’s a process of refining and shaping, trying to retain the freshness, whilst working through to something
that satisfies. If a picture bugs me, I’ll keep coming back to it. I use a liquid paint, with the colours mixed in bowls and
I paint on the floor or flat on a table, which allows more fluidity. Each painting has its own demands, and I get more
demanding too. I try to let the painting find its identity so it locks together visually in a way that gives life to the
people and places I have been to and seen.
Notes:

Artist ID: 23
Artwork 1 Title: Selling chillis and ginger (Thane, Mumbai)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70 x 96 x 3
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is from a series of paintings of markets around the world. I was visiting Mumbai and
took the opportunity to explore the Crawford Market and also the street stalls in Thane. Amongst all the visual riches
of the food and goods on sale, I was particularly interested in the sellers. In this painting the seller is the centre of
attention, and the spectator has the viewpoint of the shopper. I painted the woman differently from anything else in
the picture in bright flat colours thickly applied with a palette knife. But she is comfortable in the naturalistic space
and atmosphere of the picture and she relates visually with the heaped piles of chillies next to her which are painted
contrastingly with loose, sinuous, fluid brushstrokes. These two elements of the painting have a dialogue of green
and pink with each other, which sounds so simple when put into words, and if the colours and handling are right
should look simple too. The rest of the painting in pale dusty colours is like a mellow bass line beneath the main
theme, and the white ground of the painting keeps the whole thing luminous. I generally paint on board, but this
painting is on canvas, and the diluted colour has sunk into the weave with a softness to it that evoked for me my
memories of the hazy quality of the light.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 23
Artwork 2 Title: Londoners 5
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 72.5 x 2.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on board
Artwork 2 Commentary: This was a woman I saw on Deptford High Street. It is one of an occasional series of
paintings focusing on individuals on the street, that I have called “Londonersâ€•. It was achieved quickly, broadly
painted, with an unusually reduced palette for me of blacks, greys and sandy tones (although the blacks and greys
are mixed from colours, so it’s far from being a monochrome). The paint varies from thick gobbets to thin
translucent washes, set against broad glossy brushstrokes through which scratchy hints of the white underpainting
subtly glitter. All the focus is on the intense reflective inwardness of the woman doing her shopping, deeply
absorbed in her own thoughts.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 23
Artwork 3 Title: Family Shopping (Deptford)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 32.5 x 34 x 2.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on board
Artwork 3 Commentary: In contrast with the previous picture (Londoners 5), this is a raucous energetic painting, full
of street noise and dominated by the young boy, mouth open in mid stride, his mother looking away and the baby in
the pram looking in the opposite direction. Just a moment glimpsed as I walked by, the momentary impression reenforced by the fact that it’s a surprisingly small picture. Though the result adds up to a compellingly believable and
familiar scene, every element of the painting is re-invented not described. I was interested in how energy could be
conveyed through the materiality of the paint, and getting the colour to bounce around on the eye in a way that
obstructs passage into the scene just as the jostling crowds do.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 23
Artwork 4 Title: Pig to Bacon (Bogota)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 122 x 81 x 2.5
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on board
Artwork 4 Commentary: Usually my focus is on elements of street life that are unremarkable and familiar, that I
would pass by without a second look if I hadn’t fixed them in a photo. The act of painting bestows attention on the
unregarded. Painting has the power to make things visible that were unseen.
Just occasionally I am lucky to have witnessed something visually unforgettable. This man carrying a whole pig on
his shoulders was walking towards me in the vast Corobastos market in Bogota, Colombia. Every element in the
painting except the pig is painted in light transparent glazes, only set off by the flat glossy pale blue of the section of
wall suspended at the top of the picture like a butcher’s knife ready to drop (you can’t really see how this blue is
shinier than the rest of the picture in the digital image). Then the pig is all clotted pasty impasto weighing so heavy
on the man, who is an absence - his white overalls are simply left unpainted.
As a footnote, “carneâ€• in Spanish means both “fleshâ€• and “meatâ€•. The title of the painting is an intentional
pun as the subject of the painting and particularly the window display to the left of the man and pig lightly reference
the work of Francis Bacon, whose paintings married the two meanings of “carneâ€•.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 23

Artist ID: 23
Artwork 5 Title: Groceries (Deptford)
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 100 x 122 x 3
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on board
Artwork 5 Commentary: I think of this painting like a symphony. On one hand it’s simply a depiction of a grocery
store on my local High Street in Deptford. On the other, it’s a complex orchestral construction, built on a structured
grid, myriad tones and chords of green and sharp notes of colour, with the hanging pieces of aloe vera across the top
like the keys on a piano. Okay, that’s fanciful maybe, but certainly it took numerous re-paintings to get the picture to
come together - even in the digital image you can see how thickly painted the top bands of green are - and to set
singing all those little riffs and rhythms of colour across the surface. In my mind all the time I was reaching towards a
luminous dance of sensuous colours across the central band of the picture, but the dance depended upon a much
broader vertical counterpoint from the canopy to the base of the picture that was slow to appear and only emerged
after repeated failed solutions. It shows how the end result of my paintings can move far from the detail of their
photographic sources in my search for an answer to what the painting is calling for.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 24
Artist Name: Eric Capel
Website: https://ericcapel.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/capel.eeee/
Artist Statement: Thoughts on Gravity

An artful collaboration with chance and control of paint
on a square.

“Thoughts on Gravityâ€• is an open-ended series of multi- media paintings whose laborious surfaces hint at the
artist’s excavation of emotional and political terrain.

An arduous process of applying a grid layout, composing and glueing multiple layers of collage. Images. Messages.
Typographical, and graphic color patterns. Hidden in the layers of collage are the embodyment, the physical, the
psycholgical, spoken words, the pictoral records of their making.

Removing. Tearing away. Building up layers. Scraping. Priming, Sanding and paint. Repeat. Complex details.
Hidden messages. Hidden meanings.

This approach embraces chance as the conceptual
backbone of the work...decoding what lies beneath.
The unpredictable behavior of what is revealed, or
left concealed.

Thinned, aqueous acrylic paint cascades down the panel under it’s own weight. Pours, splashes, and drips flow
over the rough and smooth surface edges not knowing exactly where they will end up.

The less effort, the less thinking that goes into it, the better the result.
Notes:

Artist ID: 24
Artwork 1 Title: Thoughts on Gravity-Hidden Agenda
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76.2 X 76.2 X 5.08 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media, Acrylic, Collage, Grapihite
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 24
Artwork 2 Title: Thoughts on Gravity-Hidden Meaning
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76.2 X 76.2 X 5.08 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media, Acrylic, Collage, Grapihite
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 24
Artwork 3 Title: Thoughts on Gravity-Hidden Persuasion
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76.2 X 76.2 X 5.08 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media, Acrylic, Collage, Grapihite
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 24
Artwork 4 Title: Thoughts on Gravity-Hidden Thoughts
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 76.2 X 76.2 X 5.08 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed Media, Acrylic, Collage, Grapihite
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 24
Artwork 5 Title: Thoughts on Gravity-Hidden Society
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 152.4 cm X 152.4 X 5.08 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Mixed Media, Acrylic, Collage, Grapihite
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 25
Artist Name: Sivan Lavie
Website: www.sivanlavie.com
IG: @sivanlife
Artist Statement: I am a visual artist based in Tel Aviv. I explore vibrant colors, materials and canvas size to create an
enveloping experience for the audience. My art is not directed at the brain, but at the body. The abstraction, color
and material give energy to the viewer’s body. They create an overwhelming, playful, relieving feeling. It’s serious
but doesn’t take itself seriously. I want to give viewers a “wowâ€• moment, in which they stand in front of the work
and are left speechless. There’s nothing to name, judge, or say. This is a moment of meditation, beyond thought.
Beyond judgments, there are intuitive sensations in a united field. These are moments of pure self-connection, love,
truth. For me, this is the beauty of artmaking: gifting people with energy, love, through channeling the abstract field.
Notes:

Artist ID: 25
Artwork 1 Title: My heart fills the room
Artwork 1 Dimensions: various dimensions
Artwork 1 Medium: Spray, acrylic, oil and industrial paint on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: An installation emitting positive energy, depicting abstracted hearts of various sizes.
Accompanying text: "My heart starts as in internal organ, it beats it beats it beats it carries blood and then it spills to
the outside of my body, from a feeling of love and generosity. Love starts inside and as self love grows, love pours
out more and more in huge and infinite amount: love that has no opposite: into paintings i paint, dances i dance,
plants i water, people I smile at. Love is energy, love exists everywhere and inside everything, if our eyes are open to
seeing it. I am love, you are love, a tree is love, a cat is love, even in places with no cats and no trees there is love.
Beyond the daily dramas that we get trapped in (which don't really exist), everything is totally fine, there is fresh air
and quiet. No hate, no worries, just love and everything interconnects like a big big hug. "
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 25
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220x250
Artwork 2 Medium: Spray and industrial paint on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The broken grid and vibrant colors meet the viewer's body. Almost a perverse Mondrian.
The dots are energy, which exists at any time in space but is invisible to the naked eye. The large fields of white give
breathing room. Below an extra image of the work meeting the viewers (for scale):

http://sivanlavie.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Letting_in_the_sun_opening.jpg
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 25
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40x30cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil, acrylic, industrial paint and spray on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece is almost edible. The textures of the different types of paints meet on the white
background. The painting is an exploration os space: within the field of the painting, of the painting on the wall, and
of inner space that expands whilst looking at the painting. The painting doesn't start nor end anywhere, as if a
window into an unseen dimension of reality.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 25
Artwork 4 Title: I couldn't get over it so I hid underneath (the umbrella of feelings)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 275x250
Artwork 4 Medium: Colored pencil, pastel, crayon and felt tip on paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: A huge drawing that resembles a parachute or umbrella. Emerging out of a piece of my
writing, the drawing refers to 'big feelings', and the difficulty to just 'feel' them, and the will to disappear instead.
The physical act of drawing this drawing is an act to feel the rainbow of feelings. It is almost an absurd child's
drawing. Something a child could draw on a smaller scale but never on this scale. Whilst painting it I was on my
knees, inside the painting, which was spread on the floor of the studio.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 25
Artwork 5 Title: untitled
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 25x35
Artwork 5 Medium: spray, acrylic and industrial paint on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: An exploration of space and layering, it gives the viewer almost a sense of floatation and the
existence of many plains on the painting surface, like a solar system.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 27
Artist Name: Lisa Kotoulas
Website: www.lisakotoulas.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/lisakotoulasart/
Artist Statement: The evolution of truths and lies, and more importantly, the distortion along the way, is what drives
my practice. In highlighting the deceptions of the past, the work provides a platform where universal truths become
the equalisers for the future.

I recently undertook a residency in Athens to study Ancient Greek sculpture. After having discovered that the
original marbles were not the glorified white forms as we know them, I wanted to take a closer look. I wanted to
learn about the vibrant colours, gems and metals often added to these unfinished works.

I was surprised to find minimal data on this polychromatic history in the museums. It became evident during my
residency that the magnificence and beauty of these white statues as a higher from of art distinguishing itself from
the rest of the world is an idea not so easily abstained. As European historians informed us of the purity and
perfection from the West drawing contrast to the rest of the world, the myth soon became a concrete global fact.
Discoveries of written texts and many excavations have since dispelled this lie. Painted marbles have been
uncovered during archaeological digs and technology has been used to analyse remnants of pigments on many
works. It is only by addressing such deceits that we can dismantle social hierarchies and prejudices and instead
acknowledge human achievements as a catalyst for universal growth.

My paintings reimagine ancient greek sculpture. Vibrant (and at times garish) colours are added to otherwise
monochromatic forms.
Notes:

Artist ID: 27
Artwork 1 Title: Look Mum, No Hands
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x45x3
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 27
Artwork 2 Title: The Groom
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x45x3
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 27
Artwork 3 Title: The Got Close, But Not Close Enough
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 65x60x3
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 27
Artwork 4 Title: Untitled
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 45x50x3
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 27
Artwork 5 Title: Head of Aphrodite (1) and Foot (2)
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60x50x3
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 28
Artist Name: Andreas Spiliotopoulos
Website: aspiliotopoulos.com
IG:
Artist Statement: I studied at the Athens school of Fine Arts and
At the Bartlett school of Architecture

I immerse myself into worlds of surrealistic mayhem.

Images from movies and games, of toys heroes and villains and dreams of childhood collide with desires, remorse,
indifference, ridicule and feelings of futility of my adulthood.
Notes:

Artist ID: 28
Artwork 1 Title: dance with me
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x100
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Heroes and Luchadores
locked in a dance spiral
A death spiral
Lost their sense of purpose they have
swirling in a pink blue void.
Sunset dance
Sunrise...
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 28
Artwork 2 Title: Duck! I like my fruits!
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150x200
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Duck approaching...
A new trojan horse?
Going for my fruits of labor.
All this people jumping for the pool...or the duck?
So much heat...
Where is it coming from???
Who cares...
I need a drink...
So much fun! Let me take a selfie!!
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 28

Artist ID: 28
Artwork 3 Title: Steak out
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150x100
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Heroes and Aliens
They all need food
Steaks for all
They all like steaks
But are they steaks too?
People are there but dont watch
Invisible heroes and Aliens
Are they food too?
Are you hungry?
ET steak for you?
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 28

Artist ID: 28
Artwork 4 Title: Blue and purple toy
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 150x100
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Look at me
What you see
blue boy...
Fluffy bear toy
Arms elastic
Love of plastic
Hairy fantastic
Super hero arms
Can toys love?
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 28

Artist ID: 28
Artwork 5 Title: cheers to the end
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 150x230
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: Cheers to all
The final cheers
The blast
Dinosaurs are back
I smile and drink
I heard the noise of a plain falling from the skies
The laughter of the wild
The sound of a rocket
To the end
Drinks are on me!
SO much FUN!!
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 28

Artist ID: 29
Artist Name: Shirin Moayya
Website: https://www.shirinmoayya.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/shirin_moayya_artworks
Artist Statement: "MIRROR OF FANTASY" - NOV. 2019
Mirror of Fantasy series is about the peculiar traits of each psycho-pathology & shows how the expressionistic
accentuation of the pictorial language can give a critical and disenchanted look at human discomfort while showing a
deep emotional sharing. This series is about reconciling harsh reality, empathy and pictorial frankness that makes us
understand how, exposing the inconsistencies is the first step of a journey of hope that in the future a new
humanism will succeed to re-establish the human being starting from the destruction of the false certainties of the
present.
Notes:

Artist ID: 29
Artwork 1 Title: Toward the light from Mirror Of Fantasy
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x100x3
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 29
Artwork 2 Title: Protection from Mirror Of Fantasy
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x100x3
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 29
Artwork 3 Title: Limitation From Mirror Of Fantasy
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70x100x3
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 29
Artwork 4 Title: Route After Death From Mirror Of Fantasy
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 70x100x3
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 29
Artwork 5 Title: Hoping Eyes From Mirror Of Fantasy
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 70x100x3
Artwork 5 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 34
Artist Name: Warwick Samuel
Website: awsart.co.uk
IG: ws.figuresinthelandscape
Artist Statement: My figurative paintings have recognisable features of the landscape to "ground" the figure. I prefer
to paint in large series, exploring and interrogating the narrative. The religious narrative hints, for example, even in
the more celebratory images of a the Annunciation, at the violence to be unleashed across the world; even to the
present day, with discrete images of multiple Crucifixes.
A series of "the Supplicant" has attempted to reveal how quick prayer that can be made in any environment.
A series of paintings on "Time" have explored the mysteries of time and another series of paintings have explored
human emotions. Examples of these works are enclosed.All works are oil on canvas.
Notes:

Artist ID: 34
Artwork 1 Title: The Accension
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24 X 32 X 1
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas on board, gold leaf
Artwork 1 Commentary: Behind the joy usually expressed in traditional paintings of The Accension there are hints of
the Biblical tragedy to follow and setting in motion religious wars that continue to the present time.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 34
Artwork 2 Title: The Supplicant
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 28 X 36 X 1
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas/board, gold leaf
Artwork 2 Commentary: Prayer, however brief, is usually shown in a quiet landscape, here against a backdrop of a
steel works, a figure prays for someone close to them.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 34
Artwork 3 Title: The Present is reassured by the Past
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 X 50 X 3
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Difficult decisions are often made with the reassurance that similar difficult problems in the
past have been resolved.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 34
Artwork 4 Title: Quiet contemplation
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 28X 36 X 1
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas/board
Artwork 4 Commentary: I have tried to show how we have all felt deeply contemplative in quiet calm surrounding,
isolated from the busy world.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 34
Artwork 5 Title: Hindsight
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 64 X 68 X 2
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic on panel
Artwork 5 Commentary: After a tragedy, the dreadful feeling that can be engendered by hindsight is explored.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 36
Artist Name: Kate Pellegrini
Website: www.katepellegrini.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/pellegriniartworks/
Artist Statement: All my work is about perception: I try to distil an idea or view, and how I feel about it, editing out
irrelevant material, as the way we see is highly selective. I am biased towards peripheral vision which means I often
miss out what is staring me in the face, as opposed to those with central focus who miss the context. We think we
see what is there, but it depends on what we are focused on.

I incorporate obscure text in expressive gestural painting, which has become my signature style. It gives huge scope
for variation within a subject, and explains the meaning of the work. I compose poems or prose which I transcribe at
the end of painting, yet the writing recedes through colour choice and/or calligraphic marks, making the work
ambiguous: a dialogue with the viewer.

This series of paintings continues my response to anthropogenic climate change, and humanity’s relationship to our
home planet. It focuses on the 2019 bushfires in Australia and the Amazonian rainforest, where profit and political
expediency have trumped the interests of ordinary citizens, who have to live with the devastating consequences of
out of control fires, and a sixth mass extinction. We ignore the wisdom of indigenous peoples who have learnt to live
with nature, to our cost, and we in affluent countries have to learn a new way of sustainable living, to benefit all. We
must become modern Abolitionists- this time for carbon, and we need to change now.
Notes:

Artist ID: 36
Artwork 1 Title: NO SMOKE...
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x60x4
Artwork 1 Medium: OIL ON CANVAS
Artwork 1 Commentary: Transcription of 'LEADERSHIP':
The United Nations, European
Union and UK leaders, the Vatican
and Democracy Now- the Great and the Goodassembled, then listened, chastened, as their
guest, teenaged and pigtailed, proclaimed on School
Strikes, and a rocketing fossil fuelled
emissions curve stealing her future, sold,
while she waits to grow up and change the world.
Elsewhere, presidents deny, flout and Tweet,
strut, obfuscate and accuse ‘rogue states’ to
deflect attention from their own back yard,
or spy on a dark web to change results.
Some people think it’s still a matter of faith,
but our house is on fire, change trumps delay.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 36

Artist ID: 36
Artwork 2 Title: AMAZON
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60X80X4
Artwork 2 Medium: OIL, ASH & CHARCOAL ON CANVAS
Artwork 2 Commentary: Trancription of 'LEADERSHIP':
The United Nations, European
Union and UK leaders, the Vatican
and Democracy Now- the Great and the Goodassembled, then listened, chastened, as their
guest, teenaged and pigtailed, proclaimed on School
Strikes, and a rocketing fossil fuelled
emissions curve stealing her future, sold,
while she waits to grow up and change the world.
Elsewhere, presidents deny, flout and Tweet,
strut, obfuscate and accuse ‘rogue states’ to
deflect attention from their own back yard,
or spy on a dark web to change results.
Some people think it’s still a matter of faith,
but our house is on fire, change trumps delay.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 36

Artist ID: 36
Artwork 3 Title: VOLATILE
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30X40X4
Artwork 3 Medium: OIL, ASH & CHARCOAL ON CANVAS
Artwork 3 Commentary: A series of paintings using oil, ash and charcoal depicting bushfires out of control in urban
areas of New South Wales, near to my birth city, Sydney. Reference images were taken from online film and
photographic footage of the fires as they burn continuously for days and weeks, threatening human life, property
and wildlife in the most densely populated areas of Australia. The current government is ignoring the warnings of
climate change, and continuing mining and exporting of coal, as the agencies declare the hottest spring on record,
warn of a 'catastrophic' classification fire threat due to the highest heat, wind and dry conditions, weeks before the
expected bushfire season. Smoke continues to permeate Sydney and its surrounds, and colour the usually clear air.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 36
Artwork 4 Title: UNPRECEDENTED
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30X40X4
Artwork 4 Medium: OIL, ASH & CHARCOAL ON CANVAS
Artwork 4 Commentary: A series of paintings using oil, ash and charcoal depicting bushfires out of control in urban
areas of New South Wales, near to my birth city, Sydney. Reference images were taken from online film and
photographic footage of the fires as they burn continuously for days and weeks, threatening human life, property
and wildlife in the most densely populated areas of Australia. The current government is ignoring the warnings of
climate change, and continuing mining and exporting of coal, as the agencies declare the hottest spring on record,
warn of a 'catastrophic' classification fire threat due to the highest heat, wind and dry conditions, weeks before the
expected bushfire season. Smoke continues to permeate Sydney and its surrounds, and colour the usually clear air.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 36
Artwork 5 Title: HARBOURWALK
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 70X100X4
Artwork 5 Medium: ACRYLIC ON PAPER ON CANVAS
Artwork 5 Commentary: TRANSCRIPTION OF PART OF 'RE-READING':
Yet all I know has been
filtered through the rosy lens
of relative peacetime, a
remote sleepy liberal education,
opportunity and growth,
a sexual revolution,
benign welfare state,
space exploration and the
aftermath of two devastating
world wars. Now the world
turns on tweeting presidents,
making, breaking, faking news.
We have algorithms producing
democratic results and
diabolical sinister home-grown
and far-flung threats hit home.
Global warning overheats,
and rich corporations
instruct nation states.
And still the powerless
are put upon, punished
perish for being poor.
Or was it ever thus,
and I didn’t see it? Thank
God our potent children
take more from their

Artist ID: 36
peers as their parents.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 39
Artist Name: Shelley Thornton
Website: https://www.artlantic.co.uk
IG: https://www.instagram.com/artlanticartworks
Artist Statement: Shelley Thornton is based in St Ives, Cornwall. She creates vibrant, abstract paintings in acrylic, oil
and mixed media; often featuring quotes from lyrics, literature and poetry.

Shelley’s paintings are hard-edged in style, influenced by her reactions to the world. They evoke a deep sense of
place and the passing of time, and represent a strong melding of the seeming dichotomy of city and sea.

As a young child growing up in the urban, still industrial ‘badlands’ of South Yorkshire, beauty was not always
evident. So Shelley loved escaping to nature. During childhood, she made meticulous drawings of birds and
developed a keen interest in form and function.
Shelley’s ensuing business career allowed her to work all around the UK and internationally, but she never lost
touch of her first love and she continued to develop her style. Her paintings possess a strong command of bold
colours, geometrical, architectural and industrial shapes and structure.

There is a preciseness to Shelley’s approach and, once the foundation of white paint is laid to the surface, she will
juggle different media, making decisions on subject, colour, shape, and quotes.
When you see Shelley’s paintings you will no doubt recognise her definitive style.

As Shelley says: “I moved permanently to Cornwall after the birth of my first child because of the jaw-dropping
quality and purity of light that it provides. When I paint, I find myself blending images of steel furnaces and coal
mines from my northern roots with the contrasting beauty of Cornwall.â€•
Notes:

Artist ID: 39
Artwork 1 Title: Salt Rusts the Cold Line
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 50cm x 4cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics and mixed media (including salt & sand) on box canvas (image wraps round the sides)
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is an abstraction of the elements to be found in the working harbour of my
hometown of St Ives, Cornwall - water, sky, sand, boats, metals, and the quayside. And of course salt and rust. The
line, “Salt Rusts the Cold Lineâ€•, is taken from the song “Hang Wireâ€• by The Pixies and is used to represent the
effect of salt on metal, and the aging and decaying process. As with all my artworks, this one typifies my ‘hard
edged’, geometric style and use of bold colours. There is a strong geometric shape in the form of a square that the
eye is drawn to - counterbalanced by bold colours and textures elsewhere. There is s strong melding of natural
elements with the industrial.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 39
Artwork 2 Title: The Wild and the Still
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80cm x 80cm x 4cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics and mixed media (including salt & sand) on box canvas (image wraps round the sides)
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is an abstraction of, on the one hand, the ocean and, on the other, a swimming
pool. I spend a lot of time with both my young daughters at the sea and in swimming pools as both are competitive
pool and open water swimmers. The lines, “Salt my woundsâ€• and “Chlorine my eyesâ€• , are taken from “The
Swimming Songâ€• by Loudon Wainwright III and are used to represent the differing chemicals present in salt and
pool water and their effect on the human body and emotions. Male and female symbolism are present; as is a
representation of a cage symbolising the stereotypical confines we can get pigeonholed in. The upward symbol of
the male (a rusty projection) being placed in the ocean reflects the expectations of males to be stronger, more
assertive and bold. The downward symbol of the female (in the form of a red pool flag) being placed in the
swimming pool reflects the expectations of females to be more passive and accepting. Again this painting typifies my
‘hard edged’, geometric style and use of bold colours. There are strong geometric shapes in the form of triangles
that the eye is drawn to - counterbalanced by bold colours and textures elsewhere. There is a strong melding of
natural elements with the man made.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 39
Artwork 3 Title: Saltlines 1
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 45cm x 45cm x 1.5cm (frame size), 30cm x cm (image size)
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylics and mixed media (including salt & sand) on canvas board, framed in white frame,
mounted on white board (shown here unframed)
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting is an abstraction of the ocean - taking the wild element of The Wild and the
Still (Artwork 2). I spend a lot of time with both my young daughters at the sea as both are competitive open water
swimmers.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 39
Artwork 4 Title: Swimming Pools 1
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 45cm x 45cm x 1.5cm (frame size), 30cm x cm (image size)
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylics and mixed media on canvas board, framed in white frame, mounted on white board
(shown here unframed)
Artwork 4 Commentary: This painting is an abstraction of the swimming pool - taking the still element of The Wild
and the Still (Artwork 2). I spend a lot of time with both my young daughters in swimming pools as both are
competitive pool swimmers. The painting is the first in a series of paintings using the different coloured flags present
at pools.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 39
Artwork 5 Title: Harbour Elements 6
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 45cm x 45cm x 1.5cm (frame size), 30cm x cm (image size)
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylics and mixed media (including sand) on canvas board, framed in white frame, mounted on
white board (shown here framed)
Artwork 5 Commentary: This painting is an abstraction of the elements to be found in the working harbour of my
hometown of St Ives, Cornwall - water, sky, sand, boats, metals, and the quayside. As with all my artworks, this one
typifies my ‘hard edged’, geometric style and use of bold colours. There is a strong geometric shape in the form of a
circle that the eye is drawn to - counterbalanced by bold colours and textures elsewhere. There is s strong melding
of natural elements with the industrial. The circle is based on a rusty dock ring and displays nods to the London
Underground roundel symbol.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 41
Artist Name: william wyld
Website: williamwyld.com
IG: william_wyld
Artist Statement: I am interested in organic structures, our species' destructive effect on the natural environment,
and confusion around our origin as a species and our place in the natural order. Working almost entirely from
observation, I aim to make images that speak to the viewer about growth, movement, evolution and decay. The
compulsion to collect and record the remains of animals is I think innate; I have been fascinated by the wildlife on
our coastlines since I can remember. Skeletal structures tell us how an animal moves, how it feeds, where it lived
and how it died. I see these objects as evidence of life as well as signifiers of death.

The effect of human activity on our wildlife is increasingly apparent, even as we try harder to protect it. We are all
unavoidably a part of a culture that dominates the environment, and as an artist it is impossible to remain a passive
observer.
Notes:

Artist ID: 41
Artwork 1 Title: Waiting out the Anthropocene
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35 x 29 x 1
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on panel
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is in part a modern take on the vanitas tradition of still life painting, where
objects are chosen to represent decay, the fragility of life and the un-predictable nature of death. There is an
intended ambiguity around the reality of the figures in the painting; I want to present a world where humans are
either absent or somehow changed. We are currently in the process of making the world uninhabitable for
ourselves, and the painting addresses questions around who will survive, and how.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 41
Artwork 2 Title: Guillemot
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 65 x 44 x 4cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on panel
Artwork 2 Commentary: This partial Guillemot skeleton was found on the eastern shore of the Isle of Arran in
Scotland in 2018. Before making the painting I had to reconstruct the spine and ribcage of the bird, a process which
helped to inform the final image. Birds' intricate underlying structures tell us how they moved, what they ate and
where they came from in evolutionary terms.The Guillemot's wide webbed feet (one missing, sadly, from this
specimen) are used for swimming, and also for stability on the narrow ledges on which it nests, while the wide
breastbone is indicative of the muscle mass required to beat its wings under water.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 41
Artwork 3 Title: Shore Crab
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 22 x 24 x 1cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on panel
Artwork 3 Commentary: This dried shore crab exoskeleton was found on the west coast of South Africa in 2017. The
earliest crustaceans evolved over 500 million years ago, while primates are only around 50 million years old. Crabs
will probably continue to thrive long after we are extinct, and this image aims to convey the power and permanence
of some of the structures evolution has produced.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 41
Artwork 4 Title: Reclining Figure (Arctic Tern)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 21 x 28 x 1cm
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on panel
Artwork 4 Commentary: This arctic tern was found at the southernmost point of its migration, on the west coast of
South Africa. With its wings broken off and head curled into a foetal position, there is something anthropomorphic in
its aspect. While recognition can be comforting to us, it can also be borne of distortion and decay.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 41
Artwork 5 Title: Shore Crab II
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 20 x 25 x1cm
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on panel
Artwork 5 Commentary: I was struck by the dynamism of the position this crab had frozen in, as well as its mad,
solitary remaining eye.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 42
Artist Name: nathalie valantin
Website: www.gasediel.com
IG: gasediel
Artist Statement: I have always had a clear idea of where I want to go in my artistic career. This vision leads me to
take my first steps toward achieving my employment goals. After a “peintre en décorâ€• course in Versailles and
eleven years of studio practicing, working with galleries in Sao Paulo, London, Miami, I am looking forward into
deepening my artistic knowledge and challenging my career by applying to your art prize.

The heart of my artistic philosophy is a desire to express myself in my own unique way. Therefore, this means trying
to capture the turning point when an “old used street wallâ€• becomes an aesthetic poetic picture of our humanity
before it passes away.

While the eye is often too swift, my ambition is to pause and explore meticulously the subtly framed narratives,
allowing imagination to submerge and creating our own story of the walls.

To highlights theses emotions, I allow myself freedom of composition while at the same time I created a unique
technique and choose purposefully to use it for my works. In other words, there is no collage, no clipping, no
peeling-off or stealing elements off the street walls. I try to revive the essence of this urban substance eroded by
time by painting exclusively on textured supports either layers of concrete or cement; with the aim to give “voice to
all that without it would be condemned to silenceâ€•

Thus, my commitment to my ambition is total, hoping you will consider my application
Notes:

Artist ID: 42
Artwork 1 Title: 9
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x60 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media on wood
Artwork 1 Commentary: The idea is aproximate using painting an old piece of a street wall on wich stay marks of our
humanity.
This work gives a voice before they pass away to all those which would be condemned to silence.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 42
Artwork 2 Title: Rove
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122 x 184 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media on canvas(concrete, filler, acrylic and spray)
Artwork 2 Commentary: I tried to recreate using painting an old abandoned wall with torn poster and graffiti, all
things which represents our humanity.
This work gives a voice to all those which would, without it, be condemned to silence.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 42
Artwork 3 Title: Stay
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 122 x 91 xm
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media on canvas (concrete, filler, acrylic, spray and ink)
Artwork 3 Commentary: I tried to recreate using painting an old abandoned wall with torn poster and graffiti, all
things which represents our humanity.
This work gives a voice to all those which would, without it, be condemned to silence.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 42
Artwork 4 Title: The one
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 76,5 x 101,5 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: mixed media on canvas ( concrete, filler, acrylic, transfer)
Artwork 4 Commentary: I tried to recreate using painting an old abandoned wall with torn poster and graffiti, all
things which represents our humanity.
This work gives a voice to all those which would, without it, be condemned to silence.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 42
Artwork 5 Title: basic
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 101,5 x 76,5 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: mixed media on canvas ( concrete, filler, gloss medium, transfer)
Artwork 5 Commentary: I tried to recreate using painting an old abandoned wall with torn poster and graffiti, all
things which represents our humanity.
This work gives a voice to all those which would, without it, be condemned to silence.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 45
Artist Name: Alyson Minkley
Website: alysonminkley.co.uk
IG: alysonminkley
Artist Statement: As a socially-engaged sculptor, Alyson explores observations of human interactions: with self, each
other & environment. Many works use aspects of participation or collaboration with specialists from wider fields and
some are developed in residencies. Haptic response to materials, working cross-discipline, explores tension between
materiality and consumerist banality. Exhibiting mostly in the south west, including selection for RWA Bristol open
shows in 2018 & 19, Alyson is currently artist in residence at St Mary’s Calne & a 2019 Porthleven prizewinner as an
MA fine art student at Bath Spa University.
Notes:

Artist ID: 45
Artwork 1 Title: Body as Evidence (Laid Out & Put Away)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x120x40
Artwork 1 Medium: cast ceramic with acrylic furniture
Artwork 1 Commentary: Body As Evidence catalogues anthropometric data & explores limitations of traditional sizing
systems for women based on idealised proportional relationships and how this commoditisation epitomises the
consumerist nature of our society. Clothing has size inflation to match portion creep so we delude ourselves as a
nation that we are not getting fatter.
The two series - Laid Out & Put Away - question customs & social decorum for display of the female form; how this
affects personal identity and we categorise ourselves & store our beliefs about beauty, entrenched in the folds of
our clothes. Exploring properties of clay, the forms contrast pliability & stretch with rigidity & fragility, reflecting
physical & emotional states of body & mind. Use of high gloss shop display style acrylic plinths contrasts strongly
with traditional ceramic.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 45
Artwork 2 Title: Strange Fruit
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x30x30
Artwork 2 Medium: Jesmonite & terracotta
Artwork 2 Commentary: Edition of five, three remaining. Strange Fruit explores embodiment of social apathy in
accepting unacceptable situations or attitudes. Provocatively sensual and sexual; somewhere between sex toys and
overripe fruit. Inspired by exposure of damage done through use of DES, a pharmaceutical drug administered during
pregnancy & as a steroid in the meat industry, and the ongoing legacy caused in physical and psychological sexual &
gender differences. A topic becoming more contentious with growing prevalence of gender-transition treatments
available which may be both a relief for those born as DES sons/daughters or may add to future problems. Strange
Fruit questions complexities of both science & religion as unchallenged belief systems and the damage that can
occur in the name of improvement.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 45
Artwork 3 Title: Swinging the Lead
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x120x80
Artwork 3 Medium: Lead, Jesmonite, Modroc & armature
Artwork 3 Commentary: Created as the first of a sculpture triptych in response to a residency in Porthleven,
Cornwall. Swinging the Lead is a phrase that has come to mean a work-shy trickster in common English, originating
with sailors not taking the full depth fathom but fabricating the measurement which, in the worst case scenarios,
could lead to running aground when sailing in uncharted territory. As the lead plug swings, never able to reach the
hole, the whole sculpture can rock like a boat on the water, the motion of the ocean rolling around the internal
basin. Consultation with a local boat builder informed the skiff hull and studies of “not-so-localâ€• oyster shells
discarded by the tourist diners at Rick Stein’s were used to create a hybrid form that could even be a tsunami turning
on itself.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 45
Artwork 4 Title: Three Sheets to the Wind
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 130x150x80
Artwork 4 Medium: Repurposed discarded building materials, Jesmonite
Artwork 4 Commentary: The second of the triptych, Three Sheets to the Wind is another sailing term in common use,
meaning drunk and out of control. Sheets keep sails trim to power & steer the boat but greed & over consumption
can lead to loss of control with danger of imminent catastrophe. Contrived in materials traditionally from the
building trade - concrete, corrugated & reinforcing iron, a pallet, spade & chainlink fence, thrown together in a
Heath-Robinson contraption, veering treacherously in the wind. Even the catch is jumping ship, net rearing like a
breaking wave and the trailing sheets drag crab pot floats like the golden balls of a pawn shop sign, as a reminder to
seek more sustainable balance.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 45
Artwork 5 Title: All at Sea
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 120x110x60
Artwork 5 Medium: Steel, copper, resin
Artwork 5 Commentary: The third part of the triptych, all three sculptures share a sense of precarious balance,
teetering on the brink. A uniform battleship grey camouflages the works; stealth sculptures, hidden in plain sight,
like the Seahawks in Helston. Lead, tin & copper keep their true colours as local resources. Drawing inspiration from
the astrolabe, referencing celestial bodies transforms scale beyond human egocentricity, reducing us to specks in the
ocean. Amphibian origins still echo in utero, floating like mercreatures of Cornish folklore. An umbilical lifeline
suggests creativity could be salvation but don’t be distracted with romantic notions or the baby might be lost with
the bath water, before we spot the red herring in our midst. All at Sea is irresistible to touch, breaking tabboo by
encouraging interaction.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 48
Artist Name: Roberto Grosso
Website: https://www.robertogrosso.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/roberto_grosso_art/
Artist Statement: My art takes its inspiration from music and is produced in metal, metallic paper or perspex. The key
elements of my art are the use of vibrant colour and augmented reality - which brings the artwork to life by showing
the stages of its creation to a soundtrack of the music that inspired it.
Notes:

Artist ID: 48
Artwork 1 Title: Jade
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x80x2 CM
Artwork 1 Medium: Brushed Metal
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork is inspired by the song of Franz Kirmann,and it is part of a new series called
One Movement as it has been made with just one movement from my palette knife.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 48
Artwork 2 Title: Toop Toop
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x80x2 CM
Artwork 2 Medium: Brushed Metal
Artwork 2 Commentary: This particular piece is part of a new series called One Movement as it has been made with
just one movement from my palette knife.
Inspired by the song of Cassius.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 48
Artwork 3 Title: Dayvan Cowboy
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80x80x2 CM
Artwork 3 Medium: Brushed Metal
Artwork 3 Commentary: This particular piece is part of a new series called One Movement as it has been made with
just one movement from my palette knife.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 48
Artwork 4 Title: Reversing
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80x80x2 CM
Artwork 4 Medium: Brushed Metal
Artwork 4 Commentary: This particular piece is part of a new series called One Movement as it has been made with
just one movement from my palette knife.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 48
Artwork 5 Title: Archangel
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 80x80x2 CM
Artwork 5 Medium: Brushed Metal
Artwork 5 Commentary: This particular piece is part of a new series called One Movement as it has been made with
just one movement from my palette knife.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 61
Artist Name: Tom Pike
Website:
IG: paintprojects17
Artist Statement: Here we go...where to start with this!?

I assume is my opportunity to explain myself and the work I have been doing since March this year (2019) when I
resumed painting on canvas after a break of 20 years. I was hardly a prolific painter 20 years ago, just expressing
myself every now and then to maintain a connection to the visual arts as I studied to become a fashion designer. I
became a fashion designer and I now find myself directing teams of designers at one of the worlds' leading
sportswear companies. I live in the small city of Nurnberg and paint during weekends, underneath the stone arches
of a bridge crossing the river Pegnitz. As studios go its pretty shit but it offers total freedom to make a mess and the
homeless guys, dog walkers and teenagers smoking and drinking booze, often have interesting insights for me to
ponder. As it gets colder, I've migrated to our communal basement...but I can't lose myself as much down there but
its helped change my embryonic style. I feel iv'e lots to express and I'm learning a language that helps me do that. I
couldn't say yet what pushes me to paint or why I'm making the marks I do in the mediums I chose...but I figure I've
got plenty of time to work that out...I hope you like it.
Notes:

Artist ID: 61
Artwork 1 Title: Monster and Snake
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180X180X3
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint/Oil Stick/Graphite Stick
Artwork 1 Commentary: Having followed a ,continually evolving, process of mark making and laying the foundations
of composition, an image reveals itself in the painting. I find this moment of naive imaginative discovery to be
intoxicating and I often laugh out loud. A symmetry within the process also has a touch of the Rorschachs about it,
further emphasizing the idea of finding your own image within the painting...normally depending on how you hang
it! In this case I introduce Monster and Snake.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 61
Artwork 2 Title: French Kissin' Chickens at War
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 180X180X3
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint/Oil Stick/Graphite Stick
Artwork 2 Commentary: Having followed a ,continually evolving, process of mark making and laying the foundations
of composition, an image reveals itself in the painting. I find this moment of naive imaginative discovery to be
intoxicating and I often laugh out loud. A symmetry within the process also has a touch of the Rorschachs about it,
further emphasizing the idea of finding your own image within the painting...normally depending on how you hang
it! In this case I introduce French Kissin' Chickens at War.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 61
Artwork 3 Title: Lady Crusader
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 180X180X3
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint/Oil Stick/Graphite Stick
Artwork 3 Commentary: Having followed a ,continually evolving, process of mark making and laying the foundations
of composition, an image reveals itself in the painting. I find this moment of naive imaginative discovery to be
intoxicating and I often laugh out loud. A symmetry within the process also has a touch of the Rorschachs about it,
further emphasizing the idea of finding your own image within the painting...normally depending on how you hang
it! In this case I introduce Lady Crusader
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 61
Artwork 4 Title: Pike X 00272914
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 180X180X3
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint/Graphite Stick/Cannon Copy Paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is a collaborative work between adidas employee 00272914 and myself.

Employee 00272914 was once a young creative spirit, full of imagination and excited at the prospect of a career
within the design world...these days a mere post-it scrawl, produced in a corporate meeting room, may well be the
last vestige of his creative spark.

I have chosen to honor this unremarkable moment simply for the spirit with which it was produced.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 61
Artwork 5 Title: Pike X Joe of London
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 180X180X3
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint/Graphite Stick/Cannon Copy Paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: This is a collaborative work between Joe of London and myself.

Joe of London may very well be a teenage boy with an untapped creative spirt, who on seeing a half empty paint pot
and stirring stick, forgetfully left outside a flat under renovation, embraced the moment and painted his name on the
pavement.

I have chosen to honor this unremarkable moment simply for the spirit with which it was produced.

(Original artworks by Joe of London can be seen on Temple Street, London. E2 England)
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 61

Artist ID: 62
Artist Name: Aljohara Jeje
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/aljohara.paintings/
Artist Statement: What is art without a message?

As long as I can remember I have been a woman and artist. Enraptured by techniques, I am a photographer by trade
(studied in Belgium) and took courses in medieval painting techniques (at one of the two schools left in the world, in
Portugal). I was born in The Netherlands, lived in various countries around the world and in October 2017 I came for
a short visit to Saudi Arabia.

After formalities, I went back and started to work energetically on my art. Enjoying this vibrant society so much and
convinced that Jeddah has all the elements to become the next artist's hub on par with Berlin and the like, I decided
half a year ago to close my house in Europe for good and settle here...as long as The Kingdom is willing to have me,
of course.

Having participated in the major art events and exhibitions here, I am looking now for opportunities to show my
work to a wider audience outside of this region and I hope these photographs will catch your kind attention.

Aljohara
Notes:

Artist ID: 62
Artwork 1 Title: Holy Mountains, Jabal Adam
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 275cm x 185cm x 3cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Base: Polycromia, medieval technique of pure pigments on 24K gold foil
Artwork 1 Commentary: About the series: Holy Mountains, the Top is not the Target, seeking the Right Path is.

Standing in front of any mountain we human beings feel the urge to reach its peak. It can be for something profane
like having a better view of its surroundings or, if the mountain has an extra value like a religious one, to come closer
to God or the closest to heaven. A Holy Mountain is a site of revelation and inspiration, a source of power which is to
be revered and awed and tower as such over us. If and how we can reach the top depends on the paths we choose.

Metaphor: the paths are never straight or easy, but winding and often unexpectedly steep and rough. The
probability of reaching our target depends wholly on the choices we make in life. Every person must face the path up
the mountain alone, and every one of us is accountable for one's choices.

The right path is living according to the right values and principles which is constitutive of one’s character and the
highest function as a rational human being. I am convinced that all of us are being born with the innate desire to be
just, to do the right thing in life, especially towards others. We human beings have free will, and we alone will be
responsible for the choice of action we take, our achievement or failure to be judged at the end of lives by God or by
ourselves.

Jabal Adam: When Adam was banished from Paradise, some say, his foot touched Earth on the peak of this
mountain. A mountain with dense lush vegetation on one part and its rocks covered in moss on the other. It took
Adam many years of genuine repentance before he would be forgiven by God.

In life, one might commit a sin or make a misstep of such magnitude that one is overwhelmed by remorse, regret
and shame. We know there is no way back to undo, although wishful for it, and we are blinded by despair to see a
way forward.
From afar, Jabal Adam might seem impregnable without clear paths, or paths too slippery by moss. Though, what
matters is to take the first step and after we shall catch sight of possible paths in front of us. As was for Adam,
repentance is the first step.
The mountain covered in lush vegetation and moss, with paths at the top in sight, the first step.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 62

Artist ID: 62
Artwork 2 Title: Holy Mountains, Jabal Musa
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120cm x 100cm x 3cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Base: Polycromia, medieval technique of pure pigments on 24K gold foil
Artwork 2 Commentary: Jabal Musa, or Mount Sinai, is one of the most important sacred places in the Jewish,
Christian and Islamic religions and it is here where God gave Prophet Musa the Ten Commandments. For, Musa
recognised the path up to God, took the challenge and therefore did receive His Guidance and mercy.
The emptiness of the way up to the mountain represents the vision of Prophet Musa, unseen by the people left
behind who went astray.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 62
Artwork 3 Title: Holy Mountains, Jabal Noor
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120cm x 100cm x 3cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Base: Polycromia, medieval technique of pure pigments on 24K gold foil
Artwork 3 Commentary: Jabal Noor, or the Mountain of Light, is one of the most famous hills on earth. Its historical
importance lies in the fact that the first verses of the Holy Qur’an were revealed to Prophet Muhammad who
remained inside the small cave Hira, near the summit of this hill on the outskirts of Mecca. After good dreams, which
came true, he started to revel in His solitude.
Unnoticed by the people, the cloud on the bottom of the painting represents the seclusion of the Prophet.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 62
Artwork 4 Title: Holy Family, First Born / Ishmael
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120cm x 100cm x 3cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Base: Polycromia, medieval technique of pure pigments on 24K gold foil
Artwork 4 Commentary: Holy Family

A conspicuous feature of art in the Islamic world is the limited use of naturalistic images of living beings. It stems
from the belief that the creation of living forms is unique to God. The purpose of the prohibition was initially to avoid
idolatry, as Prophet Mohammed himself demonstrated when he purified the Ka’bah of sculptures and idols. A
person who tries to emulate God’s creative force, who creates pictures of living beings in this world, will be ordered
to breathe life into them on the Day of Judgment, and will be unable to do so. And it is for this reason that the role of
images and musawwir, image-makers, has been controversial.

The result of restraint in the use of figurative depictions led Muslim artists in time to freely adapt and stylize basic
human and animal forms. Through this visual manipulation and concentrating on abstract forms of expression,
artists generated stylised ornaments and Islamic Art came to include in its decorative vocabulary a figural
representation.

Today, Saudi Arabia is going through changes, also how it deals with a shift from the traditionally proud oral culture
to an increasingly visual culture. Like many historical figures, though they are perceived in a mode of storytelling,
also the family of the Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) there is no accurate visual imagery. Ask any person to describe
such a historical figure and we are all ready with a story. All figures become actors in narrations, but how accurate
we are while we narrate, we do not know and, because we cannot know all facts while narrating and trying to find
answers to the unknown, we interpret and add. Narrators are not so reliable and with these ‘portraits’ of Arabian
history and lore, I am no exception.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 62

Artist ID: 62
Artwork 5 Title: Holy Family, Two Brothers / Ishmael & Isaac
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 120cm x 100cm x 3cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Bse: Polycromia, medieval technique of pure pigments on 24K gold foil
Artwork 5 Commentary: Holy Family

A conspicuous feature of art in the Islamic world is the limited use of naturalistic images of living beings. It stems
from the belief that the creation of living forms is unique to God. The purpose of the prohibition was initially to avoid
idolatry, as Prophet Mohammed himself demonstrated when he purified the Ka’bah of sculptures and idols. A
person who tries to emulate God’s creative force, who creates pictures of living beings in this world, will be ordered
to breathe life into them on the Day of Judgment, and will be unable to do so. And it is for this reason that the role of
images and musawwir, image-makers, has been controversial.

The result of restraint in the use of figurative depictions led Muslim artists in time to freely adapt and stylize basic
human and animal forms. Through this visual manipulation and concentrating on abstract forms of expression,
artists generated stylised ornaments and Islamic Art came to include in its decorative vocabulary a figural
representation.

Today, Saudi Arabia is going through changes, also how it deals with a shift from the traditionally proud oral culture
to an increasingly visual culture. Like many historical figures, though they are perceived in a mode of storytelling,
also the family of the Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) there is no accurate visual imagery. Ask any person to describe
such a historical figure and we are all ready with a story. All figures become actors in narrations, but how accurate
we are while we narrate, we do not know and, because we cannot know all facts while narrating and trying to find
answers to the unknown, we interpret and add. Narrators are not so reliable and with these ‘portraits’ of Arabian
history and lore, I am no exception.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 62

Artist ID: 65
Artist Name: Jo Heckett
Website: www.joheckett.com
IG: @joheckett
Artist Statement: I aim to make art that connects people back to the sacred, living Earth.

Clay is the very stuff of life. It is part of the soil, the vital, breathing skin of our world. Creation myths describe life
being literally embodied in clay before being imbued with the living spark. Each clay has forms and shapes it leans
towards, and I aim to express not only its inherent nature, but to give life to the material, to distil complex ideas into
the simplest of forms.

I use basic techniques such as carving, scraping, painting and assembling, working in an intuitive way. I layer up
marks, colour and texture. Building the caves takes time. It’s a very intimate, physical process.

The pieces I make are intended to act as touchstones, portals to everyday magic. Made to be experienced by hands
as much as eyes, they literally bring you back to your senses.

When you look closely, touch, really feel, something changes in your brain. You come out of your head and into your
body.

As well as ceramics, I also work with wood, found and collected objects and photography, collage and mixed media
to further investigate ideas, and write poetry to complement my visual work.

I draw on my own experience of the natural world, my past career in healing and meditation, and years of studying
ancient pagan and shamanistic cultures, to make work that aims to bring essential magic back to the modern world.

Artist’s film at www.joheckett.com
Notes:

Artist ID: 65
Artwork 1 Title: Cave of the Goddess of the Darkest Night
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 37.8 cm (H) x 34 cm (W) x 33.6 cm (D)
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic: heavily grogged stoneware clay, blue and porcelain slips, glaze, gold and platinum
lustre
Artwork 1 Commentary: Caves are deeply symbolic, with many layers of primal meaning. They have long been used
for meditation and ritual purposes.

This is the cave of the Goddess of the Darkest Night.

The dark night is where we question ourselves and our very existence. It is where we feel fear and are lost. By going
inwards through meditation and journeying, we find our way, that there is light inside, even when there is none
outside. The stars are always there whether visible or not.

The Goddess of the Darkest Night leads us through our fears and to the vast stillness of the inner abyss. She shows
us our own magnificence, when we journey inwards she opens up our vistas and lays all before us. When we trust
her, we trust ourselves, and are never lost.

This piece is intended to be explored with hands and voice as well as vision.

When light is shone inside, the gold and platinum lustre dots pick up the light and glow, and sounds made into the
cave are distorted.

The cave is made from rough textured black clay, high fired to a stone-like consistency.

The exterior is unglazed and compressed and covered all over with small grooved carve marks.

The interior is daubed with blue and porcelain slips and then glazed so it is glossy and smooth. The glaze is
overpainted with dots of platinum and gold lustre which get progressively closer together as they reach the apex of
the cave.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 65

Artist ID: 65
Artwork 2 Title: Cave of the Bone Goddess
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 26.6 cm (H) x 30.8 cm (W) x 29.1 cm (D)
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramic: heavily grogged stoneware clay, black, white and porcelain slips, black body stain,
glaze, mother of pearl lustre
Artwork 2 Commentary: Caves are deeply symbolic, with many layers of primal meaning. They were humans' earliest
homes, where we worked our magic and left our mark.

This is the Cave of the Bone Goddess.

Bones, like DNA, are our deepest place.

Through DNA ancestors and descendants communicate forwards and backwards without constraints of time.

This is communication at the ‘bone’ level.

It’s not a surface knowing, but encoded into every part, sometimes glimpsed and known without words, without
pictures, directly in the body.

The bones are sacred, used in rites and the last part of the body to fade back to the earth. They are white, ready for
carving or inscribing on.

The Goddess of the Bones gives power of articulation, to the body and voice. She connects us with our ancestors
and our descendants. She talks to our core and reinforces our deep knowing. She rattles the bones to call in the dead
and the not yet born and provides a place to write that which will last forever. She oversees the communications
beyond time.

The front wall of this cave is covered with crackled porcelain slip, facing the future, it is blank, unwritten.

The inside of the cave is dark, difficult to see, ready to receive.

The back is covered with daubs of dark slips, with dark body stain and scored with marks, pointing back to the
ancestors, to history, calling to mind half understood communications of the past.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 65

Artist ID: 65
Artwork 3 Title: Cave of the Heart Goddess
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 13.2 cm (H) x 13.4 cm (W) x 17.9 cm (D)
Artwork 3 Medium: Ceramic: black and crank stoneware clays, white, red and porcelain slips, glaze, gold lustre
Artwork 3 Commentary: Caves are deeply symbolic, with many layers of primal meaning. They connect us to the
physical earth and symbolise death and rebirth.

This is the Cave of the Heart Goddess

The heart keeps the body alive and is where emotions are generated. It is the seat of love.

The Heart Goddess reminds us of the divinity of the body and the joy of emotion.

She keeps the rhythm at the centre of life. She knows the sacredness of both the body and emotion, and she lives at
the place where they co-exist. She reflects the glory of the internal. She is the beating heart of life, full of complexity
and depth.

When we follow her we rejoice in the pleasure of the physical world, and we know our own divinity.

This cave is small and fits in the hand, so it can be both felt and examined in detail. The exterior of this cave is
painted with unglazed red slip, forming a matt surface, and a ring of pierced holes surround the cave mouth.

The holes are have circles of porcelain slip and gold lustre, which are glazed to a high shine.

They are further encircled with carved marks which then continue down the sides to all converge at the posterior
curve.

The interior is painted with a wash of white slip and the two different colours of clay can be seen through the
crackle glossy glaze.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 65

Artist ID: 65
Artwork 4 Title: Cave of the Sea Bed Goddess
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 24.6 cm (H) x 33.9 cm (W) x 30.9 cm (D)
Artwork 4 Medium: Ceramic: crank stoneware clay, black, white and porcelain slips, glaze
Artwork 4 Commentary: Caves are deeply symbolic, with many layers of primal meaning. They link us back to our
earliest past.

This is the Cave of the Goddess of the Seabed.

The Seabed Goddess connects us back to our earlier home, the primal waters of the womb and guides us on the
path from ocean to land. She holds space for our deep knowing, for our thoughts and our feelings and knows there is
no hierarchy between them.

Life started in the water and walked the seabed until it emerged into the air. The Goddess of the Seabed represents
this quest to evolve, to journey from our original element of safety into the unknown.

When we trust her we know our ability to use both our logical thought process and the depth of our ocean of
feeling.

This cave is intended to be explored with hands and voice.

Its form is triangular when viewed from above.

The mouth of the cave points upwards, allowing it to be filled with water, and the sounds made into it are altered
depending on the level of water inside.

The exterior is layered first with black and then porcelain slip and has looping repetitive marks carved into its
surface, meandering paths left behind.

The mouth of the cave is surrounded by carved circular marks.

The interior is painted with white slip and finished with a glossy crackle glaze and is smooth and blank.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 65

Artist ID: 65
Artwork 5 Title: Cave of the Electric Goddess
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 23.3 cm (H) x 27.4 cm (W) x 17.3 cm (D)
Artwork 5 Medium: Ceramic: crank stoneware clay, white and red slips, glazes, copper lustre
Artwork 5 Commentary: Caves are deeply symbolic, with many layers of primal meaning. They represent the body
itself, the divine feminine, the sacred womb, ready to receive life and creative beginnings.

This is the Cave of The Goddess of Electricity.

Electricity allows the body to feel and the brain to think. It is the method by which nerves communicate.

The Goddess of Electricity oversees all our thoughts and sensations. She brings excitement, stimulation and action.
She helps us solve problems and make things happen.

She is the Goddess of thrills, of pleasure and pain. When we feel numb she brings us life and feeling again. She turns
nerves on and off and soothes pain. She creates movement and galvanises us when feeling stuck.

The Electric Goddess allows ideas and feelings to move from person to person. She guides us to use our power of
thought, sensation and action to feel truly alive and to communicate with others.

The outside wall of this cave is covered with continuous grooved marks and spattered with white slip. It is painted
with dark body stains and has a semi-matt glaze embedded in the carved grooves.

The exterior back is round and geode-like and painted with the same dark clay clip as the rear of the wall.

The interior is glazed and finished with glowing copper lustre.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 65

Artist ID: 67
Artist Name: Eugen Bregu
Website: eugenbregu.com
IG: eugenbregu
Artist Statement: Born in Korce, Albania, 1977, living and working in the UK and Albania.

It was Albania’s longstanding tradition of Social Realism that kindled my interest in the techniques of the classic
modernists. I first studied at Cluj Napoca Art Academy, Romania (ex-communist country like Albania but quicker in
welcoming Western influences) before eventually ending up in Scotland - first at the Leith School of Art, then at the
Edinburgh College of Art.

About my work

Travelling from east to west, from Albania to the UK, I became interested in the relationships that we create with
our past and present experiences. As we adopt a different life I often ask myself: what changes and what remains
the same? We seek out change and yet we cannot escape what we once wereâ€¦ We regret what we might have
lost and are afraid what we might become. My work often conveys the metamorphosis that time and environment
imposes on how we see what surrounds us. Transfiguration and the multiple layers of change are the elements I like
to play with.

Education

Edinburgh College of Art (2000-2004) - BA (Hons) in Drawing and Painting
Leith School of Art (1998-2000) - Foundation Course in Art
Edinburgh's Telford College (2006-2008) - HND Interior Design

Recent Exhibition

November 30 - Present
Poesis Experience Hotel
Via Di Gesu e Maria 20, 00187
Rome, Italy

Artist ID: 67

September 19 - Present
NYA Art Center I New YorkART.com 373 Broadway, 512
New York, NY 10013
USA
Notes:

Artist ID: 67
Artwork 1 Title: Metamorphosis
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110 x 152 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The works that I am submitting are in relation to events happening in Albania where am
living at the moment. From political and juridical corruption to recent earthquakes and the tragic life losses that
followed.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 67
Artwork 2 Title: After
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 132 x 90 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The works that I am submitting are in relation to events happening in Albania where am
living at the moment. From political and juridical corruption to recent earthquakes and the tragic life losses that
followed.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 67
Artwork 3 Title: Regime.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 120 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The works that I am submitting are in relation to events happening in Albania where am
living at the moment. From political and juridical corruption to recent earthquakes and the tragic life losses that
followed.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 67
Artwork 4 Title: Birth of Agony
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100 x 70 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: The works that I am submitting are in relation to events happening in Albania where am
living at the moment. From political and juridical corruption to recent earthquakes and the tragic life losses that
followed.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 67
Artwork 5 Title: Justice
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 100 x 120 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: The works that I am submitting are in relation to events happening in Albania where am
living at the moment. From political and juridical corruption to recent earthquakes and the tragic life losses that
followed.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 69
Artist Name: Mingzhang Sun
Website: www.mingzhangsun.com
IG: mingzhangsunofficial
Artist Statement: It is joyful to think about the scratching sound between the pencil and the paper, and how if the
gouache is not very good then it will have a very sharp sour smell. I always wish the colours would last a bit longer
but after a few hours, they will have mixed and left. All the processes of creation always make me excited and
humble. I am eternally grateful and lucky that painting has given me such a feeling of being alive.

As a teenager, I persuaded my parents to allow me to apply to a fine art high school in China. It was the high point of
our relationship and the best thing I ever did. In 2009, after days of rigorous testing, I was selected to attend the
Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing. Then in 2014, I entered the costume for performance program at the London
College of Fashion.

'Use fabrics to paint' was my motto, but my passion was in experimenting with different materials from textiles, to
digital design, to paint. Building bridges in between those mediums will be the path I hope to navigate in finding my
own language for my future artworks. But painting has always been my first love.

In the last 10 years, painting has been my refuge, the one place in my soul that remains pure and clean. Painting
gives me freedom. What I have seen, what I have done, and how I felt in those moments become emotional stories
on the canvas. Painting them allows me to free myself from their control. Even the most painful aspects of those
experiences are worth being remembered by art and I have found it is better to share those memories than to be
enslaved by them.

Growing and discovering are curious, dangerous and endless enterprises. Experimenting with new styles will always
carry risks. The more paint covers the more critics will get involved. In the end what remains most important for me
is keeping that part of me that finds joy in hearing the scratch between pencil and paper, sensing the quality of the
gouache by its smell and keeping myself really alive and eager to learn so that I can better share my soul with you.
Notes:

Artist ID: 69
Artwork 1 Title: Squid Fishing
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76*120*3.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Have you ever been squid fishing? Sitting as a kid with a small net watching the men shining
the light into the dark water? Seeing the shadowy shapes moving beneath the surface? At that moment when a giant
squid is getting closer, with an illuminated body and you are wondering if it will be exciting or horrible, how would
you feel? If you could place adult self at that childhood moment again, would it be another chance to make it better?
Would it still be exciting? Or do simple mysteries still hold magic? Rethinking about my younger years makes me
unsure if I can be that brave again.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 69
Artwork 2 Title: First Kiss
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60*120*3.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: My first "kiss" happened when I was about 12. A much older male relative in his 70s wanted
to show me how much he "loved" me.
When I told my parent that I never wanted to go back there I was forced to return. This older relative had money so
I was told it would be good for the family if he "liked" me.
Very romantic, don't you think?
Anyway, my "First Kiss" was more of a robbery than anything else.
I hope yours was a better kiss than mine, I wish I could have run away during that winter night.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 69
Artwork 3 Title: Mayfair
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90*150*3.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Google Mayfair, London and you will find: "Bordering leafy Hyde Park, Mayfair is an upscale
district of elegant Georgian townhouses, exclusive hotels and gourmet restaurants. Its world-famous retailers
include bespoke tailors on Savile Row and designer fashions on Bond Street... "

But the streets of gold in the Mayfair are more heavy than shiny when you are working there. An immigrant working
in a shop often feels like a side of ham or a Beijing duck hanging upside down, an exotic curiosity for the rich natives
to act out their own feelings of compassion or superiority towards foreign-born. You are not really an individual, just
a category.
I often find myself looking at myself through the lens of my past and my future, horrified and worried about poor
Ming caught in the middle, upside down, disoriented and exposed.

Past Ming who won all the awards in art and fashion is confused by this humbling turn in the road. Like many in our
generation, he has discovered that the promises made in universities were just empty lies. Future Ming stands at the
corner looking back urging the naked acrobat to keep his balance and not fall but to hurry up and get on with it, to
find the path leading out of the shop and onto the Promised Land's streets of gold.

Perhaps we have all felt upside down, naked and confused, caught between our past and future, trying to find a way
off of the butcher's meat hook and back onto our path. If you are currently on the hook, I wish you luck. Keep your
balance just a little longer. If you are on your path, congratulations. Please have some patience and maybe offer
some guidance to your brothers and sisters hanging upside down.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 69

Artist ID: 69
Artwork 4 Title: Blossom
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60*120*3.5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Once upon a time, I was the great pride of my family, then they find out that I am not
straight and they will no longer speak my name. I am not very surprised that my parents would react in this way, the
way how they train a dog was the same way how they coached me, everything was transactional. Everything that I
received needed to be exchanged with something else. I can handle my own life well, I do not need my family's
embrace, but their hateful rejection is a needle size wound bleeding all the time. Meanwhile, they probably think
that they are the ones who have suffered from feeling shame for me.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 69
Artwork 5 Title: Six
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 120*300*2.5cm
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: There is always a moment each day when I am thinking about what is life after. I have been
told that there will be six realms of rebirth and existence. You will be judged based on what you have done in your
current life. Because I am not sure as a person if I am good or bad, I do not know if in the next life I will be an animal
or if I will be a devil. Or if I will be anything at all. But the moment that I thought about this I turned on the news and
saw killings everywhere in the world in the name of glory or god. And without any real plan, I began to paint these
six realms of reality, devils and demons coexisting with the angels and hungers. These six panels of paintings are
meant to be arranged in a circle instead of a flat rectangle on a wall. When properly installed you can't see a
beginning or an end. It is a continuous circle of madness and mercy.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 73
Artist Name: René Cheng
Website: www.renearte.com
IG: @reneartemex
Artist Statement: "Art is subjective, but also the necessary expression of the artist to evoke an emotion through his
work. Oil painting offers a range of extraordinary possibilities of composition, colors and artistic movements (from
abstracts to hyperrealism), since creativity itself is abundant. I am improving my skills as an artist on a daily basis:
from the meticulous hyperrealism up to the stunning and freeing abstract, you name it. Finally it is summarized to "I
like it or not", "I am happy to see this work every day". The main theme of my works is the joy of life itself and
beauty, to nourish our soul, being surrounded by so much negativity and drama these days." René Cheng
Notes:

Artist ID: 73
Artwork 1 Title: Why?
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43 x 27.8
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil painting on paper, framed
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/xtN1bsroNPw
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 73
Artwork 2 Title: Nina Rosenberg
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 40
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil painting on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://youtu.be/iQRBUWekQrg
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 73
Artwork 3 Title: Man with Turban
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 40
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil painting on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfK6Ij32KDw
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 73
Artwork 4 Title: Heartbeat
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80 x 80
Artwork 4 Medium: Abstract oil painting on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 73
Artwork 5 Title: Colorful rain
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60 x 60
Artwork 5 Medium: Abstract oil painting on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 75
Artist Name: Heidi Sundvik
Website: www.heidisundvik.com
IG: @heidisundvikart
Artist Statement: A fascination with shapes and Geometric Abstraction - such as the minimalist colourfield works of
Ellsworth Kelly, Frank Stella’s hard-edged shaped canvases and paintings by Tomma Abts and Rana Begum - are what
drive my practice. Not just 'painted' paintings, but physical, tangible,Â expanded paintings with 3D elements
constantly challenging the idea of a painting as a standard rectangular form.Â Architectural features and colour
symbolism inspire me in the development of ideas and form an integral part of my process.Â Â

In my current project I cut the canvases into both geometric and organic shapes, arrange them in various ways to
explore how these contrasting shapes and forms relate to each other and how they can be connected - or in some
cases disconnected. With deliberate consideration I push the boundaries of the frame and make it an active part of
the work. Abstract painting together with the structural elements work in tandem, each speaking with their own
language about the common theme. Themes, such as interconnectedness or ‘free-to-be’, arise from life-experience
and a deep sense of spirituality. My underlying desire is toÂ express opportunity and the outlook is to move forward
with hope.
Notes:

Artist ID: 75
Artwork 1 Title: Interconnectedness
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x98x6
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics on MDF
Artwork 1 Commentary: The concept behind this work is the idea of human beings being able to connect and work
together, despite many individual differences. Different shapes, colours and depth - all three connected by the
central rectangle, where the colours are united in harmony. As the three pieces are connected, the pattern of the
central piece has begun to make an imprint on each individual piece.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 75
Artwork 2 Title: Free to fly
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 41x60
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics on wood and MDF
Artwork 2 Commentary: I am inspired by the thought of being free to fly off beyond the limitations imposed by
standard structures. The lines continue over the edge of the frame or the gap in the middle. The angle of the
painting surface is like the take-off trajectory of a bird. Despite the rectangular frame, there is freedom to go beyond
it.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 75
Artwork 3 Title: Take-off I
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42x29x10
Artwork 3 Medium: Wood, acrylics on MDF
Artwork 3 Commentary: In this work the wooden 'frame' has all but disappeared, leaving behind only the slightest
idea off a rectangular shape. It has expanded into the 3D space which, traditionally, is not occupied by a painting.
The painted triangles gain their support from the frame, but are not confined by it. The shape and positioning of the
triangles indicates an opportunity to 'take off'.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 75
Artwork 4 Title: Awkward
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 63x51x6
Artwork 4 Medium: Wood, acrylics on cardboard
Artwork 4 Commentary: The non-standard black frame creates a support for the 'painting', but the three painted
pieces do not fit in. These organic, discarded pieces have no possibility to conform to the regulated spaces. It is like
trying to push a square peg into a round hole. Awkward.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 75
Artwork 5 Title: Changing Seasons
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 36x39x4
Artwork 5 Medium: Wood, acrylics on MDF
Artwork 5 Commentary: This work is inspired by the changing colours in nature. Each leaves its mark and an
individual sphere of influence.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 76
Artist Name: Ana Schmidt
Website: www.schmidtana.com
IG:
Artist Statement: The city as an allegory of postmodern life, is the common thread of my paintings. I paint dirty
landscapes through different types of views: distant birds-eye views, views taken from human height,...
In some pictures (This is not Graffiti, Bad Seeds, Ofelia) the traces of human intervention, the graffitis, the crumbling
pavements, the rests of nature,â€¦ the stuff of daily life counts as the something of the picture. I rescue unattractive
places, to give them credence as subjects of art. I try to recover the situationist practice of theÂ dérive, that involves
playful-constructive behavior and awareness of psychogeographical effects, drawn by the attractions of the terrain
and the encounters found there. The dérive (Guy Debord) is a concept that tries to create a personal truth and
narrative beyond the image and appearance obsessed world, where we seem always to need to remove the signs of
time and personal narratives. In City of Shards, I superimposed pieces of images to underline the personal
experience of the city that is always a biased vision.
In Traces on the territory, that is part of a series with a similar approach, I present a distant, almost google earth
view. It questions the technological relationship that we have with our surroundings, with our city. Google does not
offer a real experience of the city and of life. It forms part of the image-obsessed and postmodern confused
globalized city and society. I think the image could represent any city around the world, in Europe, Asia, America,....
Notes:

Artist ID: 76
Artwork 1 Title: Bad Seeds
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 162 x 115 x 3 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-l81A1t8Uye
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 76
Artwork 2 Title: Ofelia
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 73 x 54 x 3 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-l81A1t8Uye
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 76
Artwork 3 Title: This is not Graffiti
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120 x 189 x 3 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-l81A1t8Uye
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 76
Artwork 4 Title: City Shards
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 123 x 195 x 3 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-l81A1t8Uye
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 76
Artwork 5 Title: Traces on the Territory
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 164 x 185 x 3 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: acrylic o canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-l81A1t8Uye
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 77
Artist Name: Sabine Kay
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/account/profile/1356617
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sabine.kay3/?hl=de
Artist Statement: With my paintings, I hope to reach the hearts of the spectators and awake memories in them.
Inspiration I get mostly from nature itself, beautiful landscapes, memories and interesting colour combinations.
While painting I’m building the oil colours in several layers with a colour palette ranging from soft and serene to
vibrant and invigorating. Initially I’m blending the different colours and only in the later steps I like to put strong
colour accents, lines, drippings etc. Due to this way of working, my paintings change a lot from the first to the last
step and often the most important things are the subtleties at the end.

In the beginning I worked realistic, but over the years I learned that in abstract art I can better express myself and
today more or less all my works are abstract paintings. Still the viewer sometimes easily recognizes landscapes in my
work other times it may be harder for him to recognize something and he needs more imagination.
I think everything is possible in art, and that is why abstract painting in particular provides space for the viewer and
the painter.
For me, abstract painting means that my inspiration is translated to the canvas to create a story that communicates
without talking. I invite the viewer to a visual journey, which allows her/him to slow down and find time to forget
our busy world for a while. Her/his imagination make the painting complete and allows a personal and unique
interpretation.
Notes:

Artist ID: 77
Artwork 1 Title: Quiet Conversation
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 140 x 2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is made by knife in several layers of oil paint and some drippings at the end.
With the pale background and the strong, powerful red the viewer is invited to join this quiet conversation,
reflecting about his life and feelings. Maybe she/he finds calmness and understanding or just joy in looking at this
painting.
That’s what my abstract work implies: to engage your own imagination into the painting.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 77
Artwork 2 Title: Milky Way
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 120 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The velvety depths and the inner light of the blue is almost touching infinity and a quiet
calmness. Therefor I gave this painting the name “Milky Wayâ€•. It’s reminding me of a calm walk in the sky,
dreaming and finding inner strength to go on and on.
This artwork I have made layer upon layer of oil paint, adding some texture as well as drippings in dark blue and
white at the end.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 77
Artwork 3 Title: Waves
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90 x 90 x 4
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting, made by palette knife and oil colours, should suggest the forces of nature
itself -here the water- and all its beauty. With the expressive lines and the vibrant colours, I want to catch the
viewers’ attention and provoke reaction.
I like to bring people to have a second look at my work so they can go on a journey which allows an insight to my
inspiration.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 77
Artwork 4 Title: Dancing Flamingos
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 2
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This artwork is a very instinctive and improvised oil painting. The background is worked in a
very smooth way in nearly black, while the vibrant pink is coming more or less uncontrolled. The “dancing
flamingosâ€• reminds me of our nature which cannot be controlled. The painting should catch the viewers’ attention
and provoke reaction. At the same time, it can just bring joy and a smile because of these wonderful colours.
The painting is made by palette knife in several layers of oil paint and some drippings at the very end.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 77
Artwork 5 Title: Lights dancing n the dark
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 250 x 100 x 2
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: This painting is worked in a likewise style like my “dancing Flamingosâ€•. The background is
very smooth in mostly black with the lights coming spontaneous in white and orangy-yellow. The contrasting colours
keep an elegant balance while the active movements and lines give the painting it’s meaning.
It is worked with a big brush and palette knife in several layers of oil paint.
My aim was to create something vibrant, lively which provokes reactions and feelings from the viewer.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 78
Artist Name: Antonis Koukoutsis
Website:
IG: @antonis_0l
Artist Statement: I am a mathematics and philosophy student and through my art I create an environment in which I
can explore and process the ideas and concepts I come across in my degree. In a way it resembles an open dialogue,
which serves as a conjecture.
Notes:

Artist ID: 78
Artwork 1 Title: Rebirth
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x40
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this painting the concept of rebirth is being explored. We come into this world as physical
beings, however our experience shows that our personal identity does not depend only on our bodies. Whether
there actually is a thing as personal identity, of course I can’t tell, nevertheless it seems that there must be
something, which makes us individuals, at least on some level. Furthermore inspired by virtue ethics and Daoism,
I’ve incorporated the idea of self-cultivation, agency, change and fluidity (which becomes more evident in the
strokes, they are smooth, decisive and continuous). Is there such thing as the ideal self or the ideal path? And how
much control do we have over it? Finally, as rational beings we use logic, which tells as that a statement is either
true or false; “The law of the excluded middleâ€•. In this painting, inspired by the concept of ‘superposition’ in
quantum mechanics, I attempt to approach this “middleâ€• and suggest that maybe the world is not as definite as
we would expect it to be.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 78
Artwork 2 Title: Temple
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x60
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Observing the world it seems evident that we need to put more effort in building bridges
between our cultures and taking the time to appreciate each other. In this painting I have used aesthetic and
conceptual elements from my own culture and merged it with elements from tribal art, art from Oceania, Africa and
Asia. The scene pictured, is an attempt to escape the stillness of the moment and engage with continuity, evolution,
unity and freedom. Finally the minimalistic choice of colours and the continuous white lines are there to create a
feeling of serenity and calmness.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 78
Artwork 3 Title: Sun
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x40
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting is mostly inspired by Plato's philosophy. The upper half is an illustration of
group theory and the lower half expresses a mental and spiritual journey. It can also be understood as a symbol
representing the duality of the world.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 78
Artwork 4 Title: Caveman
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 85x115
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on MDF
Artwork 4 Commentary: This technique was inspired by studying the techniques of Gerhard Richter and Jackson
Pollock. I use a large kitchen knife. In contrast with my figurative work, this technique does not aspire to engage the
audience conceptually but on a more holistic and direct level. The element of randomness is crucial. This painting is
about becoming naked. In addition, this painting is related to the art of cave people. I was impressed by the fact that
they didn’t have language and barely had food and shelter, nevertheless they created art, they expressed
themselves and left their mark. In a way, I tried to let go of all my inhibitions and put myself in the position of the
caveman, only this time my experience is not concerned only with wild animals and rituals but with a very complex
21st century world.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 78
Artwork 5 Title: Subconscious Radiation
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 110x80
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: In this work, I use the same technique as the one in the ‘Caveman’, but this time I have
added the dimension of colour. 'Subconscious radiation’ is exactly that, attempting to create a picture that
resembles the background of our minds, free of thought. It is no accident that the colours in the background relate
to the higher chakras. All is love.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 79
Artist Name: Merle Luhaäär
Website: https://www.merleluhaaar.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/merleluhaaar/
Artist Statement: "“Everything is Energy and that is all there is to it. Match the frequency of the reality you want and
you can not help but get that reality." has said Albert Einstein.
I’VE ALWAYS WANTED IT ALL. As a person as well as an artist. So I chose not to choose and been working within
many disciplines. I'm a painter and a printer and a video maker and the outcome is experimental mixed media. My
artworks are constructed as a double layered concept inspired by personal relationships, as well as by scrutiny of
contemporary society. In my artistic practice each object is treated as an integral whole. I'm often approaching
completely different situations from the position of samenesses and in result create dreamy psychedelic pop
surrealist realities that will gain the licence to exist outside of dreams. There is no single reality, no central
standpoint, but every one creates their own.
Notes:

Artist ID: 79
Artwork 1 Title: Dreaming of U
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48 cm X 80 cm X 0.3 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: digital collage/ print on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Dreaming of U is pop surrealist self portrait with a tribute to Andy Warhol and pop art. Is
the one we are dreaming of dreaming of us?
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 79
Artwork 2 Title: The Picnic: How Much Is The Fish?
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 170 cm X 200 cm X 5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic painting (+ mixed media) on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Picnic: How Much Is The Fish? is surrealist nature morte of all times super heroes.
World is a market square and Jesus, Lucifer Morningstar, Superman, Captain America and Wonder Woman are here
to sell their services.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 79
Artwork 3 Title: I Will Always Love U
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120 cm X 100 cm X 0.3 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: screen print on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: I Will Always Love U with its flower holding skeleton depicts the irony of the world where
more is never enough and shortcuts (e.g. via psychedelic substances) are being hoped to provide unlimited energy
for staying in a continuous present tense called “alwaysâ€•.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 79
Artwork 4 Title: The Murdered Gucci Bird
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80 cm X 80 cm X 5 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Painting (+ mixed media, including a knife)
Artwork 4 Commentary: The Murdered Gucci Bird is depicting a murder of commercial art/ design by contemporary
"underdog" art gallery.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 79
Artwork 5 Title: The Devil Inside
Artwork 5 Dimensions: new media clip
Artwork 5 Medium: new media clip
Artwork 5 Commentary: Short video (6 sec):

https://youtu.be/TTKPnuD9Awk
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 81
Artist Name: Hili Greenfeld
Website: www.hiligreenfeld.com
IG: hiligreenfeld
Artist Statement: In her work, Greenfeld connects fragments of private memory to cultural narratives in shrine-like
installations and paintings. These works consist of imitations of relics - objects that testify both to our desire to
capture time through the objects that persist through it, and our inability to finally make peace with the change and
decay that time brings. We can perceive and handle time only indirectly: by recalling memories, telling stories,
performing rituals and keeping objects that bear traces of the past.
Greenfeld calls her installations ‘environments’ because they combine manipulated ready-mades, sculptures and
paintings, creating a complex, integrated space. Though memories are elusive and private rather than concrete and
public, these scenes reify personal memories and thus enable them to be shared. Like temples, these environments
subtly guide the visitors' movements and pace.
By combining different materials - wood, metal, plaster, plastic, concrete, pigments, paint and manipulated readymades - the paintings and sculptures simulate the layers of time, evoking a tactile sense of the fragility of history. By
recycling parts of one work or installation in another one, the body of work as a whole partakes in a cycle of memory
and cross-references, creating a labyrinth of remains.
Notes:

Artist ID: 81
Artwork 1 Title: Tales of the East - The Object
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150X60X30 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: pencil, goache colors, wood, metal, furniture paws
Artwork 1 Commentary: This sculpture was exhibited at Bradwolff Projects in Amsterdam as part of an installation
called 'Tales of the East' . The project related to the building's history as a former civilian hospital .I transformed the
exhibition space toÂ an altar where by way of a ritual people could share and ‘leave’ behind their "hospi tales" -their memories of a hospital experience.
This object functioned as a memory index to this specific place, having its architectural structure combined with
drawings that are inspired from photos I found from the hospital.
for full installation go to https://www.hiligreenfeld.com/tales-of-the-east
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 81
Artwork 2 Title: Bird Watcher's Paradise
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 103X75X3
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: One of a series of 8 paintings. The paintings were created after I found an old childhood
notebook that belonged to my older brother. The notebook was full of drawings and collages. Inspired by this
notebook, and with aim to relive these childhood memories I created these paintings.
For the full series - https://www.hiligreenfeld.com/bird-watcher-s-paradise
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 81
Artwork 3 Title: Bird Watcher's Paradise
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 106X141X3
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: One of a series of 8 paintings. The paintings were created after I found an old childhood
notebook that belonged to my older brother. The notebook was full of drawings and collages. Inspired by this
notebook, and with aim to relive these childhood memories I created these paintings.
For the full series - https://www.hiligreenfeld.com/bird-watcher-s-paradise
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 81
Artwork 4 Title: The Sweet Water Canal - Arch
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 220X160X40 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Metal frame, artificial grass, golden concrete blocks, spray paint, and industrial paint, closeup
below - plastic cast sculptures, felt, pencil, sand, pigments and custom made wood shelf and found lamp
Artwork 4 Commentary: one of the works shown as part of an installation shown at The Art Cube Studios gallery in
Jerusalem.
The installation centered around several paintings and objects that were taken by an Israeli soldier from an Egyptian
home in the Yom Kippur War. Decades later, the soldier - who became a painter and was my
professor - was surprised by the resemblance of my works to the artifacts he took from the Egyptian painter. He
shared the objects he had taken
with me, which led me to search for cultural and artistic associations between Israel and Egypt.
The exhibition was a tribute to the anonymous Egyptian painter, displaying the original objects looted from him
alongside his recreated
desk and Coveted Objects for Plunder; These are hybrid reconstructions based on the loot taken by the soldier, and
“Egyptianâ€• commodities brought from the British Museum’s gift shop. The exhibition setting referred both to the
views of the Sweet Water
Canal depicted in the drawings, and to the artifacts looted from Egypt.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 81

Artist ID: 81
Artwork 5 Title: Following the Draft Authors
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 55X86X2
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: I create paintings in parallel with my practice as an installation artist. Paintings find their
way into installations and installation memories show in the paintings. This specific paintings was created after by a
site specific installation I created called 'The Draft Authors'.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 82
Artist Name: Jc Trouboul
Website: www.jctrouboul.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jc_trouboul
Artist Statement: “As an artist, I am obliged to capture the behaviours and events of our society as journalists do.
Inspired by fairy tales and following the work of old masters, was born this collection: "Stories of our time" Fairy
Tales for Adults. Part 1."
The 21st century is at a very interesting, and at the same time, a complicated stage. A world with advancements in
many spheres bring us at the same time disadvantages galore and changes in social behaviours. Life in solitude, wars
and weapons, the mass extinction of animals, the sexism and racism that still exist, and how social media are
creating new versions of ourselves: these are some of the themes that the artist represents in these works.
Notes:

Artist ID: 82
Artwork 1 Title: The girl that couldnt talk
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152x4x122
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media (acrylic, oil on canvas)
Artwork 1 Commentary: The real story of the little mermaid is that she didn’t marry the Prince; she stayed single.
Nowadays, more people stay single and live by themselves. Modern technology has made it easy to meet people,
but at the same time difficult to find the right one. In this painting, we can see a woman on a stone. She looks
stunning with her hair and breasts after ridding herself of the corset that was oppressing her.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 82
Artwork 2 Title: Hope
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 213x4x152
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media (acrylic, oil on canvas)
Artwork 2 Commentary: “Imagine an extra-terrestrial world where the most intelligent specie subdues weaker ones,
killing and exterminating them, and also killing others from their same species. That would be our world looked at
from another civilization.â€•
In a trip to Italy, Jc Trouboul realized the magnificent beauty of the Renaissance paintings. “Hopeâ€• was inspired by
“The Assumption of the virginâ€• by Titian. On the first row, we can see a “bambiâ€• that has been hurt, followed by
shapes of different animals that pile up, and finally weapons are rising behind. In this version, there is no
assumption, there is a squared sunshine telling us that we are running out of time before light turns into darkness.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 82
Artwork 3 Title: My seven little people and a bad bitch
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 152x4x122
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media (acrylic, oil on canvas)
Artwork 3 Commentary: “My grandmother’s name is Snow White, my famila have been taking care of her or she also
does take care of usâ€• - Jc Trouboul.
In this painting, we can see a woman surrounded by a dark figure and a lot of movement underneath. The black
figure is a witch who is taking advantage of a good and innocent person, and the seven small people are trying to
push that apple way from the woman. This is how in our time, we are surrounded just by a few important people
who really would push the evil away for us. Representing all groups of people that take care of us. Our family.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 82
Artwork 4 Title: I woke up like this
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 152x4x122
Artwork 4 Medium: mixed media (acrylic, oil on canvas)
Artwork 4 Commentary: Social media has changed the way we are and created new societal behaviours. In this
painting, we can see a woman in a red sofa. Is she the sleeping beauty who just woke up with her breast out? Or is
she pretending that she was sleeping and just woke up like that?
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 82
Artwork 5 Title: On duty and the breast
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 213x4x152
Artwork 5 Medium: mixed media (acrylic, oil on canvas)
Artwork 5 Commentary: This painting was inspired by Netherlandish Jan Van Eyck’s painting: “The Arnolfini
Portraitâ€•. This version is a true love story of a real couple from our times. He is a veteran soldier who lost his leg,
and she lost her breast to cancer. Beauty and the beast. Diplomacy vs War, Health vs modern industry and Love vs
Pain. The perspective ends in a white wall symbolizing peace, with a mirror that could seem to be the reflection of
the painter and the couple, but in reality, is the reflection of the viewers.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 86
Artist Name: STANLEY BLACK
Website: www.stanleyblack.online
IG: a.k.a.stanleyblack
Artist Statement: Dan Mair is a classically trained artist having studied a foundation at the Surrey Institute of Art and
Design and his bachelor and master degrees at University of the Arts London.
In 2017 he created the artistic alter ego Stanley Black as a mechanism to return to the art world. Having enrolled in
Wimbledon College of Arts under his alias, his aim was to explore being and identity through the use of persona. His
research became increasingly political, driven by issues of censorship. By an exploration of the taboo Stanley Black
started to critique the left leaning assumptions of the institution. The aim of his work at this stage was to question
the viewers presuppositions and first principles with the intention of challenging the broader political orthodoxy that
pervades the art consensus.
Having made his political statement Stanley Black now concentrates on his object making. Although multi-discipline
in approach, his sculptural work which utilises found items and prefabricated objects attempts to investigate the role
of the artist by questioning the function, value and use of art and by extension also question his own function, value
and use as an artist. His work ranges from the inherently mundane to the overtly political but an attempt is always
made to inject it with humour, gusto and a certain working class sensibility.
Stanley Black continues his adventures in the artworld whilst sometimes exploring his wrong-think but his main aim
is to try and gain respectability and acceptance.
Notes:

Artist ID: 86
Artwork 1 Title: JUST ADD TO ANY GALLERY SPACE TO CREATE INSTANT ART!
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x32
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 1 Commentary: Drawing upon the art historical canon and paying homage to Warhol's 'Campbell's Soup
Cans', Manzoni’s ‘Artist’s Shit’ and Banksy’s ‘Soup Cans’, this work is a comment on Duchamp’s rejection of
“retinalâ€• art, intended only to please the eye and his desire “to put art back in the service of the mindâ€•.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 86
Artwork 2 Title: WASTED YOUTH?
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 175x42x8
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 2 Commentary: 1729 un-used cigarettes butts are displayed in a handmade case is a record of my misspent
teenage years. Collected over a course of a year the piece is the most personal of all my works. Although the selfconfessional nature of the piece is obscured by the minimalist and clinical arrangement of the objects
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 86
Artwork 3 Title: THE MORALITY OF SUBJECTIVE RELATIVISM
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x113x50
Artwork 3 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 3 Commentary: This precarious looking sculpture is my comment on the postmodern condition. As we
continue to abandon religious modes of being and traditional moral systems, post-modern relativism has made us
question truth claims and shattered our notion of grand narratives but what has it left us with? An existential angst
where subbjectivity leads to nihilism.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 86
Artwork 4 Title: WHEN THE NOVELTY WEARS OFF
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 58x114x51
Artwork 4 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 4 Commentary: Part of an ongoing series where I programme a retro computer with a poignant message.
The text self-types and then clears, on a constant loop. With this display I hope to evoke feelings of rejection with
the intention of questioning not only love but the nature of technology itself.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 86
Artwork 5 Title: JUST ANOTHER WALL
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 250x40x15
Artwork 5 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 5 Commentary: This work is a playful inversion and artistic re-appropriation of the Donald Trump MAGA hat.
As the caps and hooks can be added or taken away the dimension of this work is variable and can be changed
depending on the display area available.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 88
Artist Name: TJILI Grant Wetherill
Website: www.TJILI.com
IG: https://instagram.com/TjiliGW
Artist Statement: TJILI (pronounced “Chilliâ€•) is a talented young artist who has cerebral palsy, is deaf and cannot
speak.

Born in 2001 weighing just 1kg, TJILI was the only survivor of triplets abandoned at a Cambodian hospital.

She was adopted by a British couple and has been brought up in Singapore, the UK and Malaysia.

With great determination and enthusiasm, TJILI is able to overcome her challenges to create amazing paintings
featuring her favourite creatures, characters and places from around the world.

Unknown as an artist at the start of 2017, TJILI’s work is now critically acclaimed and internationally recognized after
three of her paintings featured in the Royal Watercolour Society’s 2017 and 2018 international “Contemporary
Watercolour Competitionâ€• exhibitions in London.

Her art now graces public and private collections globally, appears on Tanzanian national stamps (“Wildlife of
Africaâ€• series), and decorates the faces of art-cubes in official partnership with Rubik’sÂ® (the world’s best-selling
toy and TJILI’s favourite hobby).

TJILI’s artistic success and inspirational life story have been widely covered in the media, with BBC coverage (Global
News and The One Show), attracting over 50 million views globally.

Established in September 2017, the Help TJILI, Help X (“HTHXâ€•) programme has also raised substantial funds for
good / charitable causes around the world.

Visit www.TJILI.com to view TJILI’s vibrant, multi-coloured artwork and art-gift collections.

TJILI is #DifferentlyAbled
Notes:

Artist ID: 88
Artwork 1 Title: Tyga
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x59x0.05
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour pastels and graphite pencil on art paper.
Artwork 1 Commentary: Tyga is a beautiful rarity amongst felines; one of the last remaining technicolour jungle cats.

Painted completely from TJILI's imagination, TJILI's "Tyga" was selected by the Royal Watercolour Society for its
2018 "Contemporary Watercolour Competition" and has since become one of her most celebrated pieces.

See https://www.tjili.com/single-post/2018/02/01/TJILIs-Tyga-selected-for-2018-RWS-Contemporary-WatercolourCompetition for the story.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 88
Artwork 2 Title: Love Is In The Air
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x30x0.05
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolour pastels and graphite pencil on art paper.
Artwork 2 Commentary: Painted by TJILI as a present for mummy and daddy for Valentine's Day 2019. Yes, we cried.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 88
Artwork 3 Title: Bird. Humming.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42x59x0.05
Artwork 3 Medium: Watercolour pastels and graphite pencil on art paper.
Artwork 3 Commentary: "Bird. Humming." was inspired when a family of humming birds nested in the oasis of our
tropical Singapore garden. Beautiful, colourful, darting around, friendly and unafraid, TJILI loved them.

“Bird. Humming.â€• was selected by the Royal Watercolour Society for its 2017 Contemporary Watercolour
Competition and exhibition from thousands of entries submitted by artists from around the world.

Click here for more >> https://www.tjili.com/single-post/2017/02/17/TJILI-HAS-2-SUCCESSFUL-ENTRIES-SELECTEDFOR-THE-2017-RWS-CONTEMPORARY-WATERCOLOUR-COMPETITION
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 88

Artist ID: 88
Artwork 4 Title: Love in London Town
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30x42x0.05
Artwork 4 Medium: Watercolour pastels and graphite pencil on art paper.
Artwork 4 Commentary: TJILI adores London and has always been particularly captivated by the Palace of
Westminster.

This painting is her rendition of a romantic couple taking a stroll on a blustery Autumnal day to enjoy that famous
view across the Thames waters.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 88
Artwork 5 Title: DandyLion
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 42x30x0.05
Artwork 5 Medium: Watercolour pastels and graphite pencil on art paper.
Artwork 5 Commentary: DandyLion is a loveable Bohemian rogue; the one-of-a-kind cat you’d rub shoulders with at
the roulette table in Casino de Monte Carlo, who would hypnotise you with his penetrating, quizzical gaze over an
Old Fashioned, whose soft baritone voice purrs tales of adventure from his days as a young actor who soon decided
that the world was really his stage.

Our hero wears crushed-velvet suits, an enormous ruby and gold ring, cowboy boots with curious scars that you
want to ask about but daren’t, and his tousled mane changes colour like a kaleidoscope that you can’t help staring
at. (Don’t worry, everyone does, he doesn’t mind, it amuses him !)

We hope you like Dandy the colourful loner, a handsome charmer who’s best friends with everyone for one famous
night yet vanished not to return the next ...
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 88

Artist ID: 90
Artist Name: Soo Hyeon Kim
Website: www.soohyeonkim.com
IG: @some_intervals
Artist Statement: In nature, various marks and traces are made through chemical and physical forces. Strata,
woodgrains, stalagmites, and crystals are such markings in nature that record the passing of long periods of time.
Exploring the relationship between time and natural phenomena, I mimic the processes in nature through the
construction of an ecosystem in which the passage of time is inferred on both a micro and macro scale.

Using paraffin wax, a versatile material, I create an ecosystem that conjures the notion of a subject lost in time in
the sense that some events are impossible to witness from beginning to end. The system is comprised of multiple
steps that begins with ‘feeding’ or adding wax pellets. The wax is subsequently melted by heat lamps and thus, falls
through the mesh panel accumulating and growing over time like a plant or living organism.

My repetitive labor recodes the duration of time which plays a significant role in my practice. The process of
transforming synthetic materials generates a borderline; a threshold between reality and the make-believe. The
ecosystems in my work are, however, self-aware- conscious of their fabrication just as the animals know that they
are not human in fairy tales. By engaging with forces outside of my control, I explore the boundaries of human
presence and the practices of reproduction and duplication, integrating both the natural and artificial to blur the
lines between both.
Notes:

Artist ID: 90
Artwork 1 Title: Vanishing Flower
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25x25x95cm
Artwork 1 Medium: paraffin wax, pigment, ceramic pot
Artwork 1 Commentary: Vanishing Flower is made through a construction of an ecosystem in which I layer time in
the form of wax. On the very top, there is a heat lamp which melts the wax pellets. The wax is subsequently melted,
and thus falls through the mesh panel accumulating and forming Vanishing Flower, just like how stalagmites are
formed over time in the cave.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 90
Artwork 2 Title: Fortified Pulse
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45x45x108cm
Artwork 2 Medium: paraffin wax, pigment, ceramic pot
Artwork 2 Commentary: Fortified Pulse is made through a construction of an ecosystem in which I layer time in the
form of wax. On the very top, there is a heat lamp which melts the wax pellets. The wax is subsequently melted, and
thus falls through the mesh panel accumulating and forming Fortified Pulse, just like how stalagmites are formed
over time in the cave.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 90
Artwork 3 Title: Growing Pulse
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x30x100cm
Artwork 3 Medium: paraffin wax, pigment, ceramic pot
Artwork 3 Commentary: Growing Pulse is made through a construction of an ecosystem in which I layer time in the
form of wax. On the very top, there is a heat lamp which melts the wax pellets. The wax is subsequently melted, and
thus falls through the mesh panel accumulating and forming Growing Pulse just like how stalagmites are formed
over time in the cave.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 90
Artwork 4 Title: Soft Pulse
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 17x17x70cm
Artwork 4 Medium: paraffin wax, pigment, ceramic pot
Artwork 4 Commentary: Soft Pulse is made through a construction of an ecosystem in which I layer time in the form
of wax. On the very top, there is a heat lamp which melts the wax pellets. The wax is subsequently melted, and thus
falls through the mesh panel accumulating and forming Soft Pulse, just like how stalagmites are formed over time in
the cave.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 90
Artwork 5 Title: Sealed Pulse
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 25x25x100cm
Artwork 5 Medium: paraffin wax, pigment, ceramic pot
Artwork 5 Commentary: Sealed Pulse is made through a construction of an ecosystem in which I layer time in the
form of wax. On the very top, there is a heat lamp which melts the wax pellets. The wax is subsequently melted, and
thus falls through the mesh panel accumulating and forming Sealed Pulse, just like how stalagmites are formed over
time in the cave.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 91
Artist Name: Alexandra Bremers
Website: www.xandrabremers.nl
IG:
Artist Statement: "I look back in wonder each time the 'thing' I am making surpasses itself and becomes a work of
art.
How did that happen?
When did it happen?
What the hell just happened ? "
Notes:

Artist ID: 91
Artwork 1 Title: dutch sledge
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 40x 60 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: glass
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 91
Artwork 2 Title: alpha & omega : lou likes to laugh longer
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x85x46 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: glass, ceramic cremation badge, metal stand
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 91
Artwork 3 Title: Nimbus
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x100x100
Artwork 3 Medium: sheep wool
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 91
Artwork 4 Title: cuddle cross
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 26x18x4
Artwork 4 Medium: wool, gilded fish lead
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 91
Artwork 5 Title: belle
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 52x17x12
Artwork 5 Medium: glass
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 92
Artist Name: David Shamie
Website: davidshamie.com
IG: @doucheampian
Artist Statement: My work considers the concepts of function and desire amongst the wreckage of human
production. The sculptures I make are composed of different foams, rawhides, and industrial parts in forms that
emphasize themes of contiguity and flow. These elements combine to consider the form of the Post-Anthropocene,
where industrial debris interacts with a basic generative impulse to create unlikely new forms.
Notes:

Artist ID: 92
Artwork 1 Title: Bad Boy Boy
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 210 x 90
Artwork 1 Medium: Dyed Rawhide, Sunglasses
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 92
Artwork 2 Title: Pillar
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 30
Artwork 2 Medium: Found Object, Silicone, Blanket
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 92
Artwork 3 Title: Desiring-Machine
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90 x 30 x 40
Artwork 3 Medium: Foam, Ostrich pillow, camera, Water Bottle, White silicone
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 92
Artwork 4 Title: Playmate
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 90 x 30 x 30
Artwork 4 Medium: Foam, Silicones, Bottle Tops, Cooler, Tubes, Metal Hose Tips
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 92
Artwork 5 Title: Redenning Hour
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 270 x 100
Artwork 5 Medium: Dyed Rawhide, Red Silicone, Foam, Vents
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 94
Artist Name: Dirk Krüll
Website: www.dirkkruell.de.dirkkruell.de
IG: Dirk Krüll
Artist Statement: born: 21.10.1958 in Düsseldorf
Art Acadamy: HfbK -study 1994
University: graduation: Diplom-Designer on university Essen: "Folkwang"
since 1988 freelance journalist and artist;

reports in (summary):
various magazines like: Geo, ART, FAZ Magazin, New York Times Magazin, Zeitmagazin, Sports, Spiegel. Focus,
Tempo, MAX, GQ, Playboy, Stern, ADAC + Spiegel-Spec., Wiwo...
client magazines: RWE, Ruhrgas, Renault, Mazda, Lancia, Audi, Porsche, Mercedes...
calendar projects for corp. communication use

last awards:
- Stipendium "VG Bild-Kunst" (04: Bonner Republik, 10: coal area in China)
- One Eyeland Award 2018: Gold in Art: â€žPlastic Army“
- PDN Award 2018: Winner in Personal Work: â€žPlastic Army
- Arte Laguna Special Prize 2018: â€žBiafarin“ for Plastic Army
- Staatspreis NRW: Plastik Army, Sieger in der Kathegorie Medien

last exhibitions:
- Galerie Z22 Berlin 2018: â€žPlastic Army“
- Arte Laguna, Venice 2019
- Fotoumweltfestival Zingst 2019
- f2 Fotofestival Dortmund-U 2019
- Landesausstellung Sachsen 2020 zur Industriekultur: â€žDie ehemaligen Kombinate“
- Museum für Druckkunst Leipzig 2020: Industriefotografie: â€žDas Auge des Fotografen“

Artist ID: 94
membership:
honorary appoint in the "DGPH" in Köln (1994)
member of the photo-agency "Laif" in Köln (1996)
member in the "Pixelprojekt Ruhrgebiet"
member in the art community â€žVerein der Düsseldorfer Künstler“

collection:
- Ruhrmuseum Essen 2010
- Haus der deutschen Geschichte, Leipzig 2016
- Deutsche Fussballmuseum Dortmund 2018
current main projects: “coal area Shanxi + Mongolei“; â€žHomeland Rhine-Region“; â€žPlastic Army
Notes:

Artist ID: 94
Artwork 1 Title: Plastic Army Invasion Sea
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x120cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Plastic Army series address the issue of environmental pollution in an almost
playfull and aesthetical manner. Metaphorically and in linear order, these pictures tell
stories about the incursion of the enimies of nature, and their conquest of the landscape,
about the mutation of the local beings, and the amalgamation of waste and nature,
leading to complete dissolution of nature. Thus aesthetic allegories depict the ugly and
even catastrophic facts of plastic waste flooding our world.
This picture from the first cycle is called:
PLASTIC ARMY INVASION SEA
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 94

Artist ID: 94
Artwork 2 Title: PLASTIC ARMY INVASION COAST
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x120cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Plastic Army series address the issue of environmental pollution in an almost
playfull and aesthetical manner. Metaphorically and in linear order, these pictures tell
stories about the incursion of the enimies of nature, and their conquest of the landscape,
about the mutation of the local beings, and the amalgamation of waste and nature,
leading to complete dissolution of nature. Thus aesthetic allegories depict the ugly and
even catastrophic facts of plastic waste flooding our world.
This picture from the first cycle is called:
PLASTIC ARMY INVASION COAST
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 94

Artist ID: 94
Artwork 3 Title: PLASTIC ARMY INVASION CREEK
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90x135cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: The Plastic Army series address the issue of environmental pollution in an almost
playfull and aesthetical manner. Metaphorically and in linear order, these pictures tell
stories about the incursion of the enimies of nature, and their conquest of the landscape,
about the mutation of the local beings, and the amalgamation of waste and nature,
leading to complete dissolution of nature. Thus aesthetic allegories depict the ugly and
even catastrophic facts of plastic waste flooding our world.
This picture from the first cycle is called:
PLASTIC ARMY INVASION CREEK
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 94

Artist ID: 94
Artwork 4 Title: PLASTIC ARMY OCCUPATION PLAIN
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 90x135cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography
Artwork 4 Commentary: The Plastic Army series address the issue of environmental pollution in an almost
playfull and aesthetical manner. Metaphorically and in linear order, these pictures tell
stories about the incursion of the enimies of nature, and their conquest of the landscape,
about the mutation of the local beings, and the amalgamation of waste and nature,
leading to complete dissolution of nature. Thus aesthetic allegories depict the ugly and
even catastrophic facts of plastic waste flooding our world.
This picture from the second cycle is called:
PLASTIC ARMY OCCUPATION PLAIN
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 94

Artist ID: 94
Artwork 5 Title: PLASTIC ARMY OCCUPATION MOUNTAIN
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 90x135cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Photography
Artwork 5 Commentary: The Plastic Army series address the issue of environmental pollution in an almost
playfull and aesthetical manner. Metaphorically and in linear order, these pictures tell
stories about the incursion of the enimies of nature, and their conquest of the landscape,
about the mutation of the local beings, and the amalgamation of waste and nature,
leading to complete dissolution of nature. Thus aesthetic allegories depict the ugly and
even catastrophic facts of plastic waste flooding our world.
This picture from the second cycle is called:
PLASTIC ARMY OCCUPATION MOUNTAIN
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 94

Artist ID: 95
Artist Name: Day Bowman
Website: https://www.daybowman.com
IG: daybowmanartist
Artist Statement: ARTIST STATEMENT
DAY BOWMAN
Growing up in a holiday destination, small, seaside town it is not surprising that much of Day’s work has referenced
the sea, the beach and littoral. In this new series of paintings the canvases echo the marks, lines and shapes that
were made in the wet, grey sand of her home town beach: thus the canvas becomes the beach that acted as the
canvas of her child-hood.
Moving freely from one work to another there is a sense of play and random mark-making and through her use of
colour, of scribbled lines and drip marks ‘I have’, she says, ‘attempted to capture the tides and the occasional gleam
of sunshine’.
Along with scratched childhood messages to the gods, her childhood castles in the sand were built to keep out the
marauding tidal waters; today she believes these images represent something more sinister referencing an incoming
tide of bigotry and intolerance. And whilst these are not overtly political works she finds within them a questioning
on the notion of place, identity and belonging.
Notes:

Artist ID: 95
Artwork 1 Title: Fortress 2
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140 x 150 x 3 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: oil, charcoal and conte on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: FORTRESS SERIES
Growing up in a holiday destination, small, seaside town it is not surprising that much of my work has referenced
the sea, the beach and the littoral.
Through the use of colour, scribbled lines and drip marks, contrasting with the blocks of background painted area, I
have attempted to capture the tides and occasional gleam of sunshine.
Along with our scratched childhood messages to the gods, our castles in the sand were built to keep out the
marauding tidal waters; today these fortress images represent something more sinister referencing an incoming tide
of bigotry and intolerance. These are not overtly political works but I find within them a questioning on the notion of
place, identity and belonging.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 95
Artwork 2 Title: Fortress 3
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 140 x 150 x 3 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil, charcoal and conte on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: FORTRESS SERIES
Growing up in a holiday destination, small, seaside town it is not surprising that much of my work has referenced
the sea, the beach and the littoral.
Through the use of colour, scribbled lines and drip marks, contrasting with the blocks of background painted area, I
have attempted to capture the tides and occasional gleam of sunshine.
Along with our scratched childhood messages to the gods, our castles in the sand were built to keep out the
marauding tidal waters; today these fortress images represent something more sinister referencing an incoming tide
of bigotry and intolerance. These are not overtly political works but I find within them a questioning on the notion of
place, identity and belonging.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 95
Artwork 3 Title: Study 1 Fortress Series
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 45 x 50 x 4 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil, charcoal and conte on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: FORTRESS SERIES
Growing up in a holiday destination, small, seaside town it is not surprising that much of my work has referenced
the sea, the beach and the littoral.
Through the use of colour, scribbled lines and drip marks, contrasting with the blocks of background painted area, I
have attempted to capture the tides and occasional gleam of sunshine.
Along with our scratched childhood messages to the gods, our castles in the sand were built to keep out the
marauding tidal waters; today these fortress images represent something more sinister referencing an incoming tide
of bigotry and intolerance. These are not overtly political works but I find within them a questioning on the notion of
place, identity and belonging.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 95
Artwork 4 Title: Study 2 Fortress Series
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 45 x 50 x 4 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: oil, charcoal and conte on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: FORTRESS SERIES
Growing up in a holiday destination, small, seaside town it is not surprising that much of my work has referenced
the sea, the beach and the littoral.
Through the use of colour, scribbled lines and drip marks, contrasting with the blocks of background painted area, I
have attempted to capture the tides and occasional gleam of sunshine.
Along with our scratched childhood messages to the gods, our castles in the sand were built to keep out the
marauding tidal waters; today these fortress images represent something more sinister referencing an incoming tide
of bigotry and intolerance. These are not overtly political works but I find within them a questioning on the notion of
place, identity and belonging.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 95
Artwork 5 Title: Flood and Ebb 2
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 45 x 50 x 4 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: oil, charcoal and conte on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: FORTRESS SERIES
Growing up in a holiday destination, small, seaside town it is not surprising that much of my work has referenced
the sea, the beach and the littoral.
Through the use of colour, scribbled lines and drip marks, contrasting with the blocks of background painted area, I
have attempted to capture the tides and occasional gleam of sunshine.
Along with our scratched childhood messages to the gods, our castles in the sand were built to keep out the
marauding tidal waters; today these fortress images represent something more sinister referencing an incoming tide
of bigotry and intolerance. These are not overtly political works but I find within them a questioning on the notion of
place, identity and belonging.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 97
Artist Name: Jimmy Gockel
Website: https://www.facebook.com/gock.art.7
IG:
Artist Statement: Jimmy Gockel is a contemporary pop artist from Cape Girardeau, Missouri. He is a graduate of
Southeast Missouri State University and a member if the SEMO Arts Council. Inspired by Andy Warhol and Peter
Max, Jimmy is drawn to the 1960s era of pop art with all it's bold bright colors often seen in his paintings.
Notes:

Artist ID: 97
Artwork 1 Title: Pablo
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x42 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 97
Artwork 2 Title: Liberty & Injustice
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42 x 42 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 97
Artwork 3 Title: Coco Flamingo
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 38 x 46 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 97
Artwork 4 Title: The Ativan Jungle
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 53 x 53 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 97
Artwork 5 Title: Andian
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 42 x 42 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 98
Artist Name: SARAH KNILL-JONES
Website: www.sarahknill-jones.co.uk
IG: @Houdojnik
Artist Statement: My practice incorporates photography, print making, video, collaborative experiments, but the
core remains centred in, on and around paint, as a visceral, human response to the world we live in. An irreplaceable
connection between the act of creation and visualisation of experience. The last few years I have drawn most of my
direct inspiration from where I have ended up living, and from literature, Joyce, Lispector, Cortazar...
Perhaps part of my attraction to Joyce’s Ulysses are the parallels to be drawn with the drift of my own existence;
endlessly moving from one place to the next, rare fixed points like stars in a constellation to guide me through an
ever-shifting world, searching for a an understanding of what it means to be human. Joyce’s immersive text plunges
the reader into a free-flowing jumble of monologue, dialogue, memories and meandering thoughts, from passing
comment to intimate reflections on the who or what we are.
When I arrived in Brazil, I felt I was not in control of anything, I was swimming in a sea of unfamiliarity and violent
disconnect. Searching for anchorage, I found much to hold on to in the writing of Clarice Lispector and could, and still
can, find much of myself in her writing.
Geographical relocation contributes to the fluidity in my work, and a sense of estrangement as I adapt and allow
each place to inspire new bodies of work, allowing the enforced disorientation to feed into my practice, nourishing
or destroying.
"Creating isn't imagination, it's taking the great risk of grasping reality" CL
Notes:

Artist ID: 98
Artwork 1 Title: Crawling out of my own Skin
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x100
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is from a series of works about anxiety, my own and that of those close to me,
executed early 2019
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 98
Artwork 2 Title: Anxiety
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30.5cm x 40.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen stretched on board
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is also from a large series of works i made on the subject of anxiety, my own and that of
those close to me.
When the wave of anxiety threatens to engulf you completely, making it almost impossible to breathe, i end up
scrabbling for something to grasp on to.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 98
Artwork 3 Title: Blackfish
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80 x 100 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: monoprint on 300g cotton paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: From a series of large monoprints which were inspired by Julio Cortazar’s novel Hopscotch.
The monoprint straddles ground linking original artwork and the hand of the artist with technical skill and
collaborative practice. It is a print but unique, and its method of production is as far removed from the digital image
as the oil painting is from the photograph. There is an element of unpredictability that is inherent in the monoprint
technique, and there is a direct relationship between the printed line (on paper) and the text on the page. Using
mostly black and white emphasises the quality of the line, texture and the mark itself, all of which are central to my
practice as a painter.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 98
Artwork 4 Title: Letting go is such a Harsh and Agressive Gesture
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30.5 x 40.5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on linen board
Artwork 4 Commentary: From my series of works inspired by 'The Passion According to G/H.' by Clarice Lispector;
these works straddle in-between places of implied human presence and monstrous figures, areas of colour create a
fusion between image and situation. When you look closer, the use of techniques of obliteration lend the works a
certain ambiguity and fluidity which echo Lispector’s writing. Geographical relocation contributes to the fluidity in
my work, and a sense of estrangement as I adapt and allow each place to inspire new bodies of work, allowing the
enforced disorientation to feed into my practice, nourishing or destroying.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 98
Artwork 5 Title: video, 2min36sec
Artwork 5 Dimensions:
Artwork 5 Medium: video
Artwork 5 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/379331310/ddc694dd27

We can hop scotch our way through our digitalised existences, seemingly unfettered by logical time bound
narratives and free to reinvent our own stories, however, in fact we are trapped into fitting into predefined model.
Cortazar’s Hopscotch which inspired this video, and a large series of monoprints, is a quintessential modernist novel,
with experimental form and self reflective content. There is no definitive version, we can choose to hop scotch our
way through the narrative abandoning all logic. The video reflects this idea while showing glitches and failures along
the way.

It can be shown on a small screen as it is of a self reflective and intimate nature, not a self agrandising large scale
statement. It should be on a repeating loop, without sound.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 98

Artist ID: 99
Artist Name: Giovanah Faraco
Website: www.gfaraco.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/gfaraco_arts/
Artist Statement: I am originally from Sao Paulo, Brazil.
I lived in Australia and Italy for the past years, studying and improving myself, now Im living in Porto, Portugal.
I’m an enthusiastic artist with a very diverse skillset, such as photography, painter and everything that involves
handwork, I consider myself a maker, who loves to create art, welcome creative challenges and always experience
new things. I tend to seek out ways to learn new skills and knowledge to improve myself. I always believe that we
can learn something from everyone, doesn’t matter the age or the background.
Notes:

Artist ID: 99
Artwork 1 Title: curves
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20x30cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 99
Artwork 2 Title: who am I
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20x30cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 99
Artwork 3 Title: Uncovered
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20x30cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 99
Artwork 4 Title: Carrying
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 20x30cm
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 99
Artwork 5 Title: Peace
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 20x30cm
Artwork 5 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 101
Artist Name: Alex McIntyre
Website: www.alex-mcintyre.co.uk
IG: @alexmcintyreartist
Artist Statement: Inspired by light, land, sky, and weather, my paintings are distillations of journeys on foot. They are
not specific places but translations of physical, emotional and visual experiences of landscape. They invite viewers to
connect with their own memories of landscape and act as catalysts or portals to shift a viewer’s perspective and
state of being. I typically emphasise the sky which offers viewers a sense of space. Individuals have often reflected
that my work encourages them to breathe more deeply and that they feel nourished as a result.

The paintings are made using a traditional gesso ground on birch or poplar. I prepare the gesso surface over a
number of days. When I am ready to make a painting, I build texture by ‘blind’ painting with gesso (white on white),
carving into the surface with wire wool, sandpaper and wood carving tools or washing back and polishing the
surface. I paint using high quality light fast acrylic inks by pushing the pigment into gesso. The process is highly
tactile. The resulting works, although essentially smooth to the touch, retain the memory of their making and speak
to the skin and body as well as the eyes.
Notes:

Artist ID: 101
Artwork 1 Title: Learning to Breathe, 2019
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 108 x 158 x 5.5cm framed
Artwork 1 Medium: light fast acrylic ink and traditional gesso ground on birch with aluminium subframe
Artwork 1 Commentary: Emphasising the sky, this painting is inspired by the light of early morning in winter / early
spring, the pressing of chilled wind against one's face and the feeling of inhaling cold, damp air.

It is about pausing to notice being alive in your body, and the consciousness of being an interconnected and minute
part of the world around you.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 101
Artwork 2 Title: Look up to catch comets, 2019
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 158 x 108 x 5.5cm framed
Artwork 2 Medium: light fast acrylic ink and traditional ground on birch with aluminium subframe
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by dusk and the second stanza of Jo Shapcott's poem, 'Of Mutability' this painting is
a howl of positive protest, insisting on experiences of magic, beauty and compassion in the world. It was made in the
context climate emergency, collective responsibility and Brexit. It insists on aspiration, positive mindset and is made
from an embodied awareness of our precious transient lives. (one of two linked paintings - the other is Do not
trouble to go anywhere but the sky - also submitted).
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 101
Artwork 3 Title: Do not trouble to go anywhere but the sky
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 158 x 108 x 5.5cm framed
Artwork 3 Medium: light fast acrylic ink and traditional gesso ground on birch with aluminium subframe
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by dawn and the second stanza of Jo Shapcott's poem, 'Of Mutability' this painting
is a howl of positive protest, insisting on experiences of magic, beauty and compassion in the world. It was made in
the context climate emergency, collective responsibility and Brexit. It insists on aspiration, positive mindset and is
made from an embodied awareness of our precious transient lives. (one of two linked paintings - the other is Look
up to catch comets - also submitted).
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 101
Artwork 4 Title: Red Kite Calling
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 158 x 108 x 5.5cm framed
Artwork 4 Medium: light fast acrylic ink and traditional gesso ground on birch with aluminium subframe
Artwork 4 Commentary: This painting is about running on the moors on those days when you can feel the blue of the
sky vibrating and the wind pulsing with joy through your veins. It is looking into the distance and being up high,
exhilaration and the possibility of change. It's title arrived as a Red Kite called in the sky outside my studio, naming it
finished.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 101
Artwork 5 Title: Sepia Sky
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 55 x 95 x 5.5cm framed
Artwork 5 Medium: light fast acrylic ink and traditional gesso ground on birch with aluminium subframe
Artwork 5 Commentary: One of a series of works made between November 2018 to April 2019, it was inspired by a
process of walking through pitch dark into the dawn. It captures the slow sepia arrival of light on bleached winter's
days.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 102
Artist Name: James Kingston-Stewart
Website: http://jameskingstonstewart.com
IG:
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 102
Artwork 1 Title: Oval Mirror
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 40 x 3
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 102
Artwork 2 Title: Bangkok Scrap
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 150 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and acrylic pen on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 102
Artwork 3 Title: Bowling Green shadows
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 X 150 X 4
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 102
Artwork 4 Title: Cactus
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 70 x 70 x 3
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 102
Artwork 5 Title: Red Desert 2
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 45 x 60 x 3
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 104
Artist Name: Kat Herrgott-Penter
Website: http://www.katherrgott-penter.co.uk
IG: https://www.instagram.com/khpenter/
Artist Statement: I am a part-time artist and part-time chartered accountant with a Law degree from the University
of Leicester and Art education from a Moscow studio of a wonderful Russian artist Igor Omelchenko.

The objective of my paintings is usually to convey a positive message to my viewers or at least briefly put a smile on
their face. My favourite series of paintings and characters created within them are called ‘Little Black Hat’ and ‘Little
Pearl Hat’. With the help of these characters my aim is to convey a little bit of the positive experience to my
audience.

I guess the best way to describe a lot of these paintings is that they are an attempt to share a ‘mindful’ moment,
whether it is about an experience of drinking an exquisite wine, enjoying a ride in a beautiful car or just sharing a
moment with a favourite person somewhere in the world.
Notes:

Artist ID: 104
Artwork 1 Title: Little Pearl Hat-Look into My Eyes (or 'Meow-Meow')
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 92 x 122
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a playful piece about sharing a special time with a special person, the cat is symbolic
and is hopefully an invitation to look into the ‘soul’ of this painting rather than just the obviousâ€¦I wanted to create
a feeling of lightness, light and luxury of the moment.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 104
Artwork 2 Title: Little Black Hat- Ready to Fly'
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50.8 x 76.2
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a painting of a Frank Sinatra song ‘Come Fly with Me’ , it is also partly inspired by my
love for beautiful classic cars (this one features Mercedes 300SL Gullwing)
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 104
Artwork 3 Title: Little Black Hat-Heart's Eye'
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 70
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylics on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: A lot of people will recognise the feeling when they are clearly not thinking with their head
or 'seeing with their eyes’, this painting is about thinking and seeing with your heart!
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 104
Artwork 4 Title: Little Black Hat with Black Russian'
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50 x 70 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylics and ink on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Inspired by a great cocktail of memories!
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 104
Artwork 5 Title: Little Black Hat with Flowers'
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 30.5 x 40.5 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylics and ink on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: Inspired by a gift...
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 106
Artist Name: KYRIAKI ILIADOU
Website: www.sundysart.co.uk
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sundysart/?hl=en
Artist Statement: I am originally from beautiful Greece and have been living in London since 2013. Sea’s vibrant blue
colour and sun’s bright light empowers my artistic spirit and nurtures my imagination. I always try to translate my
mind’s creativity into visible things using a variety of colours, shapes, and materials. My inspiration stems from
memories and thoughts collected like treasures throughout my life. I have been a fan of artistic expression since I
was a teenager. For me making art is a way to turn inspiration and ideas into a reality. Inspiration happens when I
focus on self-exploration and broadening my psychological horizon which is my ticket to new exciting worlds. The
experience of inspiration is an amalgam of ideas that were captured as images in the art gallery of my mind.
I express my love for art through painting, authoring fiction books, and creating embroidery designs. My inspiration
is expressed in materials such as canvases, paper, and fabric. It is a journey where I use colours, brushes, pens,
pencils and other materials to travel from one world to another. I always seek ways to share this journey with other
people, art is to be shared. My journey is complete only when these ideas are made into art; this is when I feel
happy, this is when I feel complete.
Notes:

Artist ID: 106
Artwork 1 Title: BLUE SHADES
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60X90X2.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Texture jel, Gesso, Acrylic paint, Leaves of Gold, silver and Cooper.
Artwork 1 Commentary: * Acrylic Painting on Canvas
* One of a kind artwork
* Ready to hang
* Signed on the back
* Style: Organic
* Subject: Abstract and non -figurative

All my paintings are finished with a good layer of matte varnish for bright colours and permanent protection.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 106

Artist ID: 106
Artwork 2 Title: WARM LIGHTS
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60X90X2.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Texture jel, Gesso, Acrylic paint, Leaves of Gold, silver and Cooper.
Artwork 2 Commentary: * Acrylic Painting on Canvas
* One of a kind artwork
* Ready to hang
* Signed on the back
* Style: Organic
* Subject: Abstract and non -figurative

All my paintings are finished with a good layer of matte varnish for bright colours and permanent protection.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 106

Artist ID: 106
Artwork 3 Title: HEART
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60X90X2.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Gesso, Acrylic paint, semi-gloss varnish.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Painting with vary knives ( spatula)

* Acrylic Painting on Canvas
* One of a kind artwork
* Ready to hang
* Signed on the back
* Style: Organic
* Subject: Abstract and non -figurative

All my paintings are finished with a good layer of varnish for bright colours and permanent protection.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 106

Artist ID: 106
Artwork 4 Title: GREEN RIVER
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40,5X40,5X4
Artwork 4 Medium: Texture jel, Gesso, Acrylic paint, Leaves of Gold, silver and Cooper.
Artwork 4 Commentary: * Acrylic Painting on Canvas
* One of a kind artwork
* Ready to hang
* Signed on the back
* Style: Organic
* Subject: Abstract and non -figurative

All my paintings are finished with a good layer of matte varnish for bright colours and permanent protection.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 106

Artist ID: 106
Artwork 5 Title: PINK DREAM
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 40.5X40.5X4
Artwork 5 Medium: Texture jel, Gesso, Acrylic paint, Leaves of Gold, silver and Coope
Artwork 5 Commentary: * Acrylic Painting on Canvas
* One of a kind artwork
* Ready to hang
* Signed on the back
* Style: Organic
* Subject: Abstract and non -figurative

All my paintings are finished with a good layer of matte varnish for bright colours and permanent protection.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 106

Artist ID: 107
Artist Name: Marta Falomir
Website: https://www.martafalomir.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/martaandthestars/
Artist Statement: “My work seeks to transmit universal feelings being experimentation and searching for new
perspectives and ways to communicate a constant source of inspiration to develop my art practice. I love to think
that such a creative action is not just reduced to the one actually creating the original work, but also transmitted to
the viewer who watches, interprets and embraces it, generating a reaction that gives rise to a new messageâ€•

Marta Falomir was born in the Mediterranean city of Valencia (Spain). Her degree in Audiovisual Communication
was fundamental in her artistic career, as it awakened her interest in narrating through images using composition
and colour as fundamental tools.
She reoriented her experience first towards photography and collage, starting in 2016 with her self-taught painting
studies in watercolour and other techniques.
Her colourful abstract paintings evoke memories and past experiences adding new impressions and thoughts. One
of the main drivers in her work is the search for contrast through colour, layering and the use of different media
aiming for the perfect combination of techniques and materials for each artwork.
Even though she begins most of her artworks with a concrete idea or sensation willing to evoke, she allows the
process itself to take over at some point, which gives her practice a huge freedom to reach new horizonts without
limitations
Notes:

Artist ID: 107
Artwork 1 Title: "Get lost to find yourself"
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 80 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics und waterbased spray paint on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The initial idea of this painting was to capture an almost dreamy universe in which to get
lost. A journey of exploration in which to focus on enjoying the way, in this case, the process of painting itself.
In the upper right hand side a small labyrinth reminds us that every vital journey can be met with small difficulties,
but that we only have to look for the way out.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 107
Artwork 2 Title: "Blossom"
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 80 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics, resin and waterbased spray paint on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: A refreshing painting that presents an explosion of colors in evoking a flower when it opens.
The use of resin highlights the watery transparency effect sought for this piece.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 107
Artwork 3 Title: "Let's have fun"
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80 x 80 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylics, resin and waterbased spray paint on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting was made with fast and powerful strokes, with absolute freedom of
movement. The apparent chaos wants to transmit a sensation of freedom, experimentation and breaking with
conventions. The variety and vividness of the colours give the painting an expressive force in accordance with the
subject matter.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 107
Artwork 4 Title: "Once upon a time"
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120 x 100 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylics on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This painting was made in several phases using a series of layers that produced the final
effect.
The title refers to the many stories and tales I remember from my childhood. Being an avid reader from a very early
age, books have accompanied me throughout my life. They remind me that behind a person, a fact or an image there
can always be a hidden story worthy of being told or transported to the canvas. You just have to know how to look
beyond the surface.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 107
Artwork 5 Title: "From above"
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 80 x 80 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylics und waterbased spray paint on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: This painting explores how perspective can give different meanings to the same piece.
Initially the strokes suggested a much more earthly theme, but along the way and taking perspective away from the
canvas, the painting ended up being an evocation of land surrounded by sea inspired by Mallorca, the island where I
live.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 109
Artist Name: Ignacio Unrrein
Website: www.lllllllllllll.com.ar
IG: nachounrrein
Artist Statement: Reviewing part of my production from the last years, I can recognize today three courses of
investigation which, together, seek to establish a possible definition for artistic otherness in the contemporaneity.
As a first approach, influenced by Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman (2008), I created a project called Intentos
[Attempts]. to question the processes that currently transform certain tasks into artistic ones, by trying to discern an
artistic otherness precisely in that becoming.
This search allowed me to approach the aesthetic doing as a form of management, the second aspect towards the
definition of artistic otherness in the contemporaneity. In questioning the notion of “artâ€• that our doing entails,
the ethics it embodies and the ways in which contemporary artistic practices are connected to people’s daily lives.
Finally, I am exploring the act of walking as an aesthetic practice through the Tapiar Buenos Aires [Brick up Buenos
Aires] project, in which I carry out an investigation and survey on foot of each and every one of the walled up
buildings in the forty-eight neighborhoods of the City of Buenos Aires. The aim is not the creation of works or
projects but the generation of relationships and tours. If architecture was born out of the need of a “space of
beingâ€•, a brick wall contradicts the most primitive need for architecture since it becomes an invitation to dwell in
a “space of walkingâ€•: a place of eternal wander, of attempting, where you can go out and meet the Other.
Notes:

Artist ID: 109
Artwork 1 Title: Brick up Buenos Aires
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 260 x 180 x 70 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: sculpture
Artwork 1 Commentary: Brick Up Buenos Aires is an ongoing project whose objective is to survey all the bricked-up
façades of the city.
By obstructing and/or blocking the access to an interior space, the brick walls contradict one of the main purposes
of architecture and turn into objects of contemplation, as a kind of ephemeral monument that constitutes a
changing and unpredictable heritage that the city creates without even realizing.
The present artwork is a component of the project, one of the objects that honor the bricked up façades selected
from each quarter, represented by hiperrealistic scale model made with ceramics and wood.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 109
Artwork 2 Title: Untitlled, from the project: Argentine Swimming Pools Union
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220 x 90 x 90 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: sculpture
Artwork 2 Commentary: The sculpture, made with Glass Reinforced Concrete, takes its configuration out of a
segment of one of the six pool models founded from a digital survey of the existing pools in the 48 neighborhoods of
the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires. The artwork tries to evoke every bit of summer gained to the land that a
swimming pool involves.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 109
Artwork 3 Title: Attempt to print
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 250 x 200 x 10 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Installation
Artwork 3 Commentary: 729 printings were made in the attempt to print solid black onto acetate until the cartridge
runs out. The attempt emerges from the exercise itself, with the impossibility of carrying out the attempt, but,
despite its own impossibility and indefinition, it is possible to build an epistemology that allows to develop the
attempt and carry out each action without orienting towards the production of results. Each print is the
documentation of that impossibility.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 109
Artwork 4 Title: Attempt to draw a line
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100 x 260cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Action, drawing
Artwork 4 Commentary: Drawing a single continuous line that does not touch itself is the motif of the attempt that,
however, constantly fails. The line has touched itself at several moments, but this has not prevented the attempt
from developing and having subsequently digitally re-drawn it in order to measure its extension.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 109
Artwork 5 Title: 749.766m3 of summer
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 75 x 100 x 100 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 5 Commentary: 749.766m3 of summer is the estimated volume of land which was conquered by the
swimming pools of the City of Buenos Aires, represented in 1:100 scale.
Each cube contains in its interior seeds that can be germinated either through an installation with sprinklers, a wáter
tank and a pressurized pump or by hand. In this regard, either death or life can occur and therefore reflect on the
type of pacts and alliances that we establish politically with other beings and realities.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 114
Artist Name: Heikedine Günther
Website: https://heikedineguenther.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/heikedineguenther/
Artist Statement: In my artistic practice I work with the leitmotif of the core. I started focussing on the core (or KERN
in German) in 2004. Ever since then it was my aim to investigate this ur-shape in paintings, prints and other artistic
projects. My research involves looking into the history of art, science and religion. I am interested in the
epistemological potential of images, the knowledge of a self, as well as the direct access of this self to the world.
Every culture has their own version of depicting something that holds the potential for growth. The core is between
microcosm and macrocosm. I find in in cells, galaxies and in technology. To express this in paintings I aim to find
imagery between abstraction and natural forms.
For color and textures I look into art history. I am very inspired by works of the old masters. Also I am fascinated by
techniques of old craftsmanship. Currently I am working on paintings with a special craquelure effect as well as
works that reference the ancient Korean celadon ceramis.
In the core paintings, I first appliy a gold ground to the untreated canvas. The canvas is then placed upside down on
the stretcher frame with the reverse side facing upwards. On the white preprimed reverse side, the individual image
layers are documented during the painting process. The freshly painted oil paint is wiped from a few layers of paint
onto cellulose to form a monotype.
Notes:

Artist ID: 114
Artwork 1 Title: Core No. 328
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 x 120 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The craquelé effect structuring the core is made with a special chemical process which
cracks open the top surface of the paint.
The colors are inspired by ancient Chinese and Korean celadon glazing techiques.

2019
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 114
Artwork 2 Title: Core No. 330
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 x 120 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 114
Artwork 3 Title: Core No. 272
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130 x 120 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 114
Artwork 4 Title: Core No. 347
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 130 x 120 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 114
Artwork 5 Title: Core No. P-b 373
Artwork 5 Dimensions: Oil on fleece
Artwork 5 Medium: 170 x 89 cm each
Artwork 5 Commentary: The large format Diptych Core No. P-b 373, 2019 shows the monotype of the second black
image layer of the oil painting Core No. 373. On a dark, indeterminate ground floats a slightly brighter dark grey
circle, which is split in half by the two image carriers.

2019
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 115
Artist Name: Sarah Goy
Website: www.slgoyartist.com
IG: @slgoy_art_inspirations
Artist Statement: Sketchbooks are very often a personal space to record, create and reflect. Sarah sees her
sketchbook as her trusted best friend who travels with her to many destinations, has helped break language barriers
but most importantly will never judge her. As an artist with drug resistant epilepsy creating has been a lifeline for
Sarah. When times are challenging, she turns to her friend and allows creativity to flow knowing that the darkness
will be translated into a ‘something’. When times are fresh and full the faithful sketchbook gets to witness and
record these moments too. No emotion is wasted and becomes a ‘something’
Sarah is also fascinated by a personal space such as a sketchbook becoming public and by physically turning the
paper object inside out it automatically becomes more public. The space and form changes as it become a three
dimensional piece compared to the flatness of pages we flick through.
The materials used in these works are generally recycled to both give the truly hand made feel but also to express
concerns for our planet and our wasteful and disposal approach to our environment and to each other, questioning
Humanity by looking at the very small details.
Notes:

Artist ID: 115
Artwork 1 Title: The betrayal and then clarity - 2 become one
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 5x 12 x 23 cm and 10 x 31 x 16cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Khadi handmade paper, recycled materials and mixed media
Artwork 1 Commentary: Betrayal - The heartbreak and sense of the whole body and soul being torn apart, emotions
and trust trampled upon, flattened, and the stains of pain sticking to the contortedly folded ink splattered pages as
though inky tears. Made from Indian handmade paper the course texture and greyness of the cover reflects a dark
time.

Clarity - Simple pages very little colour apart from a shimmer on the paper to emphasis it’s natural beauty and
unique texture, with the rich dark ink flowing across the gentle curves. Being natural, being one’s self, without the
make- up and the façade. A sense of rhythm and calm with balance slowly being restored to life. The ink suggests life
and growth moving forwards.

Behance link
https://www.behance.net/gallery/90730659/Inside-out-experimental-sketchbooks

This is a piece from a collection of work where Sarah uses Sketch books as a form of emotional portrait with each
sketch sculpture representing times and moments of both positive and negative.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 115

Artist ID: 115
Artwork 2 Title: A colourful facade
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 10 x 23 x 24 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Khadi water colour paper sketchbook, Ink , recycled materials/mixed media
Artwork 2 Commentary: Following the act of betrayal a period of time for self-love and rebuilding confidence was
needed, with some days being harder than others. This piece is Sarah expressing her daily feelings through bold
colour and texture - going over board to compensate for feeling disposed of. Created by using recycled every-day
materials - clearing the toxic emotional aftermath of betrayal whilst considering the betrayal of what humans are
doing to our planet

https://www.behance.net/gallery/90730659/Inside-out-experimental-sketchbooks

This is a piece from a collection of work where Sarah uses Sketch books as a form of emotional portrait with each
sketch sculpture representing times and moments of both positive and negative.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 115

Artist ID: 115
Artwork 3 Title: All Caught up'
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 29 ( H) x 42 (W) cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Ink and Mixed recycled materials on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: On trip to a small Indonesian Island Sarah was stunned and shocked by the sheer mass of
plastic and waste floating on the sea, it was heart breaking. Even after a 4 hour sail to Komodo Island plastic cups
could be seen. As she looked into the dark water and the sun was fading the water looked deep red and blue with
jelly fish tentacles being seen below the plastic. A single piece of string with a noose shaped end floated past as the
day ended and night began.

Behance link
https://www.behance.net/gallery/90730659/Inside-out-experimental-sketchbooks
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 115
Artwork 4 Title: Her Pink Tight Land
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 29 x 42 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Ink and Mixed recycled materials on paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: A pair of nylon tights applied to create a bare looking land a place that can not be found on
a current map.. perhaps it is just her imagination.
The old tights also representing female restrictions in a disposable world questioning tolerance and respect for
people and places in our current social climate.

Behance link
https://www.behance.net/gallery/90730659/Inside-out-experimental-sketchbooks
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 115
Artwork 5 Title: Torn by Urbanism
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 42 x 29 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Ink and Mixed recycled materials, sand on paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: Sat at a café drinking coffee looking out onto a wet London day as it slide into night time.
This is about looking at the fabric that makes us and the stretching, pulling and friction in society. The hessian, sand,
and netting literally being pulled apart.

Behance link
https://www.behance.net/gallery/90730659/Inside-out-experimental-sketchbooks
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 116
Artist Name: Sophie Heldt
Website: www.sophieheldt.com
IG: @sophieheldtart
Artist Statement: Painting is the way for me to communicate and make sense of things in the world that I cannot
describe with words. My current subject of interest are places and moments of great discovery and it always has
been. I paint and draw things I don't want to have fizzle out of my mind with time, it's a way to remember things that
you forget how to feel. events come with lessons, where you develop a new moral or a new method of how to live
and find comfort in relationships with anything you can. My paintings are invented purely from my imagination and
my memory's of the places I've been. Painters that utilizes the imagination and exploration to create something
people find so wild and sublime and those that light a fire in my belly. There is a lot more to art than being pleasing
on the eye. But I always look to find something in my work that people can feel a connection with, I want to calm the
weak and weary eyes of the disturbed humanity of today.
Notes:

Artist ID: 116
Artwork 1 Title: Abilike Mythos
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 by 150 CM
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is set in the evening, the sky is bright pink and dark blue. the sort of colours
that don't show satisfyingly well on any normal camera. The greek hillside is being reflected into the water that
ripples off the dreaming figure. the dimming sun catches the face and the person diving off the boat sends a dark
pool out into the rest of the painting. This is essentially a self portrait, the figure diving and the large floating person
are both me. both the same soul in different stages of grief. one is diving head first into pure darkness, jumping away
from safety into the unknown. Where as the other figure is content in floating being kissed by the sun letting the
water pool up in their hands feeling the oceans softness. this painting is reminiscent of folk tales and fables that I
enjoyed growing up. Â I have found you learn far more in situations when things go wildly wrong and youÂ feel your
heart sink, than you do in all those magical months of happiness. Abilike is the name of the Bay the painting is
inspired by where I spent a lot of my time. Lots had happened in this bay, the most painfully romantic moment of my
life turned sour by betrayal, being alone during a tropical storm with large boats crashing against the rocks, and also
feeling the most powerful I'd ever felt and a strong connection to the sea. The Mythos comes from the greek word
Myth which is what ignites that childlike mythical energy this painting has, and also Mythos is the most well loved
Greek Beer which I drank furiously for the whole year, its taste sends me to heaven. I like the conflicted imagery the
word Mythos holds for me, and I believe its compliments the concepts of this painting very well.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 116

Artist ID: 116
Artwork 2 Title: Stonehaven Baths
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 by 120 CM
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This Painting is based off the only olympic sized outdoor swimming pool in Scotland. It
opened before the 2nd world war and managed to stay open for most of it. It was the backbone and the mother to
the community, people would spend the whole summer there as if on holiday in Biarritz. This haven for Stones is
intact my birth place. Growing up here gave me a profound respect for the powerful baltic ocean and strong love for
the sanctuary of floating and twisting through the warm embrace of heated fresh sea water. it was bliss. I have
captured in this painting the rose tinted vision of childlike nostalgia. I remember long walks up the hill onto the golf
course overlooking the rocky coastline where we could get shouted at for running on the soft freshly cut grass. This
painting is very humbling for me. I feel fortunate to have experience what is actually, an infrastructural anomaly. For
the Scottish government to fund such a drastic outdoor pool design in the 1930s in one of the more working class
towns on the north east Baffles me and warms my heart. MORAL OF THE STORY... If you want to open a massive
pool with a shark slide open to the frosty Scottish elements,
do it.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 116
Artwork 3 Title: New Territories
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80 by 80 CM
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This was from my experience walking over the new territories just outside Hong Kong. The
vast expanse was so breathable.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 116
Artwork 4 Title: Float
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 330 by 30 CM
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is further part of my water study, My university was donated oil paints from Sir David
Hockey himself. this Small square canvas is heavily inspired by him , the colours of blue are engulfing in real life you
feel refreshed and hydrated just by looking.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 116
Artwork 5 Title: The Alps
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 120 by 80
Artwork 5 Medium: Mixed on board
Artwork 5 Commentary: Painting this from my memory began full of frustrations and problem solving but I finally got
there after 8 months of coming back to it. Too add and take away areas of mountain range, painting over ski tracks in
the snow and carving them back out with the end of my brush. There was a lot of use of chalk and acrylic and oil
paint in this and the mixed media shows really well on the board. This painting is an absolute transportation back to
the top of the world with the cold wind turning my nose pink and a clear white snow just asking be drawn all over it.
The chalet towns in all their perfect cuteness and the ice skaters on the lake. this scene was sewn together with the
separated fabric of my visual memory from a week in the snow, and if begs the questions about the happy place, and
i wonder if that happy place is what we are all seeking.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 119
Artist Name: Gerald Feder
Website:
IG: gerald.feder.5
Artist Statement: My wheelchair is my legs, my brushes are looking for truth.
Notes:

Artist ID: 119
Artwork 1 Title: Edward Snowden
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110,5x182
Artwork 1 Medium: Aquarell
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 119
Artwork 2 Title: Hungernder
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150x105
Artwork 2 Medium: Aquarell
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 119
Artwork 3 Title: toter Vietkong
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 152,5x112
Artwork 3 Medium: Aquarell
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 119
Artwork 4 Title: Saigon Bordell
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 148x112
Artwork 4 Medium: Aquarell
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 119
Artwork 5 Title: Affenkrieg
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 156x111
Artwork 5 Medium: Aquarell
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 120
Artist Name: Lotte Teussink
Website: www.lotteteussink.nl
IG: www.facebook.com/lotteteussinkart
Artist Statement: Lotte Teussink is a Dutch artist who has developed a distinctive aesthetic, combining childlike
fantasy with deeper psychological implications, often accented with subtle gothic overtones.

Her artworks engage in uncommon yet effective and dreamlike ways, revealing mysterious facets of human
personality that are normally hidden from day-to-day view. She further accentuates her subjects by painting them
into either enigmatic dark backgrounds or imaginative settings colored in purposely unnatural ways. In so doing,
Lotte creates a balance that is harmonious, fragile, and revealing in accessible ways. Taking an instinctive approach
to the creative process, her art is sourced from subconscious introspections on various phases and aspects of life,
ultimately to be revealed through her art.
Notes:

Artist ID: 120
Artwork 1 Title: Troy
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x140x2
Artwork 1 Medium: oil/acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: 2018
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 120
Artwork 2 Title: The radiators
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x120x2
Artwork 2 Medium: oil/acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 120
Artwork 3 Title: Spirit Voices
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70x2
Artwork 3 Medium: oil/acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 120
Artwork 4 Title: Spirits
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100x70x2
Artwork 4 Medium: oil/acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 120
Artwork 5 Title: Til Kingdom Come
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 100x120x2
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: 2019
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 121
Artist Name: Nicola Barth
Website: www.nicola-barth.de and artspaces.kunstmatrix.com/nicola barth
IG: www.instagram.com/nicola.barth
Artist Statement: Nicola Barth, born 1966 in Mölln lives and works today near Frankfurt am Main. She completed her
master degree in German language and literature, theatre, film and television studies and psychologie at the Johann
Wolfgang Goethe University in Frankfurt.
She always thougt about writing books, but soon she put her pen out of he hand and picked up a brush to find new
forms of expression. Words were no longer sufficient to describe what she was dealing with: permanent
metamorphic processes in non-obvious areas. On other levels we need other languages. Her paintings can be
understood as a short visual light that gives insight into a temporally ans spatially limited section of a development
process. Movements remain as frozen in a gesture without beein still.
Painting and drawing mainly in graphite and oil are complemented by tree-dimensional works and digitally
manipulated photograhy. The contend follows the same principle and is as abstract and surreal as her paintings.

She regularly attends courses at art academies, among others at Peter Casagrande, Alfred Darda, Johann
Nußbächer, Lynn Schoene und Peter Tomschicek and her works
Were shown for example at the Hessische Landeskunstausstellung in Marburg, the Museum Modern Art in Hünfeld,
Museum Theo Kerg and others.
She was nominated for the Heise Kunstpreis, artig Kunstpreis, Kitz-Award, Palm Art Award ,
Blooom Art Award.

She herselfs says about her work:
When everything is loose and in constant movement, everything reacts with everything else,
everything finds itself constantly in a process,
there is nothing really finished,
and when time and space are only fixed ideas,
then deception and change
are confusion and chance
It remains to stopp an d make visible.
My analog answer to this is painting/ making art.
Notes:

Artist ID: 121
Artwork 1 Title: Tso Nadunie Nami
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160 x 120 x2 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and Graphit on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Since 2013, Nicola Barth has been dealing with permanent metamorphic processes that
take place in non-obvious areas. In it she visualises ideas of becoming and changing, the glances of figures that are
not, combines poetry and chaos and brings them to canvas and paper with graphite and oil paint.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 121
Artwork 2 Title: Wolus Hadie Nu ( Mein Kuss )
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 130 x 3 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acryl and Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 121
Artwork 3 Title: Hono Badi Nei
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 160 x 120 x 2 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Nicola Barth, painter from Langen, creates snapshots in her works. Like an inner film,
images pass by her until at some point she pauses, grabs one of them and transforms it into a painting. She sees her
painting as a pause in a flow of possibilities. She herself says of her work as a painter: "For if everything is loose and
in constant motion, if everything interacts with everything, if everything is constantly in process, if there is nothing
really finished, and if time and space are really only fixed ideas, then there is dizziness and change. Confusion and
opportunity.
She seizes the confusion as an opportunity and creates paintings that we would rather call non-representational.
Naturally, associations arise. Barth's paintings remind us of organic, natural, water worlds, plants, but also of what is
felt, sensed: emotional as well as haptic. The picture becomes a space of perception or sensation, the colour
becomes the colour of feeling (Ludwig Seyfarth).
Movements remain as if frozen in a gesture without being still; the power of flowing is inherent in them and seems
to drive the pictures beyond the edge. Everything is constantly changing, Nicola Barth is always looking, observing, in
order to capture and implement this one brief moment of the 'inner film', to present the viewer with extracts from
her very own inner world.
............ The series "Living Behind" shows snapshots of developmental processes which - inherently volatile, fragile
and barely comprehensible - can relate to organic, inorganic, mental and emotional areas. Behind this is the central
idea
( -similar to a film cut- ) to capture, record and point out a temporal and spatial section of something indeterminate,
because every moment is again regarded as the origin and chance of further development.

Excerpt from the text by art historian Esther Erfert at the opening of the exhibition
"Flüchtiges im Fluss", Volksbank Dreieich, 2015.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 121

Artist ID: 121
Artwork 4 Title: Papiergebet 1
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100 x 70 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Graphit and Acryl on paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: â€žI see my abstract paintings as something that is in a permanent process.“Nicola Barth's
works are best described in terms of content

to understand permanently metamorphic processes.

Paradoxically, it shows the non-standstill by capturing and representing an arbitrary section, i.e. a snapshot from a
developmental process that is ongoing in the imagination, and thus keeping it still.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 121
Artwork 5 Title: Papiergebet 2
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 100 x 70 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Graphit and Acryl on paper
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 122
Artist Name: Ros Burgin
Website: www.rosburgin.co.uk
IG: https://www.instagram.com/rosburgin
Artist Statement: My art practice is based in process-led making of sculpture and installations. I am principally
interested in women’s role in society and sustainability particularly of the marine environment and the concept of
Values.
My starting point is often with found objects/material chosen for their intrinsic qualities and inherent aesthetics. I
research the new material looking into its origins, how it was used and which manufacturing processes were
involved in order to let this 'new vocabulary' inform and feed into the final piece. I take on and invent new working
methods and adapt them accordingly employing a variety of processes to develop original pieces.

Some pieces are more conceptual in origin and others more site-specific where the characteristics, history and use
of alternative exhibition locations also feeds into the way I handle and size work responding to the dimensions,
character and language of the surroundings.
I explore my interests with globally traded materials and reference methods of transport and geographical routes
used to move them from point to point.
Notes:

Artist ID: 122
Artwork 1 Title: State of the Union
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 700 x 140 x 10 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Bespoke mens' suits, shirts, ties
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is made by deconstructing the clothing and cutting it into exactly the same size strips
and using a latch-hook tool to knot them together. It creates a two sided piece with the reverse side showing a lush
depth of fabric spilling more disorderly forth compared to the front. The craft origins of this method was a way of
employing the last scraps of cloth once clothing had no further use to make a domestic hearth rug.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 122
Artwork 2 Title: Island
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 275 x 175 x 30
Artwork 2 Medium: Fishing net rollers, cable ties, QPR aluminium anchor
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a scaled map of Britain made with fishing net rollers which are pieces of recycled
tyres used by trawlers strung along the bottom edge of their nets to enable them to run more freely along the
seabed and bounce over any rocks. I have employed cable ties not only for their aesthetic effect but also because a
cable is a marine measurement.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 122
Artwork 3 Title: Life Line
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 200 x 40 x 20
Artwork 3 Medium: Cotton sheets, latex, aluminium thimble, cotton thread, stainless steel life-ring bracket
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece is made out of the estimated total number of sheets a person would wear out in
a lifetime. The piece explores connections which bind and tie us from the umbilical cord to last moments of life when
it is said to be hanging by a thread.

It is a three-stranded 7 meter long rope finished on one end with a cast latex piece and a marine thimble on the
other. I adapted the tools and method for spinning three stranded rope still used today at Chatham Docks 1/4 mile
rope-walk.

Each of the three strands is made by cutting the sheets into equivalently sized strips, sewing them together and
then spinning these new strips into a single strand.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 122

Artist ID: 122
Artwork 4 Title: Change comes from within
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 182 x 25 x 15
Artwork 4 Medium: Argon gas, electric current, glass tubing, acrylic panel.
Artwork 4 Commentary: The statement here refers both to the use of inert gases in commercial signs and artworks
which are only activated/glow when the electricity is turned on and also to personal and social evolution.

It was an overheard comment from a wit at a market stall to a customer's question 'have you got any change?'

As sculpture it casts its message and light altering wherever it is hung and also highlights the power art in
transformational change.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 122
Artwork 5 Title: Wisdom
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 6.5 x 7 x 7 cm, 6.2 x 7 x 7 cm, 6.4 x 4.6 x 4.6 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Bronze, sliver nitrate patina
Artwork 5 Commentary: This is cast from 3 coxes orange pippins.
I wanted to engage with the idea of there being three stages of life and the acquisition of experience and
knowledge. I chose to use bronze because of the longevity of this material.

I looked at the apple's symbolic use in art and stories and of course the one said to be growing on the tree of
knowledge in the the Garden of Eden eaten by Adam and Eve and leading to woman being cast as the weaker sex.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 124
Artist Name: ana melo
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/anamcjosede/
Artist Statement: People and human nature fascinate me: our desires, our needs, our fragilities and especially our
inner beauty which comes from our constant vulnerability (despite our tremendous efforts to hide it).

It is precisely these vulnerabilities that I always try to capture in my work, regardless of the media I use: drawing,
painting and sculpture.
There is no specific aim that I would like to achieve with it. I feel it functions the other way around: by making a
piece of work I allow space for things in me to process. But if I had to choose something to aim for it would probably
be to celebrate human nature, in all it’s depth and glory. To treasure human relations , the small, the eccentric, the
ordinary, the weak, the fragile, the spectacular: whatever is real and we can relate to.

In our society we are constantly pushed to appear rather than be and that is definitely something I want to fight in
my artwork. Beauty, realism and perfection don’t appeal to me. I won’t draw or paint something exactly how it looks
but rather try and capture it’s essence. For that I use a diversity of mediums - acrylic, oil, pastel, pencil, pen, textiles.

Working intuitively rather than through direct appropriation, I often feel the pictures are painted directly through
me, without any preliminary drawing but with great force. Although I usually have no idea about the outcome, I
work swiftly and surely, without changing a single brush stroke.
Notes:

Artist ID: 124
Artwork 1 Title: Fight or Flight
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 93 x 3 cm x 71 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed Media: textiles, pencil, pen, pastel, charcoal, acrylic paint, collage.
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 124
Artwork 2 Title: So many angels, so many angles
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 93 x 71 x 5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media: pen, pencil,acrylic paint, pastel .
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 124
Artwork 3 Title: Best of All Mothers
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 93 x 71 x 5 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media: collage, oil paint, acrylic, watercolour, oil print, pencil and oil pastel.
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 124
Artwork 4 Title: Take my breath away
Artwork 4 Dimensions: head: 10 cm diamater. silk: up to 2 meters. hand: 7 cm diameter.
Artwork 4 Medium: clay , plaster and silk
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 124
Artwork 5 Title: Watering the inner garden
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 29 x 42 x 1
Artwork 5 Medium: oil print.
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 125
Artist Name: CHARLES INGE
Website: charlesinge.com
IG: @charles.inge
Artist Statement: The imagery of my painting refers to explosions and moments of dynamic change. It is ambiguous
if this change is positive or negative. The work could be the end of something, or a new beginning. They might
suggest both a destruction and a creative spark.

My paintings move freely between figuration and abstraction. On one hand they are images of dynamic change in
an imagined landscape, but they are also ‘paint events’, concerned with colour, form and texture.

The references behind these paintings are various. They borrow from the carved linear design of medieval woodcuts
and also the scientific enquiry of Leonardo’s deluge drawings. There are also hints of Marvel comics, pop art and
Manga graphic novels. I have recently been inspired by the early works of Bomberg on display in the National
Gallery.

Like the subject matter, my process is as much about destroying the image as creating it. The canvases are
continually worked and re-worked. I build the surface with layers and glazes, but scrape back with wire wool and
squeegees. I like the history of the painting to be evident and will often leave a strip of canvas at the bottom of the
painting unpainted except for the incidents and accidents that occur in the making process.

Whilst not overtly political these paintings relate to our turbulent times whether it’s President Trump’s
warmongering or catastrophic events brought on by climate change.
Notes:

Artist ID: 125
Artwork 1 Title: After Leonardo
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 160 x 4
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: My first painting in this series. It was inspired by Leonardo De Vinci’s deluge drawings as
well as his studies of mortar and fragmentation bombs.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 125
Artwork 2 Title: Alamogordo
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 x 160 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The title comes from the testing ground in New Mexico where the U.S. first detonated a
plutonium device in 1945.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 125
Artwork 3 Title: The air is full of strange things
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120 x 160 x 4
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The 'sky' in this painting has many hints of previous underpainting; flies, moths, wasps,
missiles... I quite like it that way.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 125
Artwork 4 Title: Apotheoun
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 160 x 200 x 4
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: My largest explosion to date. Suggested by T S Elliot’s What the Thunder Said, from The
Wasteland
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 125
Artwork 5 Title: Above the hot blind earth
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 120 x 160 x 4
Artwork 5 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: The title comes from William Faulkner
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 126
Artist Name: Alexander Grahovsky
Website: https://alexandergrahovsky.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/agrahovsky/
Artist Statement: There's something offÂ about it. OrÂ somethingÂ missing, the truth is I can't tell. It doesn't matter
where do I begin, René, Edward and David always end up crashing the party.

People always ask me "Why the pink bubble? Why that title? Wait... now is an egg?!". Maybe I should talk about
how my mom's portraitÂ asÂ a child became a big floating bubble over the sea. Or maybe it'd be better if I’dÂ speak
about how my wife is a seductive ghost teasing a dog. But, where would be the fun in that? I’m more interested in
those things that scape reason. Drawing lines between reality and fantasy by simple (happy) accidents.

It's all there: my dreams, my fears, my fantasies, my thoughts and feelings onÂ me and my beloved ones. In the end,
isn't the best part of a story the one we don’t know how to interpret because it belongs to a different dimension of
understanding?
Notes:

Artist ID: 126
Artwork 1 Title: Mother
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50x3
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 126
Artwork 2 Title: Before everything changed
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x50x3
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 126
Artwork 3 Title: Waiting for Eros
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70x50x3
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 126
Artwork 4 Title: Back to the Plastic Garden
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100x70x3
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 126
Artwork 5 Title: Hygiene & Patience
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 70x50x3
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 127
Artist Name: Edo Zollo
Website: www.edlondonphotography.co.uk
IG: https://www.instagram.com/edozollo/
Artist Statement: For photographer Edo Zollo, the nighttime streets of London are the industrial backdrop for his
interesting take on a classic genre. When the busy city’s hustle and bustle heads in for the night, a cool aura of
solitude blankets the city, allowing him to fill his hours of insomnia with photographs of London’s overlooked
architecture and structure, as well as solo passersby. By focusing on harsh lines and artificial city glow, Zollo’s images
seem like striking stills from an impressive film.
Notes:

Artist ID: 127
Artwork 1 Title: London After Dark
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21.0 x 29.7cm
Artwork 1 Medium: London After Dark
Artwork 1 Commentary: When the busy city’s hustle and bustle heads in for the night, a cool aura of solitude
blankets the city,
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 127
Artwork 2 Title: London After Dark
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 21.0 x 29.7cm
Artwork 2 Medium: London After Dark
Artwork 2 Commentary: When the busy city’s hustle and bustle heads in for the night, a cool aura of solitude
blankets the city,
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 127
Artwork 3 Title: London After Dark
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 21.0 x 29.7cm
Artwork 3 Medium: London After Dark
Artwork 3 Commentary: When the busy city’s hustle and bustle heads in for the night, a cool aura of solitude
blankets the city,
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 127
Artwork 4 Title: London After Dark
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 21.0 x 29.7cm
Artwork 4 Medium: London After Dark
Artwork 4 Commentary: When the busy city’s hustle and bustle heads in for the night, a cool aura of solitude
blankets the city,
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 127
Artwork 5 Title: London After Dark
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 21.0 x 29.7cm
Artwork 5 Medium: London After Dark
Artwork 5 Commentary: When the busy city’s hustle and bustle heads in for the night, a cool aura of solitude
blankets the city,
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 129
Artist Name: Lisa Rigg
Website: www.lisarigg.wordpress.com
IG: @lisariggpainting
Artist Statement: In 2016, Lisa Rigg re-engaged with painting after a gap of 18 years. Rigg grew up in London against
a backdrop of her parents’ military life in the Middle East, and family visits to the Gower and Port Talbot. She
graduated from Fine Art in 1994, but painted only briefly from 1990-97. During this period, Rigg’s work was
autobiographical - exploring loss - due to the sudden deaths of her father (d. 1990), brother (d. 1997) and mother (d.
2001). She found painting difficult during this period, and decided to pursue an alternative career in building
conservation. Since 2000, she’s trekked in numerous wilderness areas in Patagonia, America, the Nordic region and
Europe. Her work is inspired by these places, as well as those that she’s not travelled to, but dreams of visiting. Her
paintings combine pristine wilderness and post-industrial landscapes to create an imagery of the Anthropocene and
the sublime. She’s fascinated by glaciers, deserts, and mountains; as well as oil fields, coal mines and industrial
plants. Slag heaps, pitch lakes, derricks, pylons and non-native flora populate her work - as they do the furthest
reaches of the globe. Using her a photographic archive, as well as images found on the world wide web, she creates
highly-coloured anthropocentric landscapes. Her work depicts the intriguing beauty experienced within these
blemished locations. The paintings are made with delicacy and beauty in mind - striking notes of hope within
complex subject matter. Born in 1971, she lives and works in London.
Notes:

Artist ID: 129
Artwork 1 Title: From Russia with Love (The Newcomer), 2018-20
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101.6 cm x 76.2cm x 3.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting features a vibrant and distorted representation of the chemical factory in
Shikhany, central Russia, where the nerve agent Novichok was reputed to have been made in the 1970s and 80s.
Following on from a series of paintings based on American exceptionalism and how this ideology triggered
unprecedented consumerism and ecological change in the 20th century, in this painting Rigg’s attention turns to
Communist Russia and its interpretation of the Modernist project. With its similar obsession with industrial progress
the painting also references Modernist art’s obsession withÂ abstraction, innovation, aesthetics, and futurism.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 129
Artwork 2 Title: The World is Ours for the Taking, 2019
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 101.6 cm x 76.2cm x 3.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting takes as its starting point an imagined landscape of Greenland based on
images found on social media platforms. Rigg was interested in the notion of imagining places that she’s not
travelled to, but which form an inexplicable yearning to visit one day. Despite knowing, that this inclination to travel
is putting unprecedented pressure on the natural environment and is contributing to the acceleration of a warming
climate, she still cannot reconcile her desire to experience wilderness. This painting imagines East Greenland, where
the impact of man is still felt despite its remote location. Radio stations, ships, oil depots, small houses can be found
in this area where there is no resident human population.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 129
Artwork 3 Title: Dirty Dreams, 2018-19
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 101.6 cm x 76.2cm x 3.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil and acrylic on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary: Rigg is interested in the historical legacy of exploration through explorers, like Hudson,
Franklin, Scott and Amundsen, as well as the prospector’s who went into the wilderness to find natural resources.
This painting shows a man showing a female heiress her polluting, but profitable Californian oil field. This sickly
image - using gamboge yellow, baby pink and Black Spinel - depicts a timber derrick, which is used to extract the
toxic crude oil, which occurs naturally in various shades of yellow, brown and black. The destruction of the desert
landscape is explicit in this image and is the allusion to the recent toxic relationship between the oil industry,
philanthropy and its support for the arts. Jean Paul Getty, who incorporated Getty Oil in 1942 and also established
his eponymous museum trust in 1953, is currently the world’s wealthiest art institution.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 129
Artwork 4 Title: Deserted Dreams (after the Holocene), 2017-2019
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 101.6 cm x 76.2cm x 3.5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 4 Commentary: Fascinated by the anthropogenic impact on the natural world that has ensued from the
colonising of the wild and the creeping cultural imperialism that is its talisman, Rigg creates a hybrid and partimagined scene that is set in several time periods at once. It’s almost like looking at a painting as geological time layers of activity, decay and adjustment build up behind the scene. The inspiration for the painting is the iconic
Modernist painter, Georgia O’Keeffe, who built an Adobe home and studio in AbiquiÃº, New Mexico in 1949. Based
on a Spanish Revival style, O’Keeffe lived here until a couple of years before her death in 1986 - a place to grow
vegetables, explore deserts and paint. Plants, fossils and rocks populate the room, including the skull of the dinosaur
‘Effigia Okeeffeae’ which was discovered in 2006 at Ghost Ranch. The painting also includes fragments of the
Modernist project, including a sculpture and Harry Bertoia’s Bird chair, designed in 1952. These seemingly
incongruous objects populate the part-imagined room in what becomes a historical theatre set of competing
moments.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 129
Artwork 5 Title: MyÌ•rdalsjoÌˆkull, 2017
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 101.6 cm x 76.2cm x 3.5cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 5 Commentary: The painting is of the icecap in Iceland that covers the active Katla volcano. Located in
southern Iceland this volcano hasn't erupted since 1918. Rigg has visited Iceland's uninhabited volcanic deserts in the
interior plateau on a number of occasions since 2005. Its harsh and rapidly evolving landscapes feature in several of
her paintings. Painted on a slightly coarse linen with Black Spinel pigment and oil paint the image alludes to the the
endless passage of time and our insignificance within it.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 130
Artist Name: David Helms
Website:
IG: Instagram:davidhelms6
Artist Statement: I began as a stone carver and have moved through printmaking, photography and now painting.
My approach to printmaking is essentially collagraphic. Becoming a painter has been a recent surprise as I became
inspired by Posca paint pens. I have always drawn with colour but the paint pens have freed me up to paint. I have a
backlog of photographs that need editing so I am just including my favourite at the moment. I hope to start
reproducing and selling my work but would appreciate some guidance and help. This is why I have entered the
competition now. DH
Notes:

Artist ID: 130
Artwork 1 Title: Dancer on the stairs
Artwork 1 Dimensions: suggest 42x30
Artwork 1 Medium: digital photograph
Artwork 1 Commentary: One moment, one photograph, no cropping, no editing and no filter. I was on a friends visit
to the new English Ballet building on City Island.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 130
Artwork 2 Title: Green vase
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 23x28cms
Artwork 2 Medium: oil pastel and paint pens on pastel paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Just felt like making a drawing. Struggled with the 2d/3d effect but seemed to work in this
painting.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 130
Artwork 3 Title: Fire warning
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x35cms
Artwork 3 Medium: silkscreen print from photograph with extra drawing
Artwork 3 Commentary: I made this edition months before the bush fires in Australia. I knew it was a warning about
the effects of global warming but was not thinking about fires in particular at the time.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 130
Artwork 4 Title: Let the show begin
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 72x102cms
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic paints/ paint pens on hot press butter paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: Well...I didn't like this at first. I had created an immense sense of space and didn't know
how. I decided to sign up for the two week summer school at the Slade called Colour in practice. This has given me
much more confidence in using colour and made me aware I have been composing in colour all along in my
photographs.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 130
Artwork 5 Title: Song of the factory
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60x84cms
Artwork 5 Medium: print roller prints collaged onto mount board
Artwork 5 Commentary: This is my most recent work and I feel it never got completely resolved. However, blow-ups
of crops look to provide numerous opportunities for a number of print series. This has always been my ultimate
goal...to make print series into archival pigment reproductions which to my mind are not reproductions but the end
products I desire.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 131
Artist Name: Chelle Destefano
Website: http://www.chelledestefano.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/chelle_destefano_artist/
Artist Statement: I'm a Deaf visual artist and I have been working with painting and drawing, recently expanding to
multi-medium works.

I began a project in mid-2019 on growing up deaf to give an insight into the life of a Deaf child. It becomes a
testimony for the life lived from the 1980s and the ever-developing fabric for the Deaf community in the general
community today.

I made drawings in acrylic paint using the wood panels, semi white-washed for background as a metaphor for the
underlying solid and immutable fact of my deafness, over which I paint a happy and normal childhood.

I started off with turning spatial movements of Australian Sign Language (Auslan) into visuals in the form of paper
sculptures of words. This led to signed conversations as works on paper and was selected as a finalist for the Banyule
Art Award for Works on Paper, and then a finalist for the Noel Counihan Art Award and the Midsumma Australia
Post Art Award.

My practice recently involved performance incorporating visual art into the acts. I performed in the Melbourne
Fringe 2019, acting stories of a Deaf child, mixing humour and seriousness. I created Auslan sculptures during the
performance. Those word sculptures were then put together in an artwork piece called the Deaf Social Gathering
which was selected as a finalist for the Noel Counihan art award.

Part of this project includes video installation, sculpture and installation, paintings and drawings to resolve the story
of growing up Deaf.
Notes:

Artist ID: 131
Artwork 1 Title: She Talks Back
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 89x60x3
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on wood
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is part of the Deaf culture works, and tells the story of Growing Up Deaf. This one was
the child, Chelle (myself), talking to a toy dog who would talk back. This was in 1984 when I was 5. The toy talking
barking dog was adapted by my mum who is an engineer, to talk back echoing my voice. The painting on the wood is
a metaphor for the underlying solid and immutable fact of my deafness, over which I paint a happy and normal
childhood. The back has wire with D-rings ready for hanging.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 131
Artwork 2 Title: She Loves It
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 89x60x3
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on wood
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is part of the Deaf culture works, and tells the story of Growing Up Deaf. This one was
the child, Chelle (myself), was holding a moving interactive toy and laughing in a big armchair in the lounge room of
our home in Narre Warren. This was in 1988 when I was 9. The toy was a crawling spider and it would crawl around
in my hand when I talked to it. The painting on the wood is a metaphor for the underlying solid and immutable fact
of my deafness, over which I paint a happy and normal childhood. The back has wire with D-rings ready for hanging.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 131
Artwork 3 Title: Me and Baby Moon
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 85x72x4
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and watercolour on heavy watercolour paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Myself was holding the moon like a baby as a metaphor for compassion and empathy for all
things around us and as a message to the universe, thanking the universe for everything it provides us with. The
artwork is framed in a gold frame with wire on back, ready for hanging.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 131
Artwork 4 Title: My Computer My Best Friend to Access
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50x45x7
Artwork 4 Medium: Paper, plaster, paint, copper leaf, found object (circuit boards)
Artwork 4 Commentary: Paper sculptures of words, created from spatial movements of our sign language, Auslan
(Australian Sign Language). The words created are My Computer Gave Me Access To The World. A comment on the
evolution of communication for the Deaf community from the 1990s to now, when computers became a regular
household item. Without computers, I would be in isolation. The work was created from paper, then coated in
plaster, painted with flesh colour as a light coating for my hands colour, green paint and copper leaf applied for the
computer, and a circuit board in two of the pieces. The dimensions shown are the whole set when hung on the wall.
Each piece has a wire on the back.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 131
Artwork 5 Title: Auslan Conversation of the Tickle Talker
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 54x74x4
Artwork 5 Medium: Paper, pencil, charcoal, gouache
Artwork 5 Commentary: I made a set of paper sculptures from spatial movements of Auslan, our Australian Deaf sign
language and this conversation was about the time I was a kid wearing an electric shock device on my hand called
Tickle Talker as a trial to help me hear. The artwork is framed and ready for hanging.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 133
Artist Name: Pascal Rubinstein
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ravioli_brothers/
Artist Statement: An emerging artist passionate about landscapes and finding the right angles. Failure is good, but
success is better!
Notes:

Artist ID: 133
Artwork 1 Title: The Horizon is Not Always Straight
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84X119X4
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: After roaming the Alps in search of the perfect view, I finally found it and can say honestly
that it was worth the wait.

It is dramatic, yet peaceful. Every time I look at it, I see a new detail. It never ceases to amaze.

The Digital file is available for any size printing.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 133
Artwork 2 Title: Vorteces
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 119X84X4
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: What goes in, has to go out.
Oxygen-rich Blood vs. Oxygen-poor Blood.
The Ying & Yang of traffic.
The Digital file is available for any size printing.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 133
Artwork 3 Title: Path of Life
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 119X84X4
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: Nobody said that the path to success was going to be an easy one.
Is the end result worth more or less, if you didn't struggle on your way? That is my question to you.

The Digital file is available for any size printing.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 133
Artwork 4 Title: Trickle-Down Economics
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 119X84X4
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography
Artwork 4 Commentary: The journey to success is slightly different for every one of us, but the trajectory is the
same.

From a distance, it all looks like one, but once you get close, each individual path starts to emerge.

Our paths may vary but in the end, we conclude in the same pool.

The Digital file is available for any size printing.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 133

Artist ID: 133
Artwork 5 Title: Chaotic Neutral
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 84X119X4
Artwork 5 Medium: Photography
Artwork 5 Commentary: Beauty has no one dimension!

Which one is closer to heaven, the Sky or the Church?

The Digital file is available for any size printing.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 134
Artist Name: Angela Gilmour
Website: https://www.angelagilmour.com/
IG: @angelagilmourartist
Artist Statement: Angela Gilmour’s practice concentrates on the study and survey of shorelines and the way we
interact with these natural borders. This theme is urgent in the context of ongoing and increasing discussions around
climate change and the commons, with topics ranging from global warming to extractivism, from land possession
and use, to sustainable consumption.

Artist and former physics, Gilmour’s recent work presents a response to an art and science expedition in the Arctic
Circle aboard a Barquentine Tall Ship while sailing the waters of the international territory of Svalbard, an Arctic
archipelago just 10 degrees latitude from the North Pole. Using photography and sketches of the pack ice and
disappearing coastlines Gilmour has translated the experience into oil paintings. Primarily a painter she also works
with print and found scientific objects, combining landscape, emotion and data to emphasise the fragility of life.
Notes:

Artist ID: 134
Artwork 1 Title: 80Â° North, into the pack ice
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 89x80x3cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on wood
Artwork 1 Commentary: Expedition Journal Entry - June 18th 2019.
We could sail no further. From here in Svalbard, the most Northerly land mass, the pack ice stenches all the way to
the North Pole.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 134
Artwork 2 Title: Dansoy ii
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x40x3cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on wood
Artwork 2 Commentary: Expedition Journal Entry - June 18th 2019. entry 2
Lost power to the wheelhouse. Navigation through the pack ice by site only. Second Mate Able mans the crows nest.
The weather turns colder and the pack ice closes in. We are trapped. No clear path, two calls for assistance from
nearest ships are declined but finally after 17 hours the ice breaks up, we fix the power and we head South.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 134
Artwork 3 Title: 78Â° North, Sint Johnsforden, 2019
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 28x80x3cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on wood
Artwork 3 Commentary: Expedition Journal Entry - June 21st 2019
Anchor down Sint Johnsforden.
Shortly after arriving we spotted a polar bear swimming around the sea ice at the base of the mountain. We
watched him eat the remnants of a seal before we left him in peace and headed to find a safe anchorage.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 134
Artwork 4 Title: Ghost Pier, Pyramiden
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80x100x3cm
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on wood
Artwork 4 Commentary: Expedition Journal Entry - June 22nd 2019
Arrived at the abandoned Russian mining town, Pyramiden. I was left on board to keep watch for polar bears while
the rest of my shipmates went into the town. Not a soul in site for several hours. It was after midnight. A very surreal
experience especially with 24 hour daylight.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 134
Artwork 5 Title: The Retreat of Fridtjovbreen
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 80x100x3cm
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on wood
Artwork 5 Commentary: Expedition Journal Entry - June 14th 2019
Anchor down Fridjovhamna 77Â° North
Hiked up over retreating glacier Fridtjovbreen
Spent many hours surveying calving from the glacier.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 135
Artist Name: Judith Kusi
Website: https://judithkusi.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jkusi_vdos/
Artist Statement: Judith Kusi is an artist and practitioner psychologist, exploring her own psychological development
through conceptual art practice. She is self-taught, using drawing and painting as a method to critically examine
concepts and social constructions that she comes into contact with through her psychology practice.

Coloured People artworks are made as an expression of perception, often held back and unrefined due to the
nature of the artists role in her professional life. Influenced by the conceptual movement, the artist draws on
techniques used in futurism highlighting the mutability of the depicted mental representation. The aim of these
works is to move subjective, intangible experience, to object. An attempt to initiate conversation and thought about
human interaction.

Black British: Womanhood is an exploration of figurative work. These portraits are used to draw our attention to the
phenomenon of social perceptions of black women in Britain, like the artist herself. Works are created using a range
of mediums, with small, tentative marks; as the work is explorative. The artist draws on her knowledge of
psychological theory to place these experiences within a frame of reference and offer alternative, or counter-,
perception of the black British woman.

Other works in development are influenced by surnaturalism, highlighting fantasy in reconstructed images from
memory.
Notes:

Artist ID: 135
Artwork 1 Title: How do you see me? (2018)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x50x0.1
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal and Acrylic Ink on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: How do you see me is the initial artwork in my series entitled 'Coloured People'. The series
reflects the artists own constructive psychological development on the social construct: race. The series aims to
contribute to the mental reconstruction of the cultural understanding of this phrase.

How do you see me? uses composition and colour to draw the viewers' attention to our use of colour in our initial
perception of others. The overlapping figures make it difficult to make sense of individual human figures without
drawing on the inks to see the whole person.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 135
Artwork 2 Title: Fiction in the Space Between (2019)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70x0.1
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Fiction in the Space Between is the central argument in this series prior to exhibition. The
series Coloured People reflects the artists own constructive psychological development on the social construct, race.
The series aims to contribute to the mental reconstruction of our cultural understanding of this phrase.
Fiction in the Space Between is a piece composed of negative spaces. The first work to use identifiable skin tones;
the work identifies the spaces between interlocutors as the location of the co-construction of race.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 135
Artwork 3 Title: Conversations (2019)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70x100x0.1
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil, Acrylic and Charcoal on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Conversations is the seventh artwork from the 'Coloured People' series. This work came
following exhibition at a discussion facilitated by The People Speak. The work reflects the artists observations of, and
involvement in, discussion prompted by the exhibited works in the series. Overlapping figures reveal the change
process occurring through interaction; with strangers revealing vulnerability in their experiences of living within an
estate experiencing regeneration. The work is paired with recordings highlighting the process of conversation in
reconstructing perceptions. This work revealed to the artist the experience of synonymity between mental
representations of 'race' and 'ethnicity'.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 135
Artwork 4 Title: Lazy OR Tired (2018)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 71x56x0.2
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil and Soft Pastel on oiled stencil paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: Lazy OR Tired, is part of a series of artworks entitled, Black British: Womanhood. The series
is essentially a phenomenological analysis of the unwitting acculturation of a second-generation black woman, born
in Britain. Statements reflect dominant narratives about the subject; and marginalised or alternative narratives are
offered for reframe.

Lazy OR Tired was composed prior to painting, when the artist was completing her doctoral thesis. Automatic
negative thoughts about her abilities and efforts, relative to her predominantly white British peer group, were
challenged by the artists real-world experience. The work offers a visual depiction of a critical examination of these
culturally embedded mental representations. The artist draws on narrative and cognitive-behavioural theories to
highlight the agency of individual women with shared experiences.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 135
Artwork 5 Title: Well-Spoken OR Surviving (2020)
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 81x51x0.2
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil and Soft Pastel on oiled stencil paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: Well-Spoken OR Surviving, is part of a series of artworks entitled, Black British:
Womanhood. The series is essentially a phenomenological analysis of the unwitting acculturation of a secondgeneration black woman, born in Britain. Statements reflect dominant narratives about the subject; marginalised or
alternative narratives, are offered for reframe.

Well-Spoken OR Surviving focuses on the experience of personality management developed within professional
spheres. The process of acculturation is revealed through alterations to accent, gesture and presentation. The work
offers an understanding of this phenomenon, a survival-tactic to diminish perceptions of others of an aberration
from what seems to be the expected trope for the professional. Surviving is offered as an alternative representation
of this experience, highlighting the threat to psychological safety in these experiences.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 140
Artist Name: Michael Wallner
Website: www.michaelwallner.co.uk
IG: @michaelwallner_art
Artist Statement: I spent more than twenty years in the media industry working on entertainment programs, talk
shows, documentaries, animations and a children’s novel.

But creating original and innovative art was always my true passion. I now work out of my studio at Wimbledon Art
Studios, a wonderful creative community in South London.

My latest collection celebrates the beauty of the city through the shapes, outlines and colours that define its
character. London, New York, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Paris, Singapore, Miami, and Dubai all feature in my portfolio.

My art is created by digitally manipulating and painstakingly colouring my own photographs to produce pieces on
usual materials. I work with brushed aluminium, reclaimed wood, brass, vintage windows, as well as neon, magnetic,
and L.E.D lights. This year I will be experimenting with concrete.

I am constantly on the lookout for the most unusual views and angles for my work. Much of my art is created from
aerial photographs, taken while hanging out of helicopters.

Recent exhibitions include The Affordable Art Fair (London, Singapore, New York, Milan) The Other Art Fair (London,
New York, Los Angeles), and Art For Youth at the Mall Galleries.

In 2020 I will be exhibiting in Los Angeles, New York, and London, including A River Runs Through It - our 5th annual,
London-inspired group show at the Oxo Gallery in September.
Notes:

Artist ID: 140
Artwork 1 Title: City of Light
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 55 x 140 x 5 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Copper, L.E.D lights
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was created during my time as 'Maker In Residence' at the Bankside Hotel
courtesy of my gallery Contemporary Collective.

The work was created from an original photograph taken from the top of the 1 Blackfriars building.

The outline of the skyline was laser-cut into a copper box. The bottom half was aged to reflect St Paul's, the oldest
building in image. The top half was left mostly untouched, with the copper representing the emergence of the
modern side of London, with it's colour giving the appearance of a sunrise.

Inside the copper box L.E.D lights illuminate the outline of London and the cathedral with a thin sliver of light.

You can see more angles and close-up photographs of the texture at www.michaelwallner.co.uk in the Installations
category.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 140

Artist ID: 140
Artwork 2 Title: London Skyline (yellow and green)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 112 x 0.4 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Brushed aluminium
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece was created from an original photograph taken on a 4 am trip down the Thames
in a rescue boat. At that time of day the London skyline is silhouetted perfectly against the sky.

I stripped out all the other distractions of the picture to leave just the outlines of the buildings and Blackfriars
Bridge. The image was then coloured in lumininous, almost fluorescent yellow and green, before being printed on
brushed aluminium. The metal makes the colours even more vivid.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 140
Artwork 3 Title: City of Surprises
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 135 x 0.5 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Laser-cut gold mirror
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece is created from my original photograph, taken from Greenwich Park. It is my
favourite view of the London skyline because it includes so many of the city's iconic landmarks in a single line.

The outline was laser-cut in gold mirror.

The skyline has one small surprise, due to legal reasons! This can be seen more easily in the close-up images at
www.michaelwallner.co.uk.

Lawyers for the Gherkin wrote to my gallery objecting to me using the building in my work, as the shape and pattern
is trademarked. Rather than handing over my money to the giant corporation I replaced the Gherkin with a shark's
head.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 140

Artist ID: 140
Artwork 4 Title: Ten Past Ten (Big Ben)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 110 x 110 diameter
Artwork 4 Medium: Brushed aluminium
Artwork 4 Commentary: This piece is also created from an original photograph of Big Ben's famous clockface.

I'd never noticed how many different shapes feature in its beautifically intricate design.

I digitally coloured each segment of the clockface individually in a wide variety of colours to create an almost
kaleidoscopic effect.

Finally the coloured artwork was printed on a circular piece of brushed aluminium.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 140

Artist ID: 140
Artwork 5 Title: Rainbow River
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60 x 150 x 3 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Laser-cut acrylic
Artwork 5 Commentary: I have always been fascinated by the naturally abstract shapes in the landscapes around us.
But I wanted to take this a step further.

This piece comprises of 15 differently coloured shapes laser-cut from acrylic and pieced together.

Each layer features the famous shape of the River Thames (from Chiswick to Woolwich). - at it's most recognisable
in the middle blue section.

The cloud-like shape emerges when each layer is wrapped around the previous one, so the shape of the river
gradually gets more abstract as it gets bigger and reaches the outer edge of the piece.

Each piece in the edition will be a different combination of colours - no-one will be the same.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 140

Artist ID: 141
Artist Name: Hamish Young
Website: www.hamishyoung.net
IG:
Artist Statement: My work explores ‘in between’ spaces, drawing on feelings associated with loss and abandonment
having been adopted from care and then sent away to boarding school the year my adoptive parents moved to the
edge of the Severn Estuary.

My pencil drawings of the estuary edge on tracing paper float in the frame space, leading to a sense of
disconnection and vulnerability. This paper choice references the tracing my birth family and connecting with my
adoptive family. Tracing paper enables a trace or connection with another (image), but also obscures details. This
echoes the feelings of being both apart from and part of two families. Details, life events and images missing from
both family experiences. It also speaks of my challenges in forming secure connections and relationships. Drawings
are often considered to be ‘in between’, lacking permanence or resolution, a process to get from a thought to a
permanent outcome such as a painting, sculpture or building, for example.

The subject matter of the estuary edge drawings pulls the viewer in to the Romanticism of murky mornings, into the
abyss where waters and sky merge and land is lost, clarity and permanence being elusive. Marks left behind in the
silt, then hidden again by the tides, resonate with my experience of adoption and being sent away. The seaweed too,
surviving at the edge of two environments, neither fully in one nor other, ambivalent, moving from one to the other
with the changing tides. I feel an affinity with seaweed.
Notes:

Artist ID: 141
Artwork 1 Title: Adoption (Slipway No.1)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x60
Artwork 1 Medium: Pencil on tracing paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of a series of works exploring my adoption. My adoptive parents moved to the edge of
the Severn Estuary the year I was sent to boarding school. I remember the drive to the boarding school being like a
slipway to loss.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 141
Artwork 2 Title: Adoption (Old Pier No.2)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x60
Artwork 2 Medium: Pencil on tracing paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is part of a series of works exploring my adoption. The wooden structure is both
emerging from and being subsumed by the silt and the tides evoking the ambivalence of my relationships in family
units.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 141
Artwork 3 Title: Adoption (Severn Estuary No.1)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42x60
Artwork 3 Medium: Pencil on tracing paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Part of a series of works exploring my adoption. My adoptive parents moved to the edge of
the Severn Estuary the year I was sent to boarding school. I am drawn to the Romanticism of murky mornings staring
into the abyss where waters and sky merge and land is lost.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 141
Artwork 4 Title: Adoption (Seaweed No.1)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 42x60
Artwork 4 Medium: Pencil on tracing paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is part of a series of works exploring my adoption. Surviving at the edge of two
environments, neither fully in one or the other, and moving from one to the other with the changing tides, I feel an
affinity with seaweed.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 141
Artwork 5 Title: Adoption (Reunion No.1)
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 42x60
Artwork 5 Medium: Pencil leads on photograhic paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: This is part of a series of works exploring my adoption. The pencil leads appear caught in the
eddies of the tide, being both brought together and separated by the water's movement.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 144
Artist Name: Debora Weisser
Website: https://www.deepwhiteart.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/deep.white.art/
Artist Statement: Starting a new piece of art is comparable to stage fright but definitely in a positive way.
I don’t have a plan of creation. My hands grab some colours and tools following the instructions of my inner voice.
During that whole process I try to be completely inside me. It’s comparable to my deepest meditations.
At one point I just start seeing someone or something and it feels urgent to make visible to others of what is coming
through.
As soon as I finished my work it feels like I have brought to life a spirit who was always there. That’s why I am deeply
connected to my own paintings. Not just because I created an artwork but also because it feels like making an impact
to recognized and unrecognized souls on this earth. Some need to see and some need to be seen.
My paintings are the result of emotional insights. The work progress by itself and being surprised by the outcome
definitely help me grow. It’s interesting how my intuition leads me through different periods of creation. In general
people can tell by the different techniques and materials in which direction this piece of art is pointing.
If I am dealing with a personal theme I mostly work with coal and vivid paint on canvas. I automatically use both
hands simultaneously while drawing my inner figures with their individual crowns. If it’s about a world issue I usually
chose wooden surfaces, my spatula and a drip painting technique.
Notes:

Artist ID: 144
Artwork 1 Title: self portrait.
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 90 x 1 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, Coal and Wax on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The title is expressing it. This is me.

The interesting part is, I was always pretty sure that what defines me as a person is what I was doing in daily life and
what others could see.
So the question “Who are you?“ was answered real quick. First I was a girl, young, then a student, dancer, then a
woman, a wife of someone, a social worker, then a not working person. An artist.
Creating this painting helped me understand, that this is only a micro part of what is “me“.
I am only scratching the surface but more and more insights are changing everything.
There is not a beginning or an end. There is not a good or bad. There is not a you or me. There is not a was or will
be. If there is no real duality â€” who am I?
Who are you?
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 144

Artist ID: 144
Artwork 2 Title: the mind.
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 100 x 5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, Coal and Wax on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The mind. The body. The soul.
Deep inside I know that the ideal prescription of inner peace would be the harmony of those three elements.
Usually the mind is dominating the other parts. Why is that so?
Always living a step in the future? Unconscious pattern? Thirst of knowledge? The inner need to satisfy the rules and
traditions of society? The strong will not to live a common life? Being afraid of change?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 144
Artwork 3 Title: she.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 85 x 67 x 1 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and Alcohol Inc on MDF
Artwork 3 Commentary: In a world a woman has to explain herself, defend herself and fight for equality, we have to
start seeing who SHE already is.
We have to start seeing who SHE was from the minute SHE was born and recognize who SHE was before SHE arrived
in this world. Without all these attributions of what SHE is, not is, wants to be, doesn’t want to be.
Deep down we already know the divine beauty of diversity this aspect of gender can be.
We only have to remember.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 144
Artwork 4 Title: alienfrau mit kippe.
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 24 x 26 x 1 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic and Epoxy Resin on OSB
Artwork 4 Commentary: Alienwoman with ciggy.
This is what came through very clearly.

Live your life like you don’t have a second one, while knowing that you have many.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 144
Artwork 5 Title: mother earth.
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 61 x 101 x 1 cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic on OSB
Artwork 5 Commentary: This is how I got to know her.

Just as usually I started my work without any expectations but highly excited.
I was looking at the organized chaos of that OSB (a plate of compressed wood). My hands then grabbed some
colours, following the instructions of my inner voice.
Using my spatula I only did what felt good and right.
At one point I started feeling her. Seeing her. Almost hearing her.
To make visible to others of what I already saw, I used a drip painting technique. So I let fall down the fluid paint to
where it needed to be.

And there she was. The origin of femininity. Talking to me without words. Making me remember her and what she is
going through.
It's all about her, mother earth.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 144

Artist ID: 145
Artist Name: Sara Argiolas
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sara.argio89/?hl=it
Artist Statement: My name is Sara Argiolas, I am 30 years old and I live in Cagliari (Sardinia). I study Cultural Heritage
at Cagliari University.
Fascinated with photography since childhood, after a little creative pause I have come back again to the world of art
with a stronger inspiration.
Born as a landscape photographer, I have been recently fascinated by street photography (for its spirit of global
observation and for a documentary interest in the world around me) and by conceptual photography (as a kind of
personal challenge changed into a real passion, thanks to its capacity of analysis of intimate thoughts and selfcriticism).
I have been lately taking part to different photo contests in different categories, receiving honorable mentions at
Monochrome Awards in 2018 and 2019, both in the Conceptual Category.
Notes:

Artist ID: 145
Artwork 1 Title: Protect #1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x45
Artwork 1 Medium: Camera
Artwork 1 Commentary: Protect, in this case to protect oneself. The purpose of this work was to analyse a wounded
person, who is doing her best to protect herself and be able in the future to face new wounds. Our life begins in that
way, through a wound which, voluntarily or not, is inflicted by the first people we get in touch with. It is a natural
reaction, by instinct we actually begin to protect ourselves when we lose our innocence and start living in the world
of adults. When we grow up we adopt different types of protection and when we do not believe in our ability to self
defense, we deceive ourselves. Everybody has this ability, the important thing is to be able to be aware of it.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 145
Artwork 2 Title: Destruction and Rebirth #2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x45
Artwork 2 Medium: Camera
Artwork 2 Commentary: Sadness, sorrow and suffering are considered negative emotions, but they are emotions
nonetheless, and as such they revive and renew our soul. Everybody perceives these emotions in a personal way,
sorrow is never the same for everybody, only who is suffering actually understands their own pain. If sorrow is a
physical matter, suffering is an emotion pertaining to whom is feeling it. It does not only originates from our body,
but also comes from our mind, according to the way one reacts or perceives experiences. This work thus represents
this process of destruction and renewal of the soul.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 145
Artwork 3 Title: Solitude #3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x45
Artwork 3 Medium: Camera
Artwork 3 Commentary: There are different types of solitude, such as being alone or the inner solitude. Through this
work I wanted to show the inner solitude. Everybody has experienced being sad after certain events or painful
experiences, or feeling lonely in a crowd. Here I want to highlight the real feeling of isolation, the idea of not being
part of this world, of not being accepted and understood. These feelings are often accompanied by anxiety and
anguish, with no real reason. We may have difficulties in being alone with ourselves, for lack of contact and
resolution with our emotional experiences.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 145
Artwork 4 Title: Thoughts #6
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30x45
Artwork 4 Medium: Camera
Artwork 4 Commentary: Thoughts can be our best friends but also our greatest enemies. It depends on how we can
control and use them. We have to know ourselves and our thoughts, without letting them control us. We often
forget to be the creators of our own discomforts, through our thoughts, not through what happens to us. We cannot
change the way we think, but we can change the way we act. This work wants to show the way we shape our own
thoughts.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 145
Artwork 5 Title: Words #7
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 30x45
Artwork 5 Medium: Camera
Artwork 5 Commentary: Words are very powerful, they can offend, hurt and also kill. Unsaid word can hurt, too. In
our lives we receive lots of inappropriate compliments, offenses, insults, but we mostly ignore them. Words have a
different meaning when we hear them from a person we care about. In our memories, maybe hidden, there will
always be a word which will still hurt, and we will never forget it, even after a long time.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 148
Artist Name: Peter Can Bellamy
Website: https://petercanbellamy.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/petercanbellamy/?hl=en
Artist Statement: The work is concerned with a personal past, fragmented memories and unreliable narratives
surrounding "natural"/ "normative" ways of being. Most distilled in images of a Lion or a Horse or Fire; as actors and
symbols of a mythic past located in a modern anxious present. I use mud, mixed with a binder and applied by hand
to connect to that which I often feel disconnected to; the work, my own conflicting thoughts and natural tendencies.
I look to these symbols of the masculine and of the gentle for clues.

The words; included to reflect the importance of writing in my practice, are ripped from Rilke to aggressively
express the gentleness of nature and its representatives in the work. The paintings can be seen as a description of
natures benevolent default and our connection to this natural existence through art.

I see the horse as 'monument', it pervades my mind, the equestrian symbol of courage and triumph. Swiftly and
helplessly I am lead back to my vulnerable values, and a large bronze horse looms over me asking me what to leave
behind and what to build a monument to. My mother grew up on an island off the coast of Istanbul (Heybiliada),
there are no cars there, just skinny fly bitten horses carrying people around on brightly coloured carriages. Those
horses were the only way to get around the island other than on foot.
Notes:

Artist ID: 148
Artwork 1 Title: Conspiracy of Silence
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 340 x 215 x 5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: distemper, oil, oil stick, graphite, mud
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Only we pass away like air traded for air and everything conspires to maintain silence
about us, half out of shame, half out of unspeakable hope." the second elegy, Rilke
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 148
Artwork 2 Title: Conflict is our Companion
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 340 x 215 x 5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: distemper, oil, oil stick, graphite, mud
Artwork 2 Commentary: "Angel! If there were some place we didn't know of and there, on a carpet impossible to
describe, lovers could show off what they cannot here, the bold and figure of their hearts' swinging, the towering of
their pleasure - ladders for a long time on no solid ground but tremblingly leant only into the others leaning" the fifth
elegy, Rilke
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 148
Artwork 3 Title: Loves Stations
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 340 x 215 x 5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: distemper, oil, oil stick, graphite, mud
Artwork 3 Commentary: "For the hero, when he goes storming through love's stations, each heart beating for his
sake only serves to push him higher, pushes him beyond and, turning away, he stands at the end of all those smiles,
something quite other" the sixth elegy, Rilke
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 148
Artwork 4 Title: Tangle of Inner Events
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 340 x 215 x 5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: distemper, oil, oil stick, graphite, mud
Artwork 4 Commentary: "...lovingly, lead him close up to the garden, give him whatever might outweigh the nights...
Hold him back" the third elegy, Rilke
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 148
Artwork 5 Title: Polished Lumps of Grief
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 340 x 215 x 5cm
Artwork 5 Medium: distemper, oil, oil stick, graphite, mud
Artwork 5 Commentary: "My call is always full of leaving and against such a powerful current you cannot move. My
call is like an outstretched arm. And my hand, held open, reaching high to grasp, in fact, is lifted before you, splayed
as if to ward off and warn the ungraspable, far above"
the seventh elegy, Rilke
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 149
Artist Name: Lukas Hauser
Website: www.lukashauser.art
IG: https://www.instagram.com/lukas.hauser/
Artist Statement: Lukas Hauser is a Swiss London-based artist who enthusiastically filled sketchbooks in his childhood
until starting a finance career at 16. Apart from rare visits to his father’s art studio, he abandoned brush and canvas
for more than a decade. He revived his creativity after moving to London where he became interested in street
photography as a result of the vibrant and ever-changing backdrop of London and its inhabitants. Another four years
later, he came across brush set, tiny paint tubes and small canvases in a Pound store, which inspired him to reacquaint himself with his artistic nature. When the first piece was finished, his love of painting was reborn. Next to
self-study, he attended two painting classes and practiced in residence.

In May 2019, he presented his debut art exhibition, Gilded Cage: An Escape Journey on Canvas in London. In a series
of paintings, he attempts to reconstruct the feeling of being trapped in a monotonous routine.

After a first figurative piece named “Only from the inside, a hamster wheel looks like a career ladderâ€•, he created
twisted interpretations of well-known works of art to learn from the Greats and to develop his own style; Van Gogh’s
sunflower vase explodes and Trump stares down from a contemporary version of Holbein’s Henry VIII. Fascinated by
old masters, Hauser pursued portraiture, an art genre that he finds particularly challenging, but also rewarding when
a piece turns out well.

As the artist’s practice evolves, a style has become apparent. Deep, mysterious blacks are in strong contrast with
light tones and bright colours. Next to his realistic work, he created abstract and experimental pieces. Although
Hauser’s paintings consist of mixed styles and subjects, they reflect his deepest thoughts and feelings on the escape
journey. He hopes to evoke similar reactions in the viewer.
Notes:

Artist ID: 149
Artwork 1 Title: Will you...?
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102x76x4
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: I secretly painted this very special piece in our living room whenever my girlfriend (now
fiancé) wasn’t home. I unveiled it to her and popped the question one day before the Vernissage of my debut
exhibition.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 149
Artwork 2 Title: Contemporary Henry VIII AKA Donald J. Trump
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x50x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is my interpretation of “Portrait of Henry VIIIâ€• by Hans Holbein the Younger.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 149
Artwork 3 Title: Barrie
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40x30x0.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas Board
Artwork 3 Commentary: I was deeply saddened to hear that Barrie passed away. I had the honor of painting him last
year during Charlie Schaffer's painting class. He was such a great model and so much fun talking to. He had a very
positive spirit and brightened up the class.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 149
Artwork 4 Title: Alex
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60x50x2
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This was my first ever time painting off a live model.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 149
Artwork 5 Title: Lit
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 50x70x2
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: This painting is based on a photograph that I took when I was on a surf holiday in Nicaragua.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 150
Artist Name: Syona Fine Art
Website: https://www.syonafineart.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/syona.art/
Artist Statement: As a multi-disciplinary artist, with a background in scenography and choreography, I position
myself in the world of abstract expressionist art and work mainly with acrylic as a medium. Its versatility makes
possible both solid 3-D layers and fluid aquatic forms. I am particularly fond of textures and the superposition of
layers. In order to bring vibrance to my paintings, I like to mix acrylic with other mediums, such as gold leaf, mâché
or even gravel, since the mixture of those elements creates magnificent and original effects.

Through my abstract art, I explore the boundaries between the known and unknown, tending to dissolve the gap
between observers and the object observed, in a space where useless questions leave us with the search for truth, in
a moment of stillness.

Every time my brush touches the canvas, I am making a mark. It is a fundamental element in making any type of art
and it’s how I begin to express emotion, movement, and other concepts I wish to convey in an artwork. It becomes
possible, then, not simply to paint something, but to create something. To create and re-create myself. That is the
miracle. That is the very reason I paint.
Notes:
Art & CineDance Project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74GWKV3-Q4U, Artwork Info:
https://www.syonafineart.com/product-page/movement-1, Art & CineDance Project:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ou-6N5jLc2U, Artwork Info: https://www.syonafineart.com/prod

Artist ID: 150
Artwork 1 Title: Movement 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x80x3
Artwork 1 Medium: Mix Media on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: With the “Movementâ€• series, Syona is exploring a completely new way of painting,
replacing her beloved acrylic with a concoction of wood varnish and some other chemicals, to obtain a thin coating
on canvas, with surprising translucent properties. Calling in her choreographic abilities, Syona engages light and
colour into a dance of subtle movements, each painting focusing onto a specific movement, hence the name of the
series. Onto a parallel project, Syona has used her “Movementâ€• artworks as part of a CineDance show, she has
realised in 2019, with her dance students, in Romania. For Syona, dance and painting share intrinsic values, which
she invites her viewer to discover through her art.

Art & CineDance Project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74GWKV3-Q4U

Artwork Info: https://www.syonafineart.com/product-page/movement-1
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 150

Artist ID: 150
Artwork 2 Title: Movement 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x80x3
Artwork 2 Medium: Mix Media on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: With the “Movementâ€• series, Syona is exploring a completely new way of painting,
replacing her beloved acrylic with a concoction of wood varnish and some other chemicals, to obtain a thin coating
on canvas, with surprising translucent properties. Calling in her choreographic abilities, Syona engages light and
colour into a dance of subtle movements, each painting focusing onto a specific movement, hence the name of the
series. Onto a parallel project, Syona has used her “Movementâ€• artworks as part of a CineDance show, she has
realised in 2019, with her dance students, in Romania. For Syona, dance and painting share intrinsic values, which
she invites her viewer to discover through her art.

Art & CineDance Project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ou-6N5jLc2U

Artwork Info: https://www.syonafineart.com/product-page/movement-2
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 150

Artist ID: 150
Artwork 3 Title: Memory (a.k.a. "Memory of a Leaf")
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x150
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on unwrapped canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: “Memoryâ€•, also called “Memory of a Leafâ€• is an invitation to take a multi-level “guided
tourâ€• through the memories of a fallen leaf, detached from the old, solid tree, blown away in circles by the wind the orange guiding marks are diligently showing us the way - to ultimately land in centre. The centre of our
perception obviously. The Circle. The Leaf’s long way ends here, nearly blackened by its brief but tumultuous
existenceâ€¦ But the Leaf is contained in the orange circle, also in a concentric triangle, like a Horus eye. It points
down, towards the ground, but up, the circle cracks and in the opening, we almost see the back of a Buddhist saint in
lotus, looking towards the old tree. We are invited to move to a new level of interpretation. The old Leaf opens up
and inside we already see a bright golden core awaiting to be released into the Light. The end of the Leaf is a new
beginning. To us. Syona’s work is one deeply philosophical, rooted into the material world, but also connected to
spirit, as much as to matter, to the wind that blows the Leaf off the tree, to the mute immutability of the old tree
itself, as well as to the silent movements of our own consciousness and imagination.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 150
Artwork 4 Title: The Gate
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30x40x1.8
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Syona constantly explores new territories, seeking to be in-tune with the energy around
her. In a state of resonance with the world, she is acting as a channel, through her brush, for the forces of nature,
who carry paint onto her canvas. “The Gateâ€• is one of these metaphysical territories Syona keeps exploring,
connected to spirit, as much as to matter. In her painting, in an omnipresent desert, we see an iridescent Gate,
mysterious portal towards another dimension. The Gate is ajar. In the economy of the picture, the Gate is
horizontally central, but vertically shares the balance with a golden entity with white wings whooshing across the
sky, very likely the archangel Gabriel, messenger of the Divine. Then, on the bottom-left quarter of the picture, there
is a mat ochre building, dull in essence, with no identity of its own, raised in terraces. On the roof-terrace, three
silhouettes dressed in red - colour of motherhood, love, passion and devotion, watch the passage of the archangel.
Three mothers promised to the Divine; probably Maya (Buddha’s mother), Mary (Jesus’ mother) and Aminah (The
Prophet’s mother). All three have said “yesâ€• to God, thus being able to enter the Gate - Dvaar - Bawwabaâ€¦
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 150
Artwork 5 Title: Transcendence
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60x80x3
Artwork 5 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: On the left, we see an island, or perhaps a mountain peak, anyway a narrow, gloomy, heavy
world, overcrowded by shadows, seemingly orthodox monks, in black robes, looking desperately for something. The
truth, maybe. On the right, above the clouds, we see a golden city, bright and peaceful. The truth, certainly. Between
the two worlds, there are clouds and fog. Earthly eyes cannot see through. But perhaps the prayers of those man in
black below could be the gateway to the luminous city from above. Who knows?
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 153
Artist Name: Katya Granova
Website: www.grart.net
IG: @katyagranova
Artist Statement: My approach to painting is partially based on my childhood practice of drawing over pictures in
magazines, photographs and whatever material with pictures of people. Not necessarily mocking them, I liked to
paint it over, adding something new. This practice I moved to my adult life - now I take imagery from the past,
project on canvas in order to completely change and fictionalize it, but see it in a much wider context

I mostly take images from the past before my birth with the events I cannot possibly have my personal experience
of. Being born in the Soviet Union, I have been growing up surrounded by the massive diversity in people's
perspectives on Soviet history, leading to the complete impossibility to have any coherent picture. I ended up feeling
that I need to make my own history, to have my presence in it, to create a personal perspective on it - as history
from books or people is never objective and is always serving some ideology.

My practice, therefore, reflects on the experience of history in general. Painting becomes a sort of space for an
intrusion into someone's past, which I do with my body as a painter. This brings me to a bigger scale, where painting
becomes the physical act or even a dancing interaction between myself and the past I'm dealing with.
Notes:

Artist ID: 153
Artwork 1 Title: Chess players
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 155x200x4
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is based on the photograph from Soviet 60s of kids playing chess on the beach
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 153
Artwork 2 Title:
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200X155X3
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is based on the family archive photograph from the 60s of my grandfather doing
surgery
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 153
Artwork 3 Title: Poling for a photograph
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 200x240x4
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This work is based on the photograph from Soviet 50s of kids and adults posing for a
photograph
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 153
Artwork 4 Title: Andromeda and the others (after Rubens)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 215x270x4
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This work is based on the Peter Paul Rubens painting from the Hermitage Museum, called
"Perseus and Andromeda", 1622
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 153
Artwork 5 Title: Surgery on the unknown patient
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 190x160x3
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on canvash
Artwork 5 Commentary: This work is based on the very blurry family archive photograph from the 50s of my
grandfather doing surgery
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 154
Artist Name: Javier Mondragon Sanchez
Website: javiermondragonsanchez.com
IG:
Artist Statement: For years now I have been trying to find ways to approach what has been the focus of my work, the
idea of purpose. Why do people do the things they do? Why do I do the things I do? Ultimately, I am confronted with
the questions of why am I an artist? Why do I make? And what is my goal by making?

Fundamentally, I follow on Lyotard’s question “why does something happen instead of nothing?â€•
Notes:

Artist ID: 154
Artwork 1 Title: The Gateless Gate
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 100 x 5
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, acrylic, and sand on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 154
Artwork 2 Title: Duérmete Choco
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 100 x 5
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 154
Artwork 3 Title: Not Found
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 170 x 200 x 5
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil, acrylic, and fake glass on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 154
Artwork 4 Title: Sâtan
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 190 x 130 x 5
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 154
Artwork 5 Title: Yada
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 170 x 150 x 5
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 159
Artist Name: Lucy Ralph
Website: Lucy-ralph.com
IG: @lucyralphart
Artist Statement: I am intrigued by the body and its functions, by both its internal processes and how it reacts to
external forces which can change its course. Rooting from a medically complex, autobiographical foundation, I
examine the workings of the human body and create subtle compositions which highlight its delicacy and resilience
amid obstacles. At the age of 15 I underwent total reconstruction and fusion of my spine which, although fortunately
not disabling, continues to spur my preoccupation with health and its exploration through art.

I use fragmented, partially-erased or entombed forms, that recall the existence of physical and emotional memory
and their enduring traces despite being seemingly absent to others. These elements and their materiality, alongside
the incorporation of thread and the action of stitching into the canvas, carving into wood and etching into copper to
create prints, evoke the vulnerability of the human body whilst the surface/material undergoes treatment as if it
were the body itself.

In a bid to take back ownership of my own body, the canvas becomes (my) anatomy, constantly undergoing change
in an operation that I perform. Furthermore, my work reflects on the bio-political challenges society faces. The global
medical climate has rendered near-universal frustration with inaccessible or inadequate care. Many patients feel like
the destiny of their health is out of their control, yet has it even found its way into the steady hands of a healthcare
professional?

I am finishing a Masters at L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, having previously graduated from Central St Martins.
Notes:

Artist ID: 159
Artwork 1 Title: Silent Waters
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 183cm x 142cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, thread and graphite on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 159
Artwork 2 Title: Counting Joints
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220cm x 130cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil, thread and graphite on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 159
Artwork 3 Title: Watery Wells
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 51 x 61 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Relief Japanese woodcut print, oil on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 159
Artwork 4 Title: Reflective spring
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30.5 x 23cm (Without border)
Artwork 4 Medium: Relief using Sumi Ink on Torinoko Japanese handmade paper
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 159
Artwork 5 Title: Every Step Was and I Was With
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 130cm x 100cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 163
Artist Name: Selina Mayer
Website: www.selinamayer.com
IG: instagram.com/selinkamayer
Artist Statement: I am a British visual artist working primarily with analogue photography, specialising in nude
portraiture. The first nude body I photographed was my own. My self-portraiture is a way for me to explore my own
vulnerabilities, and I did this by removing my clothing, my armour. Later, others responded to this vulnerability and
began allowing me past their own armour.
My submitted artworks all come from my ongoing series The Forest, began in 2015. In The Forest my subjects are
my contemporaries, from my global community of young artists using their bodies for self-expression, uniquely
connected in the digital age through social media. Recent puritanical legislation around the globe has inhibited how
we connect and share our work, but we continue to create undeterred.
Being from the same community we are allowed an immediate level of familiarity and intimacy that other (typically
male) artists aren’t privy to. We are nude, but it is an unselfconscious and primordial nudity, reclaimed from the
male gaze and with a softness and intimacy to the images rarely captured in a male lens. We are in nature and a part
of it; we aren’t conquerors of the natural world, we are skyclad witches and exultant earth goddesses in communion
with nature, vulnerable yet unafraid. We remain people, as unique and individual as the environments we are a part
of, not anonymous figures bereft of identity. We are willing collaborators and active participants, captured with the
ritual alchemy of analogue photography.
Notes:

Artist ID: 163
Artwork 1 Title: The Forest (Rosetta)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.8x43.2x1
Artwork 1 Medium: Silver gelatin photographic print
Artwork 1 Commentary: Rosetta Carr, an Italian bass player, singer, songwriter and dancer. We had rescheduled our
shoot once due to a mental health crisis amongst her friends, and when we did get to the forest I shared my own
stories of crisis and struggles. We took our time, spending more time talking and smoking than taking photos.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 163
Artwork 2 Title: The Forest (Manya)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50.8x43.2x1
Artwork 2 Medium: Silver gelatin photographic print
Artwork 2 Commentary: Manya Muse, a French fine art model who has followed my work for years. She was
insistent that we shoot outside despite the fact that her visit was planned for October, and was enamoured with the
deciduous forest, having grown up surrounded by only pines. She kept apologising for her English but we were still
able to talk at length about feminism, art and depictions of feminine bodies in the digital age.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 163
Artwork 3 Title: The Forest (Milly)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50.8x43.2x1
Artwork 3 Medium: Silver gelatin photographic print
Artwork 3 Commentary: Camilla “Millyâ€• Harding, a British born queer bi-racial actor, theatre maker, writer and
drag king. We met through a mutual friend who organised an exhibition we both participated in, and later bonded
over our mutual experiences with chronic illness and using our bodies in our art to work through it.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 163
Artwork 4 Title: The Forest (Kelsey)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50.8x43.2x1
Artwork 4 Medium: Silver gelatin photographic print
Artwork 4 Commentary: Kelsey Dylan, an American model and herbalist specialising in medicinal mushrooms. She
travels the world for work but will not fly, instead circumnavigating the globe via boat, train and buses, staying with
me every time her boat lands in the UK. She always goes out of her way to be helpful; from helping me haul boxes of
photo paper from my old darkroom into my new studio to insisting on cooking meals at home.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 163
Artwork 5 Title: The Forest (Rose)
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 50.8x43.2x1
Artwork 5 Medium: Silver gelatin photographic print
Artwork 5 Commentary: Rose McKenzie, an American photographer, model and writer who I've been friends with
online for many years. When we met in person at last she'd been living in Europe for a few months and wasn't sure
whether she was going to stay or what she wanted to do with her life and career. She was the first person to use the
word 'alchemy' to describe analogue photography to me and the word continues to remind me of her and the weird
week we spent tinkering in the darkroom in 2017.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 164
Artist Name: Sally Dion
Website: www.sallydionartist.com
IG: dion.sally
Artist Statement: Using paint and ink, Sally Dion seeks to construct environments that flow into the sight and minds
of its viewers. Intentionality can be seen in her work as well as compelling expressions of life and living. Her work,
steers through inimical terrain and quells thoughts of family being the ultimate but rather society taking over the
cumulation of and abolition of the family unit. The paint and the ink are the tools to create towards my objective,
which is to decompose the conventional idea of family and gatherings. The development of a conclusion to this
integral family unit as we have previously known it. The edifying scope of bodily perception traversing through a
sensory minefield. Love of family includes acknowledgement and acceptance. In the end the work will show the
family through society’s lens. Intransigence and flexibility are the proof that society needs to see.
Notes:

Artist ID: 164
Artwork 1 Title: A Bag of Disappointments
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.96 cm hx 60.96 cm w x 7.62 cm d
Artwork 1 Medium: Serigraph and Linocut on textile and screen with resin objects
Artwork 1 Commentary: Using textile and unconventional printing techniques, I have constructed a bag that I can fit
all my disappointments. The scissors are resin and represent cutting, whether it be cutting out the bad or the cutting
hurt of others actions and intentions. The bag is then covered by a plexiglass box to cover and put away those
feelings and move on to better things.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 164
Artwork 2 Title: Jacket of Despair
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 121.92 cm h x 81.28 cm w x 15.24 cm d
Artwork 2 Medium: Linocut on fabric with medium on bamboo stand
Artwork 2 Commentary: Part of a series of garments representing portraits of woman. At first glance the garments
look whimsical and have lots of movement. At closer glance one can see the details of the portraits. Some are
laughing, some woman are crying and others are screaming in despair.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 164
Artwork 3 Title: Memorial to a friend
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 170.18 cm h x 91.44 cm w x 2.54 cm d
Artwork 3 Medium: Monoprints on silk suspended on aluminum frame
Artwork 3 Commentary: This installation consists of four separate panels all monoprints additive and reductive on
silk. Handmade aluminum frames are suspended from the ceiling where they can move freely. The panels are a
memorial to a lost friend and each panel represents a portion of a womans life, spirituality, labor, family and the
intellectual.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 164
Artwork 4 Title: Pursuit of happier times
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60.96 cm h x 60.96 cm w x 7.62 cm d
Artwork 4 Medium: Silkscreen and linocut on textile and screen with resin objects
Artwork 4 Commentary: Part of a series of plexiglass boxes that contain pouches. Each bag is fill with resin objects.
This box has faces printed on the screen behind and contains scissors that are closed and birds that flit in and out of
the pouch.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 164
Artwork 5 Title: Ice Cream Party
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 121.92 c h x 76.2 cm w x 5.08 cm d
Artwork 5 Medium: Woodcut on Masa Paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: This large scale woodblock was printed at a juried event called the "Big Ink". Artists all over
the country come together and print large scale woodblocks that they have created. This one represents my
granddaughters birthday party. It is study of the many textures and shapes that can be used in woodcuts.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 166
Artist Name: Annie Goliath
Website: www.anniegoliath.com
IG: www.facebook.com/annie.goliath.3
Artist Statement: Annie Goliath is an interdisciplinary artist who lives and works in London. She works across a
diverse array of mediums including installation, moving image, performance, painting, writing and sound. Her
practice navigates the changing relationship between the human and non-human at the intersections between
labour, gender, technology and ecology. She often places the past, present or potential futures in dialogue with each
other as she explores notions of consciousness, inequality, memory and time.

In 2019, Annie completed her MFA in Fine Art at Goldsmiths, University of London. She is awaiting results for round
3 of the Chaiya Art Awards (2020) and the final decision for her application to the Arts Council to deliver the project
Partnerships. Her short film Attempts to Devour Time, was featured in the WomenCinemakers Biennial 2018
publication. In 2017, she was awarded Arts Council England Grants for the Arts for the 18-month project Recycle,
Rewind and Animate and formed the AGBA collective in collaboration with the composer Black Astronaut. She has
taken part in 22 exhibitions and performances in the UK, Slovakia, Spain, South Africa and the USA and has exhibited
alongside well-known artists such as William Kentridge. Recent group exhibitions and screenings include: SAY
AAAAAHHHHH, The Old Operating Theatre Museum, London, 2019; Remains Screening, Tollis, London, 2019;
Recycle, Rewind and Animate, The Ritzy Cinema, London, 2018; Spring Cleaning, G04 Crown Place Apartments,
London, 2018; Between Democracies 1989-2014: Memory and Commemoration, Bratislava, 2017 and Approaches to
Fluidity, The Koppel Project Hive, London, 2017.
Notes:
https://vimeo.com/349300967, https://vimeo.com/388675842,
https://anniegoliath.bandcamp.com/track/lightness-of-being, https://vimeo.com/335383603

Artist ID: 166
Artwork 1 Title: Pandora's Box
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 11 minutes, 45 seconds
Artwork 1 Medium: HD moving image video
Artwork 1 Commentary: Vimeo link to view this moving image piece: https://vimeo.com/349300967

Set in a future dystopia in which humanity's over glorification of technology has resulted in an increased loss of
gender equality and ecological destruction: this science fiction, moving image piece asks questions about the nature
of consciousness. Could AI or other life forms possess consciousness? Could human consciousness exist beyond
matter? How do the answers to these questions effect our relationship with technology and ecology? It also reflects
on the cultural historian Riane Eisler ’s theories surrounding the destructive, unsustainable dominator model of
society versus the cooperative, sustainable partnership model. The archival film referenced is the German silent film
'Pandora's Box'. (1929)
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 166
Artwork 2 Title: Hope
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 140 x 120 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting was inspired by a personal experience of what I later came to realise was an
occurrence of the often reported spiritual phenomena of After Death Communication, which occurred after my
mother died after a long and painful battle with Alzheimer’s disease. This began my interest into investigating other
unexplained spiritual phenomena that have been steadily accumulating a body of scientific data such as near-death
experiences and other mysterious end of life experiences - such as terminal lucidity and individual or shared
deathbed visions.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 166
Artwork 3 Title: Reconfigured Remembrances
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 6 minutes, 47 seconds
Artwork 3 Medium: HD moving image video
Artwork 3 Commentary: Vimeo link to view this moving image piece: https://vimeo.com/388675842

In the first part of this moving image piece 'Memory 1 - Susannah's Ark', archival footage of an expedition in search
of Noah’s Ark (1947) and 1950’s advertisements for Band-Aid Adhesive Bandages is combined with my original
collages/singing and a short extract from the film Noah (2014). In the second part 'Memory 2: Water Storage', a
microscopic image of the pollutant microbead is used throughout: juxtaposed against my original collages, sound
piece and archival footage of the ocean. For the sound in this film, I collaborated with the composer Black Astronaut
and the main voice-over was spoken by Nkuli
Hepburn Zikalala.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 166
Artwork 4 Title: Lightness of Being
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 4 minutes, 18 seconds
Artwork 4 Medium: Sound art
Artwork 4 Commentary: Bandcamp link to listen to this sound art piece:
https://anniegoliath.bandcamp.com/track/lightness-of-being

This sound piece is derived from collaging together snippets of several, strikingly similar reported near-death
experiences from historical and present-day sources that traverse different cultures, age groups and continents.
Combining influences taken from the rich history of drone, jazz and experimental music: Pandora's words attempt to
echo these collective memories from an otherworldly realm reportedly existing in-between or beyond linear time
and the materialist view of consciousness.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 166
Artwork 5 Title: Attempts to Devour Time
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 6 minutes, 47 seconds
Artwork 5 Medium: HD moving image video
Artwork 5 Commentary: Vimeo link to view this moving image piece: https://vimeo.com/335383603

In this moving image piece, a reinterpretation of the Billows Feeding Machine scene from Charlie Chaplin's movie
Modern Times (1936) - which reflected upon exploitative labour practices as a male, factory worker is force fed his
lunch to maximise profit - is juxtaposed against problematic aspects of female affective and reproductive labour. The
piece further explores the challenges of automation and its effects on human labour and the politics of the female
body in relation to exploitative labour practices and commodity fetishism within the hyper-consumerist, digital age.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 170
Artist Name: Victoria Cantons
Website: www.victoriacantons.com
IG: www.instagram.com/victoriacantons/
Artist Statement: How much freedom do I have? How much freedom do we have? I am not a transgender female
artist but rather an artist who happens to be a woman and transgender. We are not just the clothed person we
present to the world. We have many faces. We are defined by our response to experience and our relationship with
each other.Â In the wake of #MeToo, what do we make of masculinity and femininity? I am interested in themes of
power, identity, male and female perceptions of each other. These aspects connect us all and yet we are also unique
individuals. Painting, whether it is figurative or abstract, is in part, about exploring that and about finding a way to
better understand my personal relationships.

Whilst the works are not painted from memory they are linked directly to memory. I keep notebooks, sketchbooks
and photographs and have a multi national, cultural and religious background - my parents were Spanish and French,
Catholic and Jewish and I was a single child with identity issues in south London. All of this is referenced to create an
exploration of identity, self and representation.

Making art allows me to communicate with the viewer, to have an exchange. There are various themes that occur
time and time again through the subjects of love, death, faith, hope, presence and absence, with motifs that include
roses, flowers, gardens, fields and landscapes, and references to body parts, skin surfaces, mirrors, furniture and
suits of armour.
Notes:

Artist ID: 170
Artwork 1 Title: Fox the fox, rat on the rat, ape the ape
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x 135 x 4
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: I often like to straddle the fence between abstract and figuration and in this painting I was
wondering very much how I could combine to two. But it is also about exploring the symbolism I use and how the
different elements speak to each other. So there is a "skin" or flesh in the middle and the roses at the top are
reflected in the mirror at the bottom which I think also seeks of examing the self. The title, which came at the end is
about me trying to trick myself.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 170
Artwork 2 Title: On the images of gold, on the weapons of the warriors and the crown of the king, I write your name
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 170 x 135 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: Like another of my paintings, I often like to straddle the fence between abstract and
figuration and in this painting I was wondering very much how I could combine to two. But it is also about exploring
the symbolism I use and how the different elements speak to each other.
The image at the bottom references the work The Shield of Achilles by Phillip Rundell, 1823, and I was thinking
about how Achilles action was passionately about devotion and love, which for me speaks to the flowers. The area in
the middle is very much like a skin.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 170
Artwork 3 Title: All I want is your picture in a locket
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 x 25 x 3
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary: There are various themes that occur time and time again in my work through the subjects of
love, death, faith, hope, presence and absence. Roses reference all of those.
The title, for me, speaks to the idea of yearning for a lost love.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 170
Artwork 4 Title: All the promises we make from the cradle to the grave
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30 x 25 x 3
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 4 Commentary: There are various themes that occur time and time again in my work through the subjects of
love, death, faith, hope, presence and absence. Roses reference all of those.
The title, for me, speaks of the way we use flowers to express our desire to another and yet how often are those
promises kept?
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 170
Artwork 5 Title: There's no place that I could be without you
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 35 x 30 x 3
Artwork 5 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 5 Commentary: There are various themes that occur time and time again in my work through the subjects of
love, death, faith, hope, presence and absence. Roses reference all of those.
The title, for me, speaks of the way we use flowers to express our desire to another and the freshness of new love.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 171
Artist Name: Yuke Li
Website: www.yukeliart.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/yukeliart/
Artist Statement: Compare to "artist", I think I am a observer. Observe outside society and inside emotions.
Notes:

Artist ID: 171
Artwork 1 Title: Portrait 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28x35cm
Artwork 1 Medium: watercolor
Artwork 1 Commentary: This drawing is one of my Portraits series. Hon. Stephen G. Breyer.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 171
Artwork 2 Title: Portrait 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 24x32cm
Artwork 2 Medium: watercolor
Artwork 2 Commentary: This drawing is one of my Portraits series. Hon. Clarence Thomas.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 171
Artwork 3 Title: Portraits 3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25x31cm
Artwork 3 Medium: watercolor
Artwork 3 Commentary: This drawing is one of my Portraits series. Hon. Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 171
Artwork 4 Title: Black Bird
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 26x34cm
Artwork 4 Medium: mono print
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is a mono print of a black bird, a duck, a very small spirit, yet a master of its own.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 171
Artwork 5 Title: On the way home
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 27x35cm
Artwork 5 Medium: mono print
Artwork 5 Commentary: This is a mono print on black print paper. In a gloomy day, a flock of sheep is on their way
home.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 172
Artist Name: Peter van Toth
Website: https://petervantoth.art
IG: https://www.instagram.com/petervantoth.art/
Artist Statement: I am an artist and painter; mathematician, computer scientist, doctor of Law by education; AI
researcher and data scientist; living and working in London, before in Singapore, Bangkok, Berlin, Amsterdam; I
move in the intersection of art & painting, scientific research, technology & AI.
In my art I continuously recreate the fundamental building blocks of consciousness, their intricate mirror
projections, enfolding the subtle geometric nature of time and existence, capturing scale free, emergent & critical
phenomena that interweave the many layers of reality.
My art is a subtle integration of scientific, analytical, processual, left brain mind expressions with spiritual
experientialism bubbling up from deep underlying levels of consciousness. The mind is the driving force in the space
of my experience, creating resistance and dissipative forces materialising in my artwork as friction left behind.
Notes:

Artist ID: 172
Artwork 1 Title: Reading at a glowing stool
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76.2x61x1.9
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: On Saturday evening, the red carpet dreams to break free from its greyness, carrying a
beanbag for a majestic journey. The bean bag also fantasises about changing its neutral colour to a more vibrant
frequency domain. Books are waiting in queue, to be the one, the special one, tonight. Who do you take tonight? In
the glowing magnificence of the small kitchen stool, you know very well why you came into this world. It’s all about
beauty...you told me once.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 172
Artwork 2 Title: The stretch
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76.2 x 101.6 x 1.9
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Under the onion moon mirror and deep inside a space of green gravity the mind is
stretched, bent and pulled. This is entering the jhanas. Having been one, you become many; having been many, you
become one; you appear and vanish; you go unhindered through a wall, through a rampart, through a mountain as
though through space; you dive in and out of the earth as though it were water; you walk on water without sinking
as though it were earth; seated cross-legged, you travel in space like a bird; with your hand you touch and stroke the
moon and sun so powerful and mighty.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 172
Artwork 3 Title: The birth
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76.2 x 61 x 1.9
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: It is morning, it started. The peach is ready to become ripe. Everything is aligned and ready.
Having a hearty breakfast to have energy and momentum. The living room is transformed, water is filling the pool. A
silent candle on the table, brother’s, father’s helping hands. It is straightforward and smooth, silently magnificent.
Watching a process enfolding that has been matured in millions of years. It takes everyone of us into the big whirl,
the head is appearing, crescendo vivace, the first breath and taking in the arms. It is arriving. It’s 4:33pm. Welcome
for a while...
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 172
Artwork 4 Title: Pearl deer
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 101.6 x 76.2 x 1.9
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: In front of a green wall hangs a golden chandelier out of thin air, filled with real candles. A
shy deer happens to appear and is mesmerised by the luminous phenomena, mirroring back the golden light in the
shadow of a purple tree. The tree watches how this unlikely situation catches fire in the museum visitor’s mind. The
shadows are contoured by red and Mandelbrot was living between 20 November 1924 and 14 October 2010. The
red panel is for switching the lights up in case you fancy for a wake up my deer...
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 172
Artwork 5 Title: When the dragons are at home
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 121.9 x 91.4 x 1.9
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: In shamanic practice, soul retrieval is the most fundamental ceremony. Whenever we suffer
physical or emotional trauma, part of our soul flees our spirit body in order to survive the experience. With every cut
and wound, our essence and vitality grow weaker. This process is called “soul loss.â€• Soul loss is also known, in
psychological terms, as dissociation. It’s what happens when we become disconnected from the very core of
ourselves, the source of our vitality, our soul. Soul retrieval is the reintegration of the lost soul parts back into a
person to create healing. In soul retrieval spirit animals and plant spirits (like the Dracocephalum Moldavica) are of
great help. They help to find the lost parts and show how to put them back into the big construction of the soul. This
always manifests in additional newfound energies that are there to help to cultivate the healthy choices that support
wholeness, confidence and (self) love.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 173
Artist Name: Bahar Toussi
Website:
IG: bahartus
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 173
Artwork 1 Title: Recollection
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35X28
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 173
Artwork 2 Title: Recollection
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35X28
Artwork 2 Medium:
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 173
Artwork 3 Title: Clytie
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 35X28
Artwork 3 Medium:
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 173
Artwork 4 Title: Clytie
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 35X28
Artwork 4 Medium:
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 173
Artwork 5 Title: Permanence
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 35X28
Artwork 5 Medium:
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 174
Artist Name: Zoë Moss
Website: www.zoemoss.com
IG: @moezoss
Artist Statement: A born and bred Londoner. After finishing a BA in Fine art at the University of Central Lancashire I
came straight back to London. I exhibited in various galleries such as the Royal Academy (Summer Exhibition two
years running) Cork street and Saatchi gallery. Since then I've have had three solo shows t and have slowly
developed from a photorealist painter into a pop art /surreal artist. I just curated my first group show.

I have entered 5 quite different artworks, I feel each has its own reasons for submission.

Thanks for taking the time to consider my entry.
Notes:

Artist ID: 174
Artwork 1 Title: Rescued Podenco'
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 cm x 50 cm x 5 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on board
Artwork 1 Commentary: I wanted to capture Maurice the Podenco's striking face. He was rescued from Spain and
transplanted to gentrified East London. I wanted to show his wariness of people and beauty. The plants, whilst
framing him structurally are also a nod to where he came from and where he is.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 174
Artwork 2 Title: A load of kunst'
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50cm x 50 cm x 5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and acrylic paint on board
Artwork 2 Commentary: A load of Kunst' is a painting combining pop art imagery such as a portrait of the singer FKA
twigs with architectural elements from my late dad and elements from my late mum such as her favourite plant the
'Coloeus' plant. It is a painted collage. It was my endeavour to combine popular imagery that people will see with the
memory of both my mum and dad. My next pieces will possibly involve some of my mums writing. I think both
parents would have appreciated the title of the piece.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 174
Artwork 3 Title: Apeeling to the masses'
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25cm x 25cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Colour pencil on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Apeeling to the masses' is a photorealist pencil drawing of Maurizio Cattelan's real banana
he gaffa taped to the wall at Miami Basel. It's a take on the frustration felt by artists such as myself who spend
hundreds of hours on work that goes unrecognised in place of sensationalist gimmicks.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 174
Artwork 4 Title: Mathilda'
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40cm x 60cm x 2cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil paint on wood
Artwork 4 Commentary: Mathilda' is based on the Luc Besson film 'Leon'. As a young assassin's assistant, it depicts
both the strength and fragility of the character. Part of my series 'Saving face' that I started last year, shortly after my
parents passed away, was based on the exaltation of both surface beauty and need for people to keep conversation
on a superficial level. As I was going through a lot I wanted to dig deeper and found this smooth surfaced aesthetic
the best way to depict this. Later prints were made of the painting and Acrylic was dripped all over them. These can
be exhibited as well.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 174
Artwork 5 Title: Jessica'
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 42cm x 29.7cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Pencil and gold leaf on paper
Artwork 5 Commentary: Jessica' is a pencil drawing of an acquaintance of mine, she is part of the East London
stripper collective. I used the gold leaf to both hide and highlight her masked face. It was part of a series of works I
produced called 'Person of interest'.
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 176
Artist Name: Antonie Eikemans
Website: antonieeikemans.wordpress.com
IG:
Artist Statement: "Divine gifts."
Like a gift from the three kings for the birth of Christ.
All this comes from my Brabant Catholic upbringing, which I try to express in this way.

My sources of inspiration were the wax objects that were offered to Mary for devotion. This is like a sacrifice for a
healing miracle.
Including the washing arms and legs and other body parts. The rich people had the wax objects poured into silver,
poor people could only offer wax objects.

A gift to yourself for yourself a divine gift it is cuddly, beautiful to look at, you can take it with you in your box as a
possession, hang it up or lay it down on a cushion, also for later when you die, in the fruits you can do the ashes.
You can therefore simply take the portable objects as a kind of bag, jewelry.
All my objects, both bronze and wax, are always exhibited in a different way in the form of installations.
Before I start pouring the fruits I must have felt them completely, by which I mean that I draw them gigantically
large up to a size of about 2 to 3 meters, I have to be fused with it, I can step in every one have touched, every
movement with a thousand lines, only then is it mine and for others.

The fruits that I use are also fruits that appear in the Bible.
The photos of the bronze objects are also pasted in a sort of church booklet with texts and other drawings that are
related to each other.
All objects that I make, whether they are 10 years old or 1 year old, participate in an exhibition or in my new
development everything comes from the foregoing and has to do with each other.

When you own my objects it is yours, and it will become yours when you cherish the form.
My expression becomes yours and will live a different life and will probably get a different meaning in a different
environment.
That is good because for that I made it that the form encourages people to cherish visual art.

Kind regards Antonie Eikemans.
Notes:

Artist ID: 176
Artwork 1 Title: Devine Gift 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 0.26cmx0.18cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 176
Artwork 2 Title: Devine Gift 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 0.36cmx0.15cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Bronze
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 176
Artwork 3 Title: Devine Gift 3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 0.20cmx0.08cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Bronze
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 176
Artwork 4 Title: Devine Gift 4
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 0.10cmx0.51cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Bronze
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 176
Artwork 5 Title: Devine Gift 5
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 0.10cmx0.51cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Bronze
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 178
Artist Name: Dee Narga
Website: Www.peculiart.co.uk
IG: Ethicalartisteee
Artist Statement: Having been told that she had to do undertake Sciences as opposed to Art at school, Eee has
emerged slightly later than most artists, and views herself as “mature.â€• Having viewed herself as a sketcher
instead of painter, she took up watercolour in 2019 formally and has been commissioned for several pieces.

Her style is loose watercolour on card or paper. Her style is abstract landscapes, inspired by regular travel and
memories of holidays. Self taught.

Recently featured in a book about women artists, Eee has also exhibited in London recently. And has been invited to
exhibit at the Indian Embassy London. Eee has an aspiration to be a role model to asian and older career
changers/women who may not have explored art as an avenue for escape from mundanity of at times what may
seem live a suppressed life.

Her background is in project management and property development. She works part time and as a volunteer
recruiting doctors from overseas. She participates in a local drama group and enjoys walking and horse riding.
Nottingham was the first place she professionally ran away to as an Asian female.
Notes:

Artist ID: 178
Artwork 1 Title: St Paul's
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40*30
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolor
Artwork 1 Commentary: St Pauls vey early evening
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 178
Artwork 2 Title: Charnwood Scape
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45*35
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolor
Artwork 2 Commentary: Local lsndscape......water and misty hills
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 178
Artwork 3 Title: Mahal Majesty
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 49*50
Artwork 3 Medium: Watercolor
Artwork 3 Commentary: Mysterical angle of the Taj
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 178
Artwork 4 Title: Drizzleburn
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 18*22
Artwork 4 Medium: Watercolor
Artwork 4 Commentary: Inspired by a recent trip to Delhi. Beautiful city hidden by the excess of emerging growth
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 178
Artwork 5 Title: Sketch of Dynasty
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 40*49
Artwork 5 Medium: Watercolor
Artwork 5 Commentary: Fantastical and romantic mood evoking
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 184
Artist Name: Kris Poeck
Website: derpoeck.com
IG: derpoeck
Artist Statement: The only important thing is the canvas and the art depicted on it. der poeck
Notes:

Artist ID: 184
Artwork 1 Title: 63 Teddybears
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220x120 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: painting
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 184
Artwork 2 Title: 3faces
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220x120 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: painting
Artwork 2 Commentary: The secret 3faces
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 184
Artwork 3 Title: Monchocho
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150x100
Artwork 3 Medium: painting
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 184
Artwork 4 Title: the ugly duckling
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120x80 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: painting
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 184
Artwork 5 Title: out of touch
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 220x150
Artwork 5 Medium: painting
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 187
Artist Name: Matt Herriot
Website: www.herriotart.com
IG: @herriot_art
Artist Statement: All of my portraits are painted from life - usually in one sitting between 45 minutes and 2 hours in
length. The goal of each portrait is to capture one aspect of the person in front of me, however the subject of the
work is the way I have painted them. No initial sketches are drawn out. Instead, I take three-dimensional forms of
the sitter's face, such as their cheek or eyelid, and abbreviate them into flat shapes that fall into place in relation to
each other to create the image - every mark has a place and purpose. When you look at a portrait of mine, what you
are really seeing is the way I view and process faces. I chose to enter exclusively self-portraits for this competition in
order for you to see how the same process, as outlined above, can lead to vastly different results.
Notes:

Artist ID: 187
Artwork 1 Title: Self-Portrait with Green Eyebrows
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61 x 61 x 1
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on panel
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 187
Artwork 2 Title: Self-Portrait
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 61 x 61 x 1
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on panel
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 187
Artwork 3 Title: Homecoming
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 35 x 53 x 0.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on cardboard
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 187
Artwork 4 Title: Self-Portrait in Beige Hat
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 61 x 61 x 1
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on panel
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 187
Artwork 5 Title: Self-Portrait in SoA Hat
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 61 x 61 x 1
Artwork 5 Medium: Oil on panel
Artwork 5 Commentary:
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 191
Artist Name: Malu Ribeiro
Website: www.maluribeiro68@artmajeur.com
IG: maluribeiroporto
Artist Statement: I paint the past in the present, I paint trauma, I paint characters in extinction, and memories, I'm a
sort of a Jules Verne- he "described a nostalgic future". I'm a member of one of the oldest human traditions, making
art, even if it wasn't always called so. I'm part of the revival of 2D art, and hand-made art... I'm partly self-taught,
partly academic, but then a rebel anti-academic because to make things wrong is where expression lies. I'm proud of
being in dialogue with past masters. I'm a woman, a mother, a rebel, a bitch, a creator, a nurturer, and I'm only
starting to bloom!
Notes:

Artist ID: 191
Artwork 1 Title: Mary Magdalene, discarded; acrylic on canvas, about 32x32", part of a trilogy, not tryptic, Feb. 2020
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81x81
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: So, where to start!? ? listening to Jimmy in a portuguese pub... I began this piece twice, an
idea from about nov. 19, a trilogy, not a mandatory tryptic, but a narrative; once in love; once lonely; once too old...
yes, I’ve come around but the body takes time to process trauma... I can’t move on till I exorcise the demons, you
know what I’m saying? ... “MARY MAGDALENE, discarded “, acrylic on canvas, Feb. 2nd. 2020. I know, I know, she’s
big headed and crooked , but that’s who she is... crooked, deformed, aged, a male-magnet, but only till when? ...
painter, writer, lover, mother, nurturer, controversial bitch ... hated by some men, hated by women ... :) she has
seen misogyny in its face...
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 191
Artwork 2 Title: The Kimono, the Bowler Hat, and the Green Armchair, he comes no more; acrylic on canvas, about
32x32", Nov.2019; part of a trilogy.
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 81x81
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Don’t be sad, “resignation (peace, in my case) is never so perfect as when the blessing
denied begins to loose of its value in our estimation “; just finishing a few past ideas... not the 1st time I represent a
person by objects, the guitar was a frequent appearance to symbolise a former lover, objects can express the
absence of someone as well, the shadow of an experience... why not use some drama, some background?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 191
Artwork 3 Title: The Kimono, the Bowler Hat, and the Green Armchair; acrylic on irregular piece of wood, about
80x80cm, Oct. 2019.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80x80
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on wood
Artwork 3 Commentary: In her adventures in Portugal, Malu meets with colorful characters and playful moments;
from her underground art studio, Malu conjures into life this whimsical portrait of a lover in her purple kimono,
bowler hat and an old green velvet armchair. Malu plays with the notions of light and shadows, revealing the wood
by simply staining it grey to portray the light from a single candle... 2 canvases behind the figure situate the scene in
her studio. The playfulness and open disposition of her sitter are skilfully captured. Malu's vibrant colors invite us to
meet him. The distortions of space and forms reveal an inner realm.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 191
Artwork 4 Title: Time Spinner
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 94x61
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: From old european towns, Malu still finds characters from an era gone by, persisting in their
existential perseverance to linger in the streets of Porto ( in this case). The sound of the knife sharpener whistling in
the distance is still an occurrence in Portugal's towns ... echoing the sounds of her childhood in Sao Paulo, Brazil ... It
is a guttural response, and Malu scratches the canvas, leaves uncovered areas as she strokes it too, creates layers of
contrasting colors, to bring us a past into the present, a past which never was exactly ... it's all in her imagination ...
or is it?
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 191
Artwork 5 Title: Women of Nazare
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 90x90
Artwork 5 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 5 Commentary: She’s a mere detail, she’s unfinished, she will probably age, she’ll be spent and she’ll be a
spare... she’s not much, she’s a ghost, a whisper... she matters not, she’s part of a wheel... she’s doomed to
disappear, morphed into something else, and yet, she’ll also be some sort of perennial entity emerging from
everyone’s unconscious, we’ve all seen her, we’ve all felt touched by her... she’s the impalpable witness in eternal
contemplation... she comes from the forgotten ages, she has seen all ages of the world, and she’ll watch over us
forever more... for she’s eternal... she’s the salt of earth...
Artwork 5 Image:

Artist ID: 197
Artist Name: Zoi Roupakia
Website: http://zoiroupakia.gallery/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/zoiroupakia.gallery/
Artist Statement: I am a machine learning engineer and an artist into conceptual minimalism and AI art. I studied
electrical and computer engineering in Greece and did postgraduate studies and research in speech recognition in
Cambridge, UK. Since then, I have entered the world of art and design with interest to combine art and new
emerging technologies.

My work is defined by the simplicity of minimalism and reveals the depth of human interaction, feelings and
thoughts. I don't view minimalism from the point of making space for more, but as a quest to find the absolute
essence of a moment, feeling or idea. What remains of a moment once we remove the noise? What is needed to
reconstruct it? A few simple lines and a concept tell a story, express an emotion, weaving reality.

Currently, I am interested in exploring the artistic capabilities of machine learning and artificial intelligence. The new
emerging technologies have already raised the question of whether machines can create art. I am working with deep
learning and neural networks to combine my artworks into new forms or train the machine to produce original
artworks.
Notes:

Artist ID: 197
Artwork 1 Title: Passion. AI Muse.
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Print 45cm x 60 cm, Frame 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital drawing, Deep learning technology.
Artwork 1 Commentary: Deep learning (AI) technology is used to combine two minimalistic sketches, which are both
artworks of mine, into a new form.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 197
Artwork 2 Title: Orestes. Erinyes. Greek Mythology.
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Print 45cm x 60 cm, Frame 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital drawing, Deep learning technology.
Artwork 2 Commentary: Neural style transfer has been widely used to transfer artist painting style to photographs
creating new pieces of art. The opposite direction has motivated this project, and the latter investigates the ability to
create photorealistic images. Can simple sketches be brought to life? Using only a minimalistic sketch, a photograph
of a person and a neural style transfer algorithm, the machine can bring simple illustrations into life transferring the
human characteristics, for example, the eyes, ears, mouth. The neural style transfer algorithm used in this work is
trained on the pre-trained VGG-19 convolutional neural network and based on Leon A. Gatys' paper, "A Neural
Algorithm of Artistic Style". "Orestes. Erinyes. Greek mythology." is the outcome of this algorithm given a digital
drawing and a person's photo, which are both artworks of mine.

In Greek mythology, Orestes was the son of Agamemnon, king of Mycenae, who was murdered by his mother's
lover when he returned from Troy. Orestes killed his mother Clytemnestra and her lover, causing the wrath of
Erinyes, the goddesses of vengeance and retribution. A torturing madness was inflicted upon him for the crime of
matricide by exposing him to his internal feelings of guilt and regret, showing how powerful these emotions can be;
nothing more tormenting than guilt.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 197

Artist ID: 197
Artwork 3 Title: In the name of the father.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30cm x 30cm
Artwork 3 Medium: AI, Deep learning technology.
Artwork 3 Commentary: As Byzantine art depicted the transcendent time and place and it was deeply intertwined
with Christian Orthodox faith, it was the exact opposite of classic naturalistic aesthetics. As Ernst Kitzinger, a
historian of Byzantine art, stated there was a "dialectic" between "abstract" and "Hellenistic" tendencies in late
antiquity. Symbolism was more important than an accurate representation or correct perspective. The figures
tended to "hover" in space, occupying symbolically the transcendent rather than the three-dimensional space.

A deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) was trained on a dataset of Byzantine iconography, which contained hundreds
of icons of Christ, Madonna, and various saints. The AI system generates then icons of religious content, evolving the
Byzantine style of abstract depiction, where the goal is to represent some "quality" of the meaningful content rather
than naturalistic forms. The result is mystic forms of transcendental aethereal attributes, or perhaps an AI
interpretation of Byzantine religious figures.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 197
Artwork 4 Title: Effortless balance. The art of living.
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 45cm x 60 cm or 60cm x 80cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital drawing.
Artwork 4 Commentary: Mastering the art of living is mastering the art of balancing of various life aspects, work,
personal life, desires, responsibilities and social norms. A balance that more often than not, is an unstable
equilibrium.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 197
Artwork 5 Title: The Woman.
Artwork 5 Dimensions: 60cm x 80cm
Artwork 5 Medium: Digital drawing.
Artwork 5 Commentary: Femme, Woman, Mujer, Î“Ï…Î½Î±Î¯ÎºÎ±.
A universal concept, the "other" according to Simone de Beauvoir. Not "man". Social norms and stereotypes; be thin
or fat, wear this or that, hide the desires, hide the problems, breasts and uterus; roles, partner, mother, daughter,
sister. Fit. Fit. Fit. Infinite "and".
Hope without borders.
Free. Fighter. Winner.
Femme, Woman, Mujer, Î“Ï…Î½Î±Î¯ÎºÎ±.
Artwork 5 Image:

